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Abstract 

Et vigtigt tema i både subjektivisme og interpretivisme er konteksten hvori sociale aktører 

interagerer, tilsvarende formålet med dette speciale; at fastslå indflydelsen af sociale medier og 

amerikansk forbrugerkultur på organisatorisk krisekommunikation. 

Ved hjælp af en kvantitativ spørgeskemaundersøgelse og fire kvalitative interviews, tager specialet 

derfor udgangspunkt i en analyse af interessegruppens kontekst og feltet; krisekommunikation.  

De fire interviews bidrager med subjektiv ekspertise, inden for hver af deres respektive felter, og 

spørgeskemaundersøgelsen afslører interessegruppens brug af sociale medier, deres sociokulturelle 

variabler, og deres holdninger til Donald J. Trump og Hillary R. Clintons krisehåndtering under 

deres kampagner til det Amerikanske præsidentvalg 2016. 

Det bliver vist at bestemte aspekter og handlinger bliver tillagt individuel værdi af forbrugere, som 

derved er med til at skabe og influere deres kontinuerlige identitetsdannelsesproces.  

Denne proces bliver sat i sammenhæng med måden hvorpå millennials bruger sociale medier, og 

hvilke kulturelle ressourcer organisationer tilbyder forbrugere at bruge i deres identitetsproces.  

Det nye medielandskab, muliggjort af ‘global cultural flows’, kombineret med millennials’ kultur, 

viser sig gennem analysen at være en stor medspiller i forhold til hvordan organisationer optimalt 

håndterer deres kriser. Disse flows har banet vejen for en ‘ideal speech situation’, hvilket gør det 

muligt for interessegruppen at bruge sociale medier i henhold til deres præferencer. Dog medfører 

dette også muligheden for at alle kan komme til orde, hvilket kan udgøre en trussel for 

virksomheder i krise.  

Det konkluderes at gruppens præferencer, i henhold til brugen af sociale medier, ikke inkluderer en 

deling af politiske meninger og holdninger på denne kanal. 

Sociale medier tilbyder muligheden for, at organisationer i virkelig tid kan monitorere 

stakeholdernes kultur, hvilket spiller en stor rolle i forhold til målretning og effektivitet af 

krisekommunikationen og den generelle krisehåndtering. 
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Ved brug af Coombs tre-trins model bliver hhv. Trump og Clintons kriseforløb  illustreret.   

Coombs’ krise respons- og Benoits image genoprettelsesstrategier bruges til at analyse 

præsidentkandidaternes krisekommunikation på de sociale medier, og denne del af analysen 

understreger at virksomheder ikke bruger de sociale medier optimalt, da de f.eks. ikke bruger 

platformene som dialogværktøjer. 

Gennem specialet bliver vigtigheden af forhold mellem organisationer og traditionelle medier stillet 

op imod vigtigheden af forhold mellem organisationer og primære stakeholdere, hvilket leder til en 

diskussion og konklusion der udtrykker behovet for begge. Gennem disse forhold kan 

organisationer sikre korrekt tolkning af deres krisekommunikation, og en gensidig konstruktion af 

identitet.   

Ydermere giver det organisationer mulighed for at monitorere stakeholdere, både før, under og efter 

en krise. 
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Introduction 

The emergence of social networks has caused a change in how people exchange and search for 

information (Young et al., 2016). As a result, the unfolding of social media platforms has enabled 

people to publish content online without any technical knowledge, and has functioned as an outlet 

to identifying rising trends to be used in organizational context (Young et al., 2016). 

These platforms on which users create the content, are frequently used by millennials, born between 

1981 and 1994 (Berger, 2016). Millennials have increasingly been considered a profitable group of 

consumers, and can be considered the very expression of mass popular culture (Kjeldgaard & 

Askegaard, 2006). 

Constructs that have inspired this generation, which was born into the digital society include; social 

transformation triggered by new technology, culture and reality socially constructed by users of 

social media, and the creation of identity and symbolism within communication (Berger, 2016). 

As a result of the emergence of social platforms, users can create new identities, symbols of 

communication and communities, virtually (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995).  

Members of social media communities increasingly express their attitudes and opinions on these 

platforms when dealing with organizations (Coombs, 2015). This need for expression makes social 

media platforms relevant for organizations to consider, particularly in the event of a crisis, due to 

the user created content and culture. 

A crisis is defined as the “breakdown in a system that creates shared stress” (Coombs, 2015; 2). As 

social media has changed consumer culture, these platforms are central factors in the field of crisis 

management. Crisis management is the management of, “information and meaning through the pre-

crisis, crisis response, and post-crisis phases of crisis management” (Coombs & Holladay, 2016; 

54). 

For the reasons described above, this thesis will explore the field of crisis communication on social 

media and will focus on millennials as receivers of this communication.  

However, as the field of crisis communication is highly context dependent (Coombs, 2015), these 

areas of research will be optimally explored by the use of cases involving crises. 
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The fact that politicians are likely to make decisions that affect a high number of people, often place 

them in the spotlight of a crisis (Benoit, 2014). As a result of increased attention on politicians, 

politics is a favored context for image repair (Benoit, 2014), as it was seen during the 2016 

American presidential election.  

The significance of the presidential election is exemplified by the impact it poses on an 

extraordinarily high rate of the population, not only in America but globally as well. The immense 

implications of this particular election made it interesting and relevant for a substantial number of 

people. 

As the millennial generation is a prudent segment for organizations to target and includes active 

users of social media, it is particularly relevant to uncover their social media culture. Exploring this 

culture will help organizations adapt their crisis communication efforts towards this group. Building 

a relationship between stakeholders and the organization is significantly relevant for the 

organization as its survival is strongly influenced by the perceptions of the organization’s reputation 

(Young et al., 2016).  

Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to illustrate how social media and American consumer culture 

influence organizational communication strategies and crisis communication. Therefore, the 

purpose is to state why these areas are important to recognize by organizations when producing 

crisis communication. 

The candidates of the 2016 presidential election were Donald J. Trump and Hillary R. Clinton. The 

high crisis risk in politics was seen as each of the candidates experienced crises during the 

presidential campaign. The risk of crises in politics makes these cases relevant for a situational 

analysis of their individual crises. 

The crisis management efforts by Trump and Clinton will be analyzed in alignment with the 

introduced millennial group as receivers. Also, due to the nationality of the presidential candidates, 

the culture, the identity creation process, and the American millennials’ usage of social media will 

play a significant role throughout this thesis. 
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Research question 

This purpose described above guides the following research question:  

How has the emergence of social media and culture among young Americans influenced 

organizational crisis communication? 

With the aim to answer this research question, two cases from the 2016 American presidential 

election will be analyzed and discussed. These cases will illustrate how crisis communication is 

constructed due to the influence of social media as well as the way in which consumer culture plays 

a role in the shaping of organizational communication.   

The purpose of the thesis is to determine the influence of social media and American consumer 

culture in organizational crisis communication. The research, method and analysis will therefore 

apply to other organizations to use during crisis management with a similar group of interest. 

These two specific cases are elaborated under the headline ‘Presentation of crises cases’. 
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Methodology 

With the aim to answer the research question, relevant data had to be gathered and processed. Two 

different methods were used; survey (Appendix 1) and interviews (Appendices 2-5). 

The general data was retrieved from the interviewees - experts on the topic, and the data from the 

survey was used as a method of exploring attitudes among the group of interest. This multi method 

research design creates a more solid foundation for answering the research question (Saunders et al., 

2016). Each method will be examined and discussed in the following. 

Research philosophy  

Scientific approaches have been seen as incommensurable methods, however in recent time, the 

development tends towards combining the types of scientific approaches (Brier, 2012). One way of 

combining the approaches is through triangulation, in which several sources, theories, methods etc. 

are combined. This thesis uses methodological triangulation, data triangulation, and theoretical 

triangulation, where different methods, data sources and theories are used to uncover the research 

question (Brier, 2012). The triangulation is seen through a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative research methods, by first conducting a survey and later four interviews. These 

different methods also provide different sets of data to analyze, alongside statistics and case data. 

Furthermore, theories from multiple fields are used to analyze the research subject. 

However, as the research area in this thesis is influenced by actions of social actors, young 

Americans, the research philosophy will fall under the subjectivism continuum (Saunders et al., 

2016). Under subjectivism, reality is constructed through social interactions where shared meaning 

and realities are created between social actors (Saunders et al., 2016). 

In order to understand the constructed realities, it is therefore necessary to include historical, 

geographical and socio-cultural context (Saunders et al., 2016). 

As interpretivists emphasize the importance of language, history and culture, the main research 

philosophy of this thesis is interpretivism. Interpretivism stresses that there are no universal laws as 

seen in positivism (Saunders, 2016), as the way in which individuals interpret a subject, is 

influenced by other individuals, cultures and societies (Brier, 2012).  
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The research methods; survey and interview are influenced by the ontology and the epistemology of 

interpretivism. Ontology is concerned about existence and being, whereas epistemology is 

concerned about the actual knowledge of these things (Nygaard, 2012). In this thesis the ontology is 

therefore to identify the American culture, social media platforms and crisis communication. In 

relation to the philosophy of interpretivism, these terms will not have a single external reality. The 

epistemology is how these areas of interest influence each other, and how they work in relation to 

one another. In relation to the philosophy of interpretivism, the study of the subjects is conducted 

through looking at specific cases, with respect to the significant importance of context (Saunders et 

al., 2016). 

In this thesis, the epistemology of interpretivism is carried out through the 2016 presidential 

candidates’ crises during their campaigns, where American culture and social media will set the 

specific context. Interpretivism is the framework from which qualitative research is conducted 

(Sarantakos, 2012). Through qualitative research, the goals were to determine the way in which the 

interviewees made sense of the phenomenon investigated and how they assigned meaning to this 

phenomenon (Sarantakos, 2012). However, the objective of combining the multiple research 

methods in triangulation was to reach a broader understanding of the areas of research. 

Besides qualitative methods, the research therefore included quantitative methods, such as a survey, 

and deductive data (Thurén, 2013) such as numbers and statistics from the Pew Research Center.  

This thesis also used inductive methods (Thurén, 2013), meaning that it drew conclusions based on 

the analysis that derived from the retrieved qualitative and quantitative data and the applied theory. 

In order to answer the research question, the theory and data was interpreted and discussed 

throughout the thesis. 

Interpretivism is an overall research philosophy, under which hermeneutics is found (Saunders et 

al., 2016). The hermeneutic relation to interpretivism affects this thesis as prior understandings of 

the areas of interest will be revised and recreated, thus create the hermeneutic spiral (Thurén, 2013).  

The consumer culture is constantly changing, which creates a constantly changing environment for 

organizational operations. If organizations continue to operate with a settled pre-understood 

mindset, their operations will fail to match the changes in their surroundings. By gaining a deeper 

understanding of the American millennial consumer culture and the culture surrounding social 

media, the influence of these areas on crisis communication will become clearer. The clarification 
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will hereby create a new understanding of how crisis communication optimally should be 

structured, in relation to the context and external factors surrounding these cases. This new pre-

understanding (Thurén, 2013) will be beneficial for organizations, enabling them to target their 

audience in the most optimal way, as the communication, channels etc. will be adapted to fit the 

audience of interest.  

As with all other research philosophies, interpretivism also has flaws. As it deals with people, it is 

not always “possible to know whether researchers gain a true account of the respondent’s 

meanings” (Sarantakos, 2012; 41).   

The challenge of interpretivism dealing with people with subjective attitudes is furthermore the 

reason why the interviewees and the survey respondents are seen as subjective producers of 

meaning (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995), and not as producers of indisputable facts. 

The multiple methods presented here, are in the following section examined and discussed along 

with attributes and challenges of each individual method. 

Survey 

One of the most used data collecting methods is the questionnaire, also known as survey (Appendix 

1; Saunders et al., 2016). A survey is an efficient way to gather attitudes, impressions and opinions 

from a large group of people to use in quantitative analysis, as each respondent is responding to the 

same set of questions (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Motivation 

The motivation for conducting a survey was the ability to get numerous answers in a short period of 

time.  

The survey was conducted prior to the presidential election with the purpose to avoid mixing 

respondents’ observations and attitudes towards communication on social media, from before and 

after the election. The survey was therefore activated on November 3rd 2016 and closed November 

8th 2016, on the day of the election. 

As this thesis seeks to analyze the correlation between American consumer culture, social media 

and organizational crisis communication, data was needed in order to achieve a better understanding 

of the American consumer culture. This data was retrieved by use of this survey, as a means to 
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address as many American respondents as possible, within the few requirements of the group of 

interest.  

The Internet was the optimal communication channel for this survey, as it enabled the respondents 

to complete the survey at any time during any day they found suitable. This arguably resulted in 

more convenience for the respondents to complete the survey, which lead to more elaborative and 

well-considered answers. Furthermore, the choice to distribute the survey through social media was 

due to the significant number of 86% Americans in the age 18-29 who use social media (PRC, 

2017a). This large percentage of social media users within this age group hence constituted of 

potential respondents that were beneficial to address with this survey. Furthermore, a study carried 

out in August 2016 revealed that 88% of the Americans in this age group used Facebook, 59% used 

Instagram, 36% used Twitter and 34% were active users on LinkedIn (Greenwood et al., 2016). 

Due to the popularity of these platforms, the survey was distributed in November 2016 through all 

of these social media channels, to target a high number of possible respondents. These statistics did 

not include the oldest part of the group of interest, aged 30-35, however, it was estimated that the 

high number of younger Americans could constitute a sufficient total number of respondents in the 

survey. 

Due to the fact that every respondent was presented with the same set of questions, the survey 

provided data from a large sample of the population, within the group of interest, useful for 

quantitative analysis (Saunders et al., 2016). The survey was conducted as a mean to poll this 

section of the American population, in order to determine numerous attitudes, from which 

percentages would appear. By use of survey as a research method, the data was instantly presented 

through percentages, charts, and column diagrams that were simple to interpret and incorporate in 

the thesis as useful data. 

The objective of this survey was to explore this specific demographic group’s attitudes on the 

communication from the presidential candidates on social media.  

These attitudes were explored along with their personal usage of social media, the time spend on 

social media each day (Appendix 1, Q. 13) and their preferences regarding social media platforms 

(Appendix 1, Q. 14). These data was then combined with general cultural traits of Americans in 

order to identify the specific attitudes of this group, throughout the analysis. 
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Considerations prior to activation 

Before sending out a survey, several things needed to be considered, first of all the group of interest 

of the survey. A clarification of the group of interest would contribute to decisions regarding the 

survey, as to how it should be constructed, what types of questions it should contain, the 

information that needed to be uncovered, and how it should be shared (Saunders et al., 2016). The 

group of interest for this survey was young Americans between the ages of 18-35. This 

demographic, born between 1981 and 2000, entails the millennial generation or Generation Y, and 

approximately constitute 25% of the American population (Berger, 2016).   

It is safe to assume that a large percentage of this demographic paid attention to the activities on 

different media related to the 2016 presidential election, as they were allowed to vote, and due to 

the media covering of the 2016 election. The survey was also shared in political groups on social 

media, which ensured that possible respondents had knowledge of the presidential election. 

One of the risks of using interpretivism as a research philosophy lies with the discussion of whether 

or not different scientific approaches are incommensurable, as interpretivists often employ methods 

similar to those employed by positivist, when exploring the nature of social life (Sarantakos, 2012). 

Methods similar to those employed by positivists were seen in the above-described clarification of 

the group of interest. Statistics and indisputable facts were used to determine the group of interest of 

the survey, as information on other determining factors was not available. Other determinants could 

have been specific cultural traits of this specific group, which indicated why this group potentially 

could have influenced organizational crisis communication. 

Surveys should not be longer than what is necessary to meet one’s research question and objectives, 

and the importance of every question was therefore discussed and carefully considered before 

sending out the survey (Saunders et al., 2016). The survey consisted of a total of 21 questions. 

To avoid misinterpretations surveys should always go through a pilot testing phase, and letting 

friends or family test the survey is better than none at all (Saunders et al., 2016). Due to time 

limitations, the questions were looked over by only one American, freelance media artist; Katie 

Doyle. Her contribution was very useful, as grammatical mistakes and cultural aspects were 

discussed, in order to avoid both misunderstandings of questions and cultural clashes. Cross-cultural 

research was therefore also conducted before having Ms. Doyle testing the survey, as cultural 

awareness plays a huge role when dealing with another culture. After the pilot test, the survey was 
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mediated through the Internet on different social media; Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and 

LinkedIn. 

On Facebook, the survey was posted in eighteen different political groups and was furthermore 

shared by Americans in their personal networks.  

As an Internet mediated self-completed questionnaire does not allow interaction, the following text 

was posted along with the survey: 

“AMERICANS ONLY!: 

As part of my master thesis, my partner and I are conducting a survey, and it would be highly 

appreciated if you would please take 6-8 minutes to complete this survey of 21 questions regarding 

online media and the presidential election 2016. Please do share as we would like to get as many 

respondents as possible. Requirements: You must be allowed to vote on Nov 8th, and you must be 

under the age of 35 years, consistent with our group of interest.  

THANK YOU!” 

With the aim to get the highest number of respondents possible, it was included how much time it 

approximately would take to complete the survey and the number of questions it included. 

Information on the number of questions and the estimated completion time would prepare the 

respondents on the time consumption. The subject of the survey was also presented in the text, so 

that respondents both were able to see what the survey was about, but also to eliminate non-suitable 

respondents from answering the survey. 

Survey design & questioning 

The first page of the survey stated that respondents were anonymous, to encourage respondents to 

speak freely. The survey was furthermore divided into three pages, each with a sub-headline to 

inform the respondents of the following questions’ focus. Lastly, the survey was closed with a 

thanking remark. 

The first part of the survey leaned more towards descriptive research, with closed questions and 

multiple-choice options, where the purpose was to show factual and demographic variables within 

the chosen demographic group and give deductive data.  

The first seven questions were asked with the purpose to map out the socio-cultural variables 
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(Fronz, 2012) of the group of interest. The purpose was to explore the context surrounding the 

group of interest, before asking questions about their attitudes towards the presidential candidates’ 

use of social media during their crises. Question 3-6 were designed as multiple choice questions, 

however, these four questions on socio-cultural variables could possibly provide a definition issue, 

as the respondents might place themselves in a different class than the one they actually belonged 

to, in accordance to their own perceptions.  

Closed questions make a survey less time consuming for the respondents, affecting the willingness 

to participate in the survey (Thayer-Hart et al., 2010). Hence, the survey started with closed 

questions in the form of multiple-choice, where the respondents were not able to further elaborate 

on their answers (Saunders et al., 2012). The risk of this type of question is the limitation of 

answers, as the respondents are only able to answer from one of the options that are already 

formulated for them. 

The respondents’ political practices (Appendix 1, Q. 7) might seem irrelevant, as the thesis focus on 

crisis communication, and not on specific political ideologies. However, they were relevant as it is 

reasonable to assume that the respondents’ attitudes towards the communication from the 

presidential candidates might be biased by their political party preferences. For example, Clinton 

supporters might be more inclined to comply with the communication from Clinton, compared to 

the communication from Trump. 

The political engagement of the respondents was revealed (Q. 8-9), as this would validate the 

remaining responses. Their answers in the remaining part of the survey would then be based on 

actual experience regarding the political system, the power of holding a vote, and if the respondents 

made use of that vote. 

Due to the uncertainty in the 2016 election on how many potential voters would actually place their 

vote (Bump, 2016), the survey included this question as well (Appendix 1, Q. 9). Clarifying if the 

respondents were planning to vote at this election made the survey fit to the external environment 

and corresponding to the situation in the country at that point in time.  

Both Q. 10 and 11 clarified preferences of media sources in relation to political information, but had 

different structures. 
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All questions were closed questions with multiple-choice answers until question 11, where a 

comment box was added, to enable the respondents to express themselves in their own words. This 

comment box transformed the closed questions into open questions (Thayer-Hart et al., 2010), and 

gave the survey characters from explanatory research, where the questions are looking into the 

cause and effect relationship between different variables (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Multiple-choice answers combined with comment boxes also allowed the respondents to express 

own opinions and thoughts, and to be even more accurate than the multiple-choices allowed them to 

be (Thayer-Hart et al., 2010).   

The respondents were asked to share thoughts and opinions, and reveal how communication and 

activities on social media had changed or influenced their personal preferences. Q. 12 therefore 

revealed important aspects that influenced their choice of candidate.  

In Q. 13-14, the respondents stated their social media preferences, which was useful data as a way 

of analyzing to which extent the candidates were able to reach the group of interest, depending on 

the preferred social media channels by each of the candidates.  

Q. 15-17 revealed the political engagement in previous elections and thereby indicated how their 

political engagement had changed. This revealed to what extent the respondents were reflective of 

the topics they noticed themselves. 

Rating questions are very useful types of questions when collecting opinion data, which was seen in 

Q. 18 and 19. It is important to keep the same number of response options as well as the same order, 

when asking more than one rating-question (Saunders et al., 2016). This is important in order to 

avoid confusing the respondents and can be done by arranging all of the possible answers in one 

straight line (Saunders et al., 2016). The rating was therefore limited to five options to choose from, 

all on one line, in the scale of “excellent, generally good, okay, bad catastrophic” in both questions 

(Appendix 1, Q. 18 & 19). 

Q. 18-20 revealed the personal opinions of the respondents, as the data from these questions 

reflected their own evaluation of the communicative strategies used by the presidential candidates. 

In addition, they stated if and how these cases, and arguably the way in which the candidates 

handled these cases, influenced where they would cast their vote.  

Q. 21 revealed the usage of social media in terms of the presidential election debates and the reason 

for their choice to participate in the degree they did. 
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Critique of the survey 

Survey as a research method has certain limitations and points of critique. This section will examine 

these challenges with relevance to this survey, which in turn affected the accuracy of the data used 

in this thesis. 

Missing data (Lyberg & Weisberg, 2016) is a critique of this survey, as the number of respondents 

decreased from 152 to 136 in question 7, and again from 136 to 125 respondents in question 12. The 

number of respondents remained stable at 125, during the remaining part of the survey.  

As a way to prepare for the risk that the respondents might not complete the survey or was willing 

to complete it, the survey was designed specifically with the attribute that respondents could not 

move on to another question, before answering the previous one. The declining number of 

respondents throughout the survey was therefore due to a technical error.  

When analyzing this data throughout the thesis, it is kept in mind that the survey had 152 

respondents, however, as mentioned, this number declined throughout the survey. 

It should be noted that the number of respondents in the survey was not high enough to illustrate a 

complete picture of the attitudes of every American within the group of interest, as millennials 

constitute more than 25% of the 324 million Americans living in America (Berger, 2016; US 

Department of Commerce, 2017). Using online surveys as research method include the risk of a low 

response rate (Saunders et al., 2016), which was validated as this survey only had 152 respondents. 

However, the respondents were able to provide the basis for drawing a conclusion on tendencies 

within the group of interest, thus proving to be relevant for this thesis. 

A few of the respondents did not fully understand Q. 3, as they should have stated their highest 

completed education. However, a few of the respondents disclosed their current occupation through 

text responses, which should not have been answered until in the next question.  

This misunderstanding resulted in a profile of the group of interest that could have been more 

accurate, however, this misunderstanding was of minor importance for answering the research 

question, as their answers were actually requested, just further below.   

A misunderstanding of the survey description was seen in Q. 4, as a respondent classified 

him/herself as retired, when asked about current employment. This classification can naturally be of 
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one who had chosen to take an early retirement, and therefore still belonging to the age group, 18-

35. On the other hand, if this respondent is a senior citizen, he/she is not in the group of interest, 

which is a threat to the accuracy of the survey. 

Additionally, Q. 9 revealed the respondents’ plans to vote at the 2016 election, however, as an 

elaboration on his/her ‘no’ answer, one respondent answered ‘Canadian’ as a reason for why he/she 

was not planning to vote. Additionally, another respondent answered that he/she ‘legally cannot’ 

vote, which could be an indication that this respondent was not old enough to vote, and therefore 

not part of the group of interest, or may not be an American citizen.  

The data from these respondents is included in the remaining part of the survey and therefore in the 

analyzing part of the thesis as well. This thereby compromised the validity of the survey as these 

respondents were considered representatives of the group of interest, as single respondents cannot 

be excluded from this data method after completion. This is an example of why not being able to 

fact check is a disadvantage for survey as a research method. 

The respondents were anonymous, which encouraged answers not biased by politeness (Saunders et 

al., 2016). However, having anonymous respondents required extensive evaluation, in regards to the 

choice of words to avoid misinterpretations, as the respondents could not be contacted with the aim 

to clarify their answers, which is a considerable risk of this method (Saunders et al., 2016). An 

additional risk was that it could not be verified if the respondents answered truthfully. 

The anonymity of the respondents also constituted another challenge of using interpretivism as a 

research philosophy. As their identities were unknown, it was not possible to further explore their 

attitudes. The epistemology of interpretivism constitutes the risk that it is not always possible “to 

know whether researchers gain a true account of the respondent’s meanings. Accounts of 

researcher and respondents may vary and be contradicting” (Sarantakos, 2012; 41). Interpretations 

of respondents’ meanings could therefore be wrong, which is why the data was treated with respect 

to this risk and why the focus was on explicitly expressed attitudes. 

Due to a technical error in Q. 21, it was discovered that the combination of the multiple choice 

answers and the matching text responses were not visible. The respondents were able to see and 

pick from these multiple-choice questions, however, the reason for their choice was not displayed in 

line with their multiple choice answers. As a result, the survey did not show the full possible 
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answers with elaborated preferences, which was otherwise the objective of this question. The 

respondents chose one of the following statements; 

‘I read posts, but never like and/or share/Retweet/repost because:’  

‘I read posts, but do not usually like and/or share/Retweet/repost because:’  

‘I usually like and/or share/Retweet/repost because:’  

‘I usually like and/or share/Retweet/repost and include my own opinion on the post because:’ 

‘I never like and/or share/Retweet/repost because:’ 

The objective of this question was to discover a percentage of the respondent’s preferences in terms 

of participation and sharing on social media in relation to the presidential election. This percentage 

is therefore not possible to include in the analysis, as the majority of the text responses could belong 

to several of the above statements. 

Consumer practices, such as political, social media, and communicative practices usually take place 

without much reflection by the consumer (Warde, 2005). Changed behavior through reproduction 

and innovation of practices is often outside of the awareness of the consumers (Warde, 2005). This 

means that the respondents are likely to answer in relation to their own perception of their practices, 

which could be the case in Q. 7, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, and 21. 

However, as with any research, errors must be taken into consideration. With the survey just being 

posted on different groups online, and not manually distributed to a selected group of respondents, a 

sampling error can occur (Lyberg & Weisberg, 2016). Due to time limitation, it was not possible to 

contact potential respondents beforehand, in order to select a more diverse group of respondents. 

This resulted in an uneven selection of respondents, such as a majority of female and Democratic 

respondents. A highly diverse group of respondents in terms of demography would have resulted in 

more diverse data as well.  

However, as it is predictable to expect a higher response rate in surveys among women, both online 

and offline (Correa et al., 2010), the majority of female respondents were not surprising. 

In an attempt to avoid technical errors, a pilot test was carried out prior to survey activation. This 

attempt failed in the various ways described above, as all of these errors should have been 

discovered and eliminated as a result of the testing. 
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The additional data collecting method used for this thesis was interviews. This method will be 

clarified below along with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of this of method. 

 

Interviews 

The semi-structured and in-depth interview is used as a way to collect data that is analyzed 

qualitatively, often as part of case studies (Saunders et al., 2016), similarly to this thesis. This type 

of interview is in this thesis used with the purpose to collect relevant background and contextual 

information on the fields; American consumer culture, social media and crisis communication. 

There are different approaches to interviews; subjective and objectives perspectives (Saunders et al., 

2016). The interviews conducted with the aim to collect data for this thesis was through a subjective 

approach that considers the socially constructed view of the social world (Saunders et al., 2016). 

The interviews are “co-produced on the one hand by the views and interpretations of the participant 

and on the other hand by the interviewer, who asks questions, responds to the participant’s views 

and interprets the resulting data during data analysis” (Saunders et al., 2016; 390). These views 

were processed, and created the basis for meaning construction (Saunders et al., 2016), which is 

consistent with the choice to consider the interviewees as subjective producers of meaning, not 

objective sources of data (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995; Sarantakos, 2012). 

To gather knowledge, information and different aspects in relation to the research question, four 

different people were interviewed. Each of the interviewees had different fields of expertise, which 

could contribute to a joined knowledge base.  

The purpose of the interviews was therefore to question the interviewees about each of their 

individual field of knowledge and to let them talk at length, in order to exploit their knowledge to 

the fullest.  

The following section will contain a presentation of the interviewees. 
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Presentation of interviewees 

Nathalie Camilla Larsen works as a technical manager at Lead Agency and as a social media expert. 

She works with commercial and political clients and advises them within social media. She 

furthermore trains customer service units in how to answer and monitor on social media, train 

leaders in Twitter usage, develop communication strategies with special focus on the digital, and 

run campaigns on social and digital media. She deals with specific content packages for both private 

and public companies, as well, both on strategic and hands-on levels. Previously she has worked 

with LIDL, Sticks’n’sushi, and the oil company Q8 and is furthermore social media expert on the 

Danish TV show, Go’morgen Danmark, where she has had a weekly feature for 2 years. 

The purpose of conducting an interview with Ms. Larsen was to get her professional and 

experienced point of view in relation to social media usage as this, in combination with crisis 

communication, is point of departure for this thesis. She provided valuable information on 

communication specific for social media and elaborations on social media as an organizational 

communication tool. A transcription of the interview with Ms. Larsen can be found in Appendix 2. 

Lasse Peter Laursen is an external consultant at DFDS and managing partner at Konsulenthuset 

QED. He works with financial analysis, financial positions etc., but also crisis communication and 

PR issues. Furthermore, he is an external lecturer at CBS, teaching risk- and crisis communication. 

The aim of interviewing Mr. Laursen was to benefit from his role as an expert within the field of 

crisis communication. The field of crisis communication is, in collaboration with social media, 

point of departure for this thesis, which is the reason for Mr. Laursen's extensive knowledge and 

professional experience being of great relevance for this thesis. A transcription of the interview with 

Mr. Laursen can be found in Appendix 3. 

Ms. Flanagan was born and raised in Plainview, New York, lived in New Orleans, Louisiana but 

moved to Copenhagen in 2015 to study her Masters degree, which she will finish in June 2017. Ms. 

Flanagan studies her Masters degree in International Business Communication, Multicultural 

Communication in Organizations on Copenhagen Business School, while working as a student 

assistant in the department of Group Branding and Communication at Svitzer A/S.  

The purpose of interviewing Ms. Flanagan was to get in-depth perspectives from an American 

within the group of interest. She could provide insights and knowledge on consumer perspectives 
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and consumer culture on social media, within the group of interest. Her education on CBS gives her 

knowledge about cultural differences, communication strategies and organizational communication. 

These competences make her point of views important and relevant. A transcription of the interview 

with Ms. Flanagan can be found in Appendix 4. 

Mr. Fuglede works as an USA analyst and as a commentator on international politics, primarily 

within the field of the political developments in America, He has worked with American culture and 

politics since 2004 and employ various tasks; he manages the media coverage on America for TV2, 

and combine the layers between politics and economy in America for the investment company 

Formuepleje. Furthermore, he is a freelancer, performs lectures, host a radio program and write 

numerous articles for both Berlingske and BT. Mr. Fuglede’s extensive experience with Americans 

and their cultural traits in relation to political systems could contribute to the data set of this thesis. 

A transcription of the interview with Mr. Fuglede can be found in Appendix 5. 

Motivation 

The purpose of exploratory studies is to ask open questions to discover events and to gain insights 

of a topic of interest (Saunders et al., 2016). In comparison, explanatory studies establish causal 

relationships between variables and typically for the explanatory study, part of the interview 

questions asked are ‘why’ or ‘how’ questions (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Based on this, the questioning technique was both exploratory and explanatory (Saunders et al., 

2016). This is substantiated as this thesis seeks to explore the correlation between social media, 

crisis communication and consumer culture, which constitutes the relationship between variables. 

This method had two key aims in relation to the active interview (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995). 

Firstly, to gather information from the interviewees to answer the research question and secondly to 

explain how their knowledge concerning that topic is narratively constructed (Holstein & Gubrium, 

1995).  

When processing the interviews, various elements were taken into consideration when decoding and 

analyzing the answers of the interviewees, including possible motivation for their statements. 
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Considerations prior to the interviews 

In the planning phase, it was established as one of the aims that efforts would be made to make the 

interviewees feel comfortable during the interviews. Comfortability would arguably encourage 

them to talk at length and express attitudes and opinions related to relevant topics (Saunders et al., 

2016). The setting should be professional and yet known to the interviewees in order to meet this 

aim, which is why all the interviews were conducted at places of work.   

Ms. Larsen, Mr. Laursen and Mr. Fuglede were all interviewed in a conference room at their 

workplace. Ms. Flanagan was interviewed in a study room at CBS, which also provided a 

professional setting.  

The research interview is seen as a product of individualistic societies, which may not be 

appropriate to different cultural orientations (Saunders et al., 2016). However, the cultural aspect 

was only relevant to consider in relation to the interview with Ms. Flanagan. Nevertheless, due to 

the highly individualistic culture in both Denmark and America (Ting-Toomey, 1999), this would 

arguably not influence the choice of including Ms. Flanagan as an interviewee, as she was able to 

contribute to this thesis with valuable information from an American consumer perspective. 

Prior to the stage of conducting the interviews, the interviewees were presented with relevant 

information on the topics that would be covered during the interview. This contributed to ensuring 

quality in the interviews. The interviewees had time to prepare themselves, in relation to providing 

relevant information (Saunders et al., 2016).  

The themes to be discussed during the interviews were examined by the interviewees prior to the 

interviews. Furthermore, they were discussed between the authors of this thesis and with relevant 

people, including the supervisor. The themes were derived from relevant literature, theories, past 

experience within the topic, and continuously compared to how the answers within the specific 

topic would contribute to the thesis (Saunders et al., 2016). 

To ensure the quality and relevance of the answers, the topic of the research was repeated when 

initiating the interviews, to prepare the interviewee and to reduce potential social distance, creating 

trust between the two parties (Saunders et al., 2016). 

The interviews conducted for this thesis were not ethnographic interviews. This was a conscious 

choice based on a discussion of the purpose of this method and the contributions of this method. 
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The purpose of an ethnographic interview is to describe a culture in its own terms (Spradley, 1979). 

An ethnographic interview can be compared to a friendly conversation, however, with specific 

differences. One of the similarities between an ethnographic interview and a friendly conversation 

is that the interviewee often does not know that he/she engages in an ethnographic interview, due to 

the friendly and very informal tone of voice. 

If the ethnographic interview had been relevant to the research field of this thesis, the interviewees 

would have been transcribed differently. It would have then been relevant to make observational 

notes on the non-verbal behavior, tone of voice, whether the two parties laughed at jokes or not, etc. 

(Spradley, 1979). However, this was not relevant, as the ethnographic interview would not have 

been beneficial in relation to the purpose of the thesis. 

Questioning strategies 

A list of themes and questions was prepared to be answered by the interviewees, which is a 

characteristic of a semi-structured, face-to-face interview (Saunders et al., 2016). During all the 

interviews, a few questions were omitted, as the interviewee, unconsciously, answered future 

questions indirectly through elaborative answers to other questions. However, the questions were 

prepared with the purpose to have the interviewee elaborate on specific topics and on his/her own 

perspectives. On several occasions, questions that had already been answered indirectly were 

rephrased and asked later in the interview to bring this specific topic back into focus. This can be 

seen in Appendix 2, Q. 10 and Appendix 3, Q. 8, along with elaborating questions in for example 

Appendix 3, Q. 12 & 24. These new questions or topics were added as the interviews unfolded, 

exploiting the flexibility and advantage of the semi-structured interview (Holstein & Gubrium, 

1995). 

Furthermore, Ms. Larsen, Mr. Laursen and Mr. Fuglede were asked to provide definitions of 

technical terms e.g. ‘social media’, ‘crisis’, ‘crisis communication’ and ‘culture’ with the aim to 

understand the meanings they ascribed to the relevant terms due to their expert knowledge in these 

fields. The foremost purpose of conducting an interview with Ms. Flanagan was to draw an image 

of the American culture, as she is part of this culture, and therefore has a contemporary 

understanding of this, and not to describe specific technical terms. The ability to explore the 

personal and professional meanings expressed by the interviewees’ added significant depth to the 

research data (Saunders et al., 2016). 
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During all four interviews, two methods were used to fully benefit from the data provided by the 

interviewee; note taking and audio recording. Taking notes helped to maintain concentration as well 

as to note down elaboratory questions and mark answers that were not quite clear. Furthermore it is 

useful for formulating points to summarize and to ask probing questions (Saunders et al., 2016). 

From the interviewees’ point of view, note taking can illustrate a general interest in the answers 

(Saunders et al., 2016). The audio recording provided the ability to transcribe the interviews. Full 

transcripts of the interviews made it possible to go into detail with the data later in the thesis 

process. However, the challenge of audio-recording the interview with the purpose to make a full 

transcript was the amount of time this method required. To reduce the risk of the interviewee 

focusing on the audio-recorder during the interview, all interviewees were asked in advance, if they 

would mind to be recorded. 

To avoid creating bias in the responses from the interviewee, non-verbal behavior as well as a 

change in tone of voice and further comments were avoided (Saunders et al., 2016). In relation to 

response bias, the interviewee might express that certain topics are confidential and that he/she is 

not allowed to go into details of specific matters (Saunders et al., 2016). As with the case in 

Appendix 3, Q. 2, where Mr. Laursen described a specific case yet leaving out the name of the 

company, while mentioning that he would not discuss specific and confidential client matters. Mr. 

Laursen had only limited time to conduct the interview, creating the risk of a participation bias 

(Saunders et al., 2016), however, he was rather elaborate in his responses and made an excellent 

effort to talk at length, while thinking out loud and discussing topics relevant to the questions. 

However, the risk of his answers being less elaborative than they could otherwise have been were 

realized and considered when processing the data (Saunders et al., 2016). 

These in-depth and semi-structured interviews were conducted carefully using clarifying questions 

and as an attempt to avoid potential bias, open-ended questions were asked, and when appropriate, 

followed up by probing questions. This further helped to explore the topic and contribute to a more 

precise answer (Saunders et al., 2016).  

The general flexibility of in-depth and semi-structured interview as a method provided this thesis 

with reliable and elaborated answers to each question asked. It also provided the interviewees with 

ability to consider relevant topics more thoroughly and to discuss these topics with themselves, 

either in rejection or support of the questions being asked.  
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To draw on the experience from the interviewees, especially from Ms. Larsen and Mr. Laursen, the 

‘critical incident technique’ was used. This technique allows the interviewee to describe incidents - 

in this thesis; crises during the presidential campaign, from their point of view and to include own 

professional perspectives. This questioning approach provided the interviewees with the ability to 

go into detail in relation to specific events and present extensive knowledge and professional 

viewpoints. 

The interviews included a majority of open-ended questions including words such as ‘what’, ‘how’ 

and ‘why’ (Saunders et al., 2016), to allow interviewees to describe events and phenomena in their 

own words. These types of questions were designed with the purpose to encourage the interviewee 

to provide extensive and elaborate answers (Saunders et al., 2016). 

When performing the interviews, the interviewees were not interrupted, which made them talk at 

length and express all attitudes and opinions in relation to the questions asked and the research 

topic. However, they were asked elaborative questions, which were rephrased as it was clear at 

some points that the interviewee was not certain of what was being asked. For example, the 

question “What is crisis communication and when is there a need for it?” (Appendix 3, Q. 9) was 

asked. Mr. Laursen then started a sentence but as can be seen from the transcription in Appendix 3, 

he is not certain how to answer, which could be due to lack of understanding of the question or that 

he did not know exactly how to answer. Because of this, the question was rephrased and asked as Q. 

10 instead: “How is it used (crisis communication) and what is the purpose?”. This resulted in a 

useful and elaborative answer. 

The interview is a process in which descriptions, definitions and narratives are provided and 

interpreted in relation to the research topic (Kvale, 2007). The interview may be a manipulative 

dialogue as the questions asked might have a hidden agenda (Kvale, 2007). 

Critique of the interviews 

The survey was conducted prior to the presidential election, and in contrast, all of the interviews 

were performed after the result of the election was published. The data from the interviews was 

arguably not biased by the election result, as the majority of the interviewees were not able to vote 

and hence, influence the election result. Ms. Flanagan, as the only American interviewee, was 

however an exception.  
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The reason for performing the interviews after the presidential election was due to the perceived 

professionalism of these interviewees. As they were all experts and competent professional 

individuals, they did not encourage doubt on their ability to be objective. The timing of the 

interviews in relation to the election was therefore not as important as it was for the respondents of 

the survey. Furthermore, the focus on the data from the interviewees was not on the actual election, 

but more in their individual field of expertise. 

In relation to Ms. Flanagan, she revealed in her interview that she voted for Clinton (Appendix 4, Q. 

16), which arguably made her biased in her viewpoints on the presidential campaigns and the 

activities on social media in relation to the election. Additionally, she might be more inclined to 

analyze Clinton's actions and reasons for the election result, as a retro perspective often help people 

reflect. 

The choice to view the interviewees as subjective sources of data (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995) was 

validated when analyzing the interview with Ms. Flanagan. According to her, the Americans are 

more frequent users of Twitter compared to Facebook, when it comes to retrieving news on the 

presidential election (Appendix 4, Q. 10). However, according to a Statista, Facebook is the most 

used source of information about the presidential election by 37% compared to only 9% on Twitter 

(Statista, 2016). 

It proved to be a challenge to identify relevant and knowledgeable persons with sufficient practical 

expertise within the fields of research. Due to this challenge, interviews were only conducted with 

one expert within each field of research as a majority of the potential interviewees could not set 

aside time to participate. 

The purpose of interviewing Mr. Fuglede was to explore the consumer culture among young 

Americans particularly in relation to their usage of social media. In the mail correspondence with 

Mr. Fuglede, inviting him to participate in the interview, a misunderstanding of his field of 

expertise occurred. The mail correspondence offered the impression that he had valuable 

information and viewpoints on the American consumer culture, in particular their online 

communication styles. During the interview, it became clear that his field of expertise was 

somewhat different than expected, as the political culture of Americans was actually his field of 

expertise. Furthermore, this political culture was not exclusively in relation to the group of interest 

of this thesis, but included various demographics. As discussed in ‘Survey’ as well, the lack of 
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information and viewpoints on the American culture therefore resulted in a use of positivistic 

methods to gain sufficient knowledge on the group of interest (Sarantakos, 2012).  

However, as Mr. Fuglede’s area of knowledge became clear during the interviews, the prepared 

questions were framed differently and were adapted to be consistent in relation to retrieving 

information on the group of interest, making use of the flexible questioning technique of a semi 

structured interview. 

It was a time consuming process to arrange an interview with an expert on American culture, as 

numerous possible interviewees were contacted, however, did not respond to emails. The lack of 

response resulted in a timely process as an expert on this field was still in demand. At the time Mr. 

Fuglede agreed to participate in an interview, the data from the survey and the other interviews had 

already been processed. An additional interview contributed with relevant data, however, the period 

of time originally set aside to collect data was overdue, thus his interview bears the risk of limited 

in-depth analysis, compared to the data provided from the other interviews. 

As it is not a requirement that the transcriptions are enclosed in English, they were not translated, 

but enclosed in the original language, to avoid the risk of losing valuable points. It is a formal 

requirement that quotations and parts of the transcription is translated into English when included 

throughout the thesis. Translation of the quotations required careful considerations to ensure that no 

meanings got lost in the translation process and that opinions and other data were contained from 

the source language (Saunders et al., 2016), which is why these parts were translated with special 

respect to the source language and the points made by the interviewees.  

As well as translation can lead to the loss of valuable point, so can misunderstandings of the 

interviewees meanings (Sarantakos, 2012). Contradicting to the survey, it was possible to ask 

elaborating questions to gain a better understanding of the interviewees’ meanings. However with 

the epistemology of interpretivism, there is risk of misinterpretations (Sarantakos, 2012). 

Elaborating questions were not asked when the meaning of the answers seemed clear. However, 

asking elaborating questions even though the meaning seemed clear, would have validated the 

actual meanings by the interviewees. Thus, being aware of this risk, elaborative questions were 

asked whenever the need was sensed. 
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Four interviewees contributed to the data collection used in this thesis, however, a higher number of 

interviewees would have provided more nuanced answers. Given a higher number of pages and 

more time, additional interviewees could have supplemented the already given answers, as well as 

areas of expertise. More aspects would have been uncovered and thereby validated each other, as a 

comparison of the answers and definitions would have been possible.  

 

Scope 

The term social media covers a range of different online communication tools. In this thesis, the 

focus will primarily be on social networks, on which users share content and communicate with 

each other, such as Facebook (Coombs, 2015). Additionally, microblogs that are used to write posts 

and share small pieces of information, such as Twitter (Coombs, 2015), will be in focus. However, 

both social networks and microblogs will be considered in combination due to their attributions of 

information and opinion sharing (Coombs, 2015), hence these will be referred to as social media 

platforms. 

The millennial generation was the point of departure when determining the group of interest of this 

thesis, however, with specific differences.  

As mentioned, millennials are born between 1981-1994 (Berger, 2016) and is therefore aged 22-35 

in 2016, the year of the election. However, as the purpose was to explore the culture among this 

group of interest and the emergence of social media, there was a requirement that the crises cases 

should be considered relevant for the group of interest. As the minimum age of voting in America is 

18 years, the group of interest was expanded to include the 18-22 year old Americans as well. In 

conclusion, the group of interest is young Americans aged 18-35, which was determined based on 

their activity level on social media, and their arguable interest in the American presidential election 

2016.  

As being visible on social media means being visible in real life (Merkelsen et al., 2016), the crises 

processed in this thesis are crises that evolved on social media, and thus got a viral life. 

However, as a way to explore the overall crisis management by the cases in relation to the group of 

interest and social media platforms, the candidates’ crisis communication on traditional media will 

also be included, yet to a lesser extent. The primary focus on crisis communication on social media 
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platforms is differentiated from that on traditional media, due to the difference in stakeholders’ 

ability to interact with the organizations in crises on social media, which is believed to be a 

significant factor when dealing with crises. 

Trump and Clinton, who are the main actors in the cases, will be processed throughout this thesis as 

organizations, due to the organizational structure of their campaign teams. Both public figures and 

organizations can have spokespersons, social media managers, and communication directors. 

Additionally they are, similar to other organizations, dependent on a favorable reputation in order to 

continue conducting their desired business, as a result of the powerful stakeholders. 

The literature traditionally used for crises responses, image restoration strategies etc., will be 

applied to the Trump and Clinton organizations in this thesis. 

Culture is a wide term, but in this thesis it will describe: “[…] a complex framework of reference 

that consists of patterns of traditions, beliefs, values, norms, symbols and meaning that are shared 

to varying degrees by interacting members of a community” (Ting-Toomey, 1999; 10). 

The cultural traits of Americans mentioned throughout the thesis are based on Ting-Toomey’s 

(1999) examination of their cultural dimensions and traits. Hence, they describe the overall national 

cultural traits, and not specific demographics’ values and characteristics, due to the general lack of 

theories, cultural data and studies on the chosen demographic. America is a highly multicultural 

country in which almost every region of the world has influenced the American culture in numerous 

ways (Zimmermann, 2015).  Further studies on their cultural traits and socio-cultural variables 

could have provided a more precise illustration of the American millennials’ social media 

preferences. 

The cultural traits and values (Ting-Toomey, 1999) describes the general American public, 

however, as a way to specify these cultural traits to the specific group of interest in this thesis, a 

survey was carried out, in combination with interviews with Ms. Flanagan and Mr. Fuglede to 

explore more cultural data. 

The space that opens before, during or after a crisis is referred to as a rhetorical arena, which “is the 

first multi-vocal approach to crisis communication” (Coombs & Holladay, 2016; 58). The rhetorical 

arena is created by the individuals talking about the crisis, which can include consumers, followers, 

various stakeholders, but also the organization itself (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). The actors in the 
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rhetorical arena will be analyzed in combination with a ‘Discussion of response strategies and 

context’ in the post-crisis stage. 

When referring to individuals and organizations using social media, they will be called social media 

users, or merely users.  

The group of people that will be interested in a crisis response from the organization can be divided 

into stakeholders and audiences:  

The audience is considered the group of people that are receivers of organizational communication, 

including crisis communication. Additional audience to a crisis response can be the parties that have 

suffered from the crisis (Coombs & Holladay, 2016), referred to as victims (Coombs, 2015). 

In comparison, stakeholders are “identified and classified on the basis of their salience to the 

organization” (Cornelissen, 2011; 45). Salience is based on the stakeholder possessing some of the 

three elements of power, legitimacy and urgency (Cornelissen, 2011). Stakeholders can further be 

divided into two groups. “Primary stakeholders typically include employees, investors, customers, 

suppliers and the government. Secondary stakeholders typically include the media, activist groups 

and competitors” (Coombs, 2015; 36). When referring to stakeholders throughout the thesis, the 

focus will be on primary stakeholders. The secondary stakeholders will be referred to as traditional 

media or journalists, which is the part of this stakeholder group that will be in focus. 

Voters or potential voters will refer to every American who have ability to vote for one of the 

presidential candidates. Supporters are those who support the candidates, both online and offline, 

and followers function as a description of social media users who likes the candidates’ social media 

profiles. These groups are not necessarily part of the group of interest, as they can be of any age. 

The term consumer is generally used to describe people who consume a product or a service. As the 

findings of this thesis also should be applicable for other organizations, the term ‘consumers’ will 

be used in situations where the theory and analysis describe general situations. Additionally, this 

term is suitable, as the group of interest will be explored in collaboration with consumer culture 

theories. 

The two cases used as a way to contextualize the theory and fulfill the purpose of this thesis, both 

constituted a large reputational threat to the candidates. To these crises, the presidential candidates 

initiated several crisis management efforts and delivered several crisis responses, both on traditional 
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and social media. However, as a way to explore the influence of social media on crisis 

communication, two responses from each of the candidates were chosen for in-depth analysis and 

discussion. These responses were chosen based on the time they were provided, hence both of their 

initial responses are included. Additionally, their follow-up responses on social media are included, 

referred to as their second responses. These responses early in the crises were chosen for analysis 

and discussion based on the importance of the initial organizational crisis response (Coombs, 2015). 

An additional reason was that impressions among stakeholders form quickly and influence how the 

remainder of the stakeholder group will perceive the crisis communication efforts (Coombs, 2015). 

These responses received viral life, which was particularly relevant to include in this thesis. In a 

thesis where more pages were available, it would have been useful to include additional responses 

and initiatives from the two cases, to provide a more in-depth answer to the research question. 

Due to the focus of this thesis, it was not part of the research process to explore how the group of 

interest would cast their vote at the 2016 election. On the contrary, it was relevant to discover which 

factors that influenced them, in the process of deciding where to cast their vote. However, the 

survey respondents were asked to state their political orientation, with the purpose of mapping out a 

profile of the respondents. 

The reactions of social media users to the crisis management of the presidential candidates were 

included in this thesis. These reactions covered both likes, and the reactions specific to Facebook 

which included ‘love, ‘angry’ etc. However, it should be noted that it was not possible to distinct 

which of these reactions were expressed by Americans only, which is why this data lacks precision. 

As established in this thesis, the pre-crisis stage is often hidden from the public (Coombs, 2015), 

which why illustrated by the lack of data on this stage in the cases. Data on this case specific pre-

crisis stage would have provided insight in how the organizations actually operated in this stage, 

and what measures they included if they prepared for crises, in this digital society. 

In the theoretical framework below, response- and image restoration strategies are covered in the 

crisis response stage, however, in the analysis, these areas are analyzed in the post-crisis stage. The 

areas are placed differently due to the post-crisis perspective of the usage of and efficiency of these 

strategic choices. 
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Theoretical framework 

To answer the research question, theories on consumer culture, communication strategies, crisis 

communication strategies in particular, and social media are explained below. Hence, this part of 

the theoretical framework seeks to explore different theories relevant for organizational crisis 

communication. By framing these theories, it will be possible to analyze the research question and 

discover how consumer culture and crisis communication are connected. 

Diffusion theory 

Diffusion is defined as: ‘‘the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain 

channels over time among the members of a social system” (Sung & Hwang, 2014; 248). 

Diffusion theory aims to uncover the way in which people embrace new subjects such as 

technology, products and information (Sung & Hwang, 2014).  

Thus, it focuses on changes in social systems and how and why individuals change their behavior 

(Sung & Hwang, 2014). In this context, the theory is able to explore the inter-linkage of 

communication, and interaction on social media and how these are shaped by external factors (Sung 

& Hwang, 2014). Social media platforms have five characteristics, first; participation, which is the 

input and feedback from the users of an online media (Young et al., 2016). Secondly, openness 

encourages comments, feedback, and sharing of information, and content should be available to all 

(Young et al., 2016). Thirdly, traditional media focus on informing an audience, where social media 

focus on an interpersonal communication flow, in which the term conversation is essential (Young 

et al., 2016). Number four is communities that rapidly arise on social media, allowing people to 

connect around shared interests such as politics, movies or hobbies (Young et al., 2016). Lastly, 

social media flourish because of connectedness, as social networks often link to other media, and 

hereby gather everything in one place (Young et al., 2016). 

Diffusion can be conceptualized as a process in which an innovation first comes to the individual's’ 

attention. The individual then shapes an opinion about it, determines whether to embrace or decline 

it, incorporates the innovation and then accepts the decision (Sung & Hwang, 2014). 

This theory enables an understanding of the consumer culture by outlining how changes in history, 

external context, the construction of identity, and innovative technology have influenced 
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consumers. By analyzing these changes, it can be explored how the emergence of the innovation, 

social media, has come to the group of interests’ attention along with an analysis of their socio-

cultural variables (Fronz, 2012). Furthermore, knowledge on the way in which they have adopted 

this innovation is useful when organizations produce crisis communication on social media, in order 

to target and influence the group of interest. 

Coombs three-stage model 

An organizational crisis is defined as “the perception of an unpredictable event that threatens 

important expectancies of stakeholders related to health, safety, environmental, and economic 

issues, and can seriously impact an organization’s performance and generate negative outcomes” 

(Coombs, 2015; 3). Crises are perceptual, meaning that it is the perceptions of an organization’s 

stakeholders that strongly influence if an event is defined as a crisis (Coombs, 2015). 

Coombs’ (2015) three-stage model will provide the basis of the structure of this thesis, and is 

thereby used as a primary theory due to its emphasis on contextual factors, which are important to 

recognize when analyzing consumer culture and the embedded behaviors. The importance of 

contextual factors is furthermore emphasized by the crisis communication theory being situational 

(Coombs, 2015), which is a theory that will be elaborated later in this theoretical framework. 

However, throughout this thesis it is kept in mind that Coombs (2015) does not provide specific 

indicators for exactly where an organization is positioned within these three crisis stages. An 

organization can therefore find it difficult to determine if it is located either in between two stages 

or definitely in one specific stage. As a result, it can be difficult for organizations to determine 

which initiatives are suitable to perform to fit the current situation, in case of a crisis. A way to meet 

this challenge is to include various contextual factors, due to the importance of the external 

environment and stakeholder perceptions, throughout the three-stage analysis.  

Pre-crisis 

The pre-crisis stage is often unnoticed or hidden from the public and this is where the organization 

manages prevention, preparation, and mitigation (Coombs, 2015). 

First, prevention portrays the necessary steps to avert a crisis, and secondly, preparation entails the 

steps an organization takes to become ready for an actual crisis (Coombs, 2015). Preparation 
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furthermore deals with diagnosing crisis risks, creating and training the crisis management team 

(CMT) and polishing the communication systems and strategies (Coombs, 2015). Lastly, the act of 

mitigation is used as an attempt to identify, reduce or even defeat risks (Coombs & Holladay, 

2016). 

Activities in the pre-crisis stage includes; “training, personnel role assignment, [...] and other 

strategic and tactical options, including drafted or templated messages to be used “when the crisis 

occurs” because they will – and do” (Coombs & Holladay, 2010; 3). Personnel role assignment can 

include the arranging of who should be in the crisis management team (CMT), and drafted and 

templated messages should be included in the crisis management plan (CMP) (Coombs, 2015).   

The increase in stakeholders’ usage of social media has resulted in new crisis risks for organizations 

(Coombs & Holladay, 2016). Stakeholders are able to create, share, like and comment posts on 

social media as a way of expressing their attitudes about an organization’s operations, which in turn 

have the potential to injure an organization’s reputation. 

These risks caused by the emergence of social media strongly encourage organizational presence as 

well as it encourages monitoring of various social media platforms (Coombs, 2015). 

Stakeholders such as “associates, employee associations, the general public, government, media 

and special or general interest groups” (Larkin & Regester, 2008; 49) might cause crises. Their 

power over organizations can range from control over an organization’s operations, to forming 

internal and external alliances to enhance the possibility of influencing an issue (Larkin & Regester, 

2008). Stakeholders that impose the risk of causing a crisis must therefore be identified prior to a 

crisis, and if optimal, be continuously monitored, including on social media. 

An organization cannot spend time responding to all accusations, however, it is beneficial to react 

to those that have the risk of becoming more serious over time (Benoit, 1995). In order to determine 

which accusations the organization should spend time on to avoid a crisis, the organization must 

assess the reputational risk of the accusations (Benoit, 1995).  

For an accusation to have a reputational risk, the organization must first have committed what 

stakeholders perceive as a reprehensible act (Benoit, 1995).  
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Possible threats must be assessed in relation to their likelihood; the probability that the threat will 

turn into an actual crisis, and their impact; the possible effect of the crisis on the organization and 

its stakeholders (Coombs, 2015). 

Additionally, for an organization to be concerned about a negative effect on their reputation, it must 

evaluate the audience as relevant for their ability to continue to do business as intended. This 

audience must therefore perceive the accusation as being relevant, and disapprove the act 

committed by the organization (Benoit, 1995). 

As a way to assess the significance of the accusations on the organizational reputation, an 

organization can use Situational Crisis Communication Theory (SCCT) (Coombs, 2015), which will 

be presented later in this pre-crisis stage. 

An organization must furthermore pay attention to the context of the crisis, as external factors such 

as the culture of the stakeholders are relevant indicators for how the crisis is optimally managed. 

Context 

The identity creation of consumers is continuous (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995), which is why the 

organizational focus should be on the consumers in relation to social and cultural practices and the 

context surrounding the consumer in general (Askegaard & Linnet, 2011). 

The consumer culture of the group of interest will be explored through an extensive group of 

theoretical perspectives that address the dynamic relations between the actions of consumers, and 

the meanings, in terms of culture (Arnould & Thompson, 2005). 

This means that consumer culture indicates a social engagement in which relations between the 

lived culture and the social resources are mediated through both online and offline encounters 

(Belk, 2013). As consumers are seen as producers of culture (Arnould & Thompson, 2005), rather 

than individuals within a culture, organizations must offer resources from which the consumers can 

choose to implement in their identity creation process. 

It is therefore important to look at the context surrounding the research data, including cultural 

values and norms, ideology, socio-cultural variables and present historical conditions (Askegaard & 

Linnet, 2011). These factors must be considered in order to investigate the phenomenon; the 

influence of American consumer culture and social media on organizational crisis communication. 
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Based on research by Hofstede, Ting-Toomey (1999) has mapped out a number of cultural 

dimensions in which cultures are described according to their traits. 

Individualistic cultures are characterized by an I-identity and individuals goals, in contrast to 

collectivistic cultures, which are characterized by we-identity and group goals (Ting-Toomey, 

1999).  

Power distance is the degree to which members of a culture accept that power is dispersed 

unequally. Small power distance cultures emphasize informality, in contrast to large power distance 

cultures that emphasize formality, rank and title (Ting-Toomey, 1999).   

Weak uncertainty avoidance cultures thrives in uncertain situations and encourage risk-taking, 

whereas strong uncertainty avoidance cultures fear the unknown, and prefer to follow structure and 

rules (Ting-Toomey, 1999).   

If a culture is masculine, achievement and success is emphasized (Ting-Toomey, 1999). These 

cultures live in order to work, as an opposite to feminine culture, where sensitivity and flexibility is 

emphasized, and one work in order to live (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

Socio-cultural variables include culture traits such as the above-described dimensions from Ting-

Toomey, social trends and styles, values, attitudes and behavior, and low or high context culture 

(Fronz, 2012). These variables influence how consumers maneuver, fit, recreate and challenge 

‘consumer culture’ and create their ‘self’ (Askegaard & Linnet, 2011). A critique of this theory is its 

general categorization of Americans, in which sub-cultures and changes in generations are not 

considered. However, as no other theory exist in the field of contemporary culture of American 

millennials, Ting-Toomey’s theory will be analyzed in relation to the group of interest throughout 

this thesis. 

Global cultural flows and their consequences 

The culture of the group of interest is arguably shaped by and additionally contributes to a 

continuous development of the global cultural flows.   

A variety of ‘scapes’ can illustrate these flows; “‘ethnoscapes’ (the flow of people), ‘technoscapes’ 

(the flow of technology),[...] and ‘ideoscapes’ (the flow of ideas and ideologies)” (Kjeldgaard & 

Askegaard, 2006; 233). These global cultural flows results in that what is available in one place will 

also be available anywhere else (Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006). 
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Pre-crisis relationships between the organization and its stakeholders are important in order to 

establish organizational credibility, which will encourage stakeholders to seek information during a 

crisis, directly from the organization itself (Stephens & Malone, 2010). As a result of the 

technoscapes, this position of credibility can be difficult to possess, as consumers are able to 

individually search for information not authored by the organization, creating an obstacle for brands 

to be seen as valuable cultural resources (Holt, 2002). Additionally, organizations and brands can be 

cultural resources and create credibility by being related to other consumption communities. When 

brands build relationships with communities, it gives the impression that the brand is credible and 

an invested member within that community (Holt, 2002). 

These global cultural flows have reshaped how organizational communication is distributed and 

perceived by individuals, similar to the process of adapting new innovations in the diffusion theory 

(Sung & Hwang, 2014). 

The self 

Consumers constantly modify and reform symbolic meanings found in brands or lifestyles to 

underline personality and social status in addition to their identity and goals in life (Arnould & 

Thompson, 2005). Consumers can choose to adopt products, services and brands, which they find 

coherent with their identity process (Arnould & Thompson, 2005). 

The meaning ascribed by consumers to objects is used as a way of expressing identity, which can be 

related to various notions of ‘self’ (Belk, 1988, 2013; Elliott, 2004).  

The theory of the ‘self’ propose that the things we own and possess, are expressions of who we are, 

both individually and as a group (Belk, 1988). The ‘co-construction of self’ (Belk, 2013) seeks to 

build a fully extended self, which is why this notion of self will be in focus throughout this thesis. 

The co-construction of self can take place online, as others are able to contribute to the self, by 

providing feedback that hereby verify or reject this extension of identity (Belk, 2013). The extended 

online self is encouraged by the developments in technology and the emergence of the digital world 

(Belk, 2013). 

The ‘performing self’ can be linked to how individuals act online (Elliott, 2004). The performing 

self focuses on the appearance, display and the management of impressions, in relation to identity 

creation (Elliott, 2004). Within communities of practice, identity is located when integrating the self 
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with social and material systems (Elliott, 2004). Furthermore, it identifies the emergence of a 

repertoire of resources for the negotiation of meaning (Elliott, 2004). 

The online self affects the offline self and vice versa, which is why the way in which consumers 

behave online can be a reflection of offline behavior as well (Belk, 2013). This mirroring of 

behavior is referred to as reembodiment, and is arguably caused by the importance consumers place 

on the performing self (Elliott, 2004). 

Virtual socialization and communities 

The concept of culture represents heterogeneous platforms of systems that are shared and ritualized 

between members of the cultural group (Ting-Toomey, 1999).  

Due to the emergence of the digital society, various online communication platforms are used as a 

means to socialize (Cova, 1997). This online socialization has resulted in ‘virtual tribes’ in which 

interaction takes place virtually (Cova, 1997).   

These virtual tribes are held together by one or more of the following aspects; shared emotions, 

lifestyle, moral beliefs, senses of injustice and consumption practices among the members (Cova, 

1997). A tribe membership can contribute to the identity creation, through co-construction of self 

from the community members (Belk, 2013). 

These virtual tribes can be related to the in-group/out-group differentiation by Ting-Toomey (1999). 

As with virtual tribes, in-groups are defined by common interests and beliefs, and can be a place 

where individuals can create and develop identity (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The out-group function as 

a social contrast to the in-group in terms of behavior, norms and values (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

Over time, a shared repertoire of resources are created or embraced by the community that includes 

communication styles, behaviors, and symbols (Cova, 1997). Shared repertoires include the way in 

which members disclose their identities and their form of membership. 

Consumers belong to various communities of practices however, some to a lesser extent than others 

in terms of engagement, as a number of communities might be more central to the identity of the 

individual than others (Elliott, 2004).   

It is important to consider ‘communities’ which is a characteristic of social media (Young et al., 

2016), when dealing with crisis management, as frustrated stakeholders who connect with other 
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stakeholders online can form a collective voice and thus create a crisis (Coombs, 2015). These 

communities of stakeholders can however also impose a positive effect on organizations, due to 

their ability to share organizational messages (Coombs, 2015), which is an efficient way of 

targeting additional stakeholders with crises responses directly from the organization. 

The relationship between stakeholders and organizations are in general strongly influenced by 

strategic objectives, as especially the organization depends on stakeholder perceptions in regards to 

their survival, both financially as well as in terms of reputation (Young et al., 2016). 

As “no organization is immune to crises” (Coombs, 2015; 1), it is essential to have sufficient 

knowledge on crisis management. The following theories will provide information on different 

aspects of crisis management and crisis communication. 

Crisis management team 

In the pre-crisis stage, a CMT must be created which have a number of various tasks. The CMT 

must; identify warning signs, take actions to prevent a crisis, and ensure a fast response from the 

organization in the event of a crisis (Coombs, 2015). Additionally, the team’s most important role is 

to create and test the CMP thoroughly and consistently, to adjust it to external changes in the 

environment (Coombs, 2015). 

Due to the ever-changing environment on social media, a social media manager should be part of 

the CMT to secure coherence in the messages (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

Crisis management plan 

During crises, time should not be spent on finding needed background information, deciding who 

should respond, or creating a timeline of events. The preparatory initiative of creating a CMP 

acknowledges the value in planning prior to a crisis (Coombs, 2015), in accordance to the 

stakeholder expectations of crisis responses that are presented within a timely manner (Coombs & 

Holladay, 2016). 

The most aspirational CMP is a short and user-friendly document that typically includes contact 

information on the relevant people such as members of the CMT, communication strategies, and 
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due to the emerging digital environment, it should include Facebook posts, Tweets and other pre 

drafted online texts (Coombs, 2015). 

However, a CMP might include the risk of a false sense of security, as some managers might feel 

protected by the document during a crisis. It is therefore important to notice that it is an adjustable 

reference tool, and not a step-by-step guide (Coombs, 2015). 

Situational Crisis Communication Theory 

In SCCT, three factors are used to evaluate the reputational threat of a crisis, based on the level of 

responsibility; “crisis type, crisis history, and prior reputation” (Coombs, 2015; 150). These factors 

are evaluated with the purpose to determine suitable crisis response strategies (Coombs, 2015). 

Crisis type 

Organizations identify the crisis type based on an evaluation of stakeholders’ perception of crisis 

responsibility (Coombs, 2015).  

When there is ‘very little attribution of crisis responsibility’, the crisis usually concerns events such 

as natural disasters or rumors (Coombs, 2015; 150). Secondly, organizations that are perceived as 

having a ‘low attribution of crisis responsibility’ typically experience challenges, technical-error 

accidents or technical-error product harm (Coombs, 2015; 150). Lastly, organizations that in 

contrast are perceived as having ‘strong attributions of crisis responsibility’ typically have human-

error accidents, human-error product harm or organizational misdeeds on their conscience 

(Coombs, 2015; 150).  

Crisis history and prior reputation 

In a case where the organization has a history of crises, the current crisis can have a significant 

effect on the organizational reputation, which is known as the ‘velcro-effect’ (Coombs, 2015).  In 

addition, if the organization's reputation prior to the crisis is not desirable, the organization faces an 

even larger reputational threat, as a result of the current crisis (Coombs, 2015). 

Coombs (2015) argues that the organization’s history prior to the crisis is a factor to consider when 

evaluating the reputational threat of a crisis, based on the level of responsibility. In contrast, Benoit 

(1995) argues that the significance of history might not be that important, rather he emphasizes the 

importance of a convincing crisis response. Hence, if the organization or person who committed the 
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undesirable act assures the audience that corrective action will be taken, the audience may well 

offer forgiveness (Benoit, 1995). 

Nevertheless, the crisis response must be in accordance with the crisis threat on the organizational 

reputation, adapted to its stakeholders through relevant channels (Coombs, 2015). 

Crisis response 

In the crisis response stage, the CMT must be contacted in order to activate the CMP and ensure a 

fast response from the organization (Coombs, 2015). Coombs (2015) describes the golden hour, as a 

good rule for how fast organizations must respond to a crisis (Coombs, 2015). However, responding 

too fast can also result in a response with mistakes and inaccuracies (Coombs, 2015). 

As a crisis is a time-pressured event, the preparatory factors in the pre-crisis stage enable an 

immediate response (Coombs, 2015). The response is public and seeks to limit any damage on 

victims, stakeholders and the organization (Benoit, 1995; Coombs, 2015). Victims of a crisis can be 

defined as anyone who in some way suffered from injuries such as “physical harm, psychological 

harm, property damage or financial loss” (Coombs, 2015; 138). 

Due to technology's ability to accelerate information flows, CMT’s have limited time to formulate 

and communicate a response. Additionally, as the Internet has become a popular place to look for 

information, the success of the crisis response the organization might be threatened by other 

external messages (Benoit, 2014). Individuals, external or internal in the organization, are able to 

provide information to the public via the Internet, and as a result, organizations have become more 

fragile  (Young et al., 2016). Organizations can therefore be placed in an undesired situation, if 

stakeholders learn about the crisis from any of these parties such as the media, employees that are 

not part of the CMT, social media users etc., rather than from a crisis manager. Social media users 

have power over an organization’s reputation, as they are able to elevate as well as bury the 

organization (Merkelsen et al., 2016), by the power of virtual communities and framed online 

communication (Young et al., 2016). Non-obvious receivers could have potential influence on the 

organization in the future as well (Taylor, 2010). 

It is therefore key for the organization to provide the initial crisis response, in order to avoid 

misunderstandings or other parties intentionally trying to hurt the organization with misinterpreted 

or downright false information (Coombs, 2015). 
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Instructing information is an obligatory element in a crisis response and must; “tell people how to 

react, tell people how to cope, and provide information that people can use to formulate an image 

about the organization” (Taylor, 2010; 414).  

When formulating a crisis response, the prepared elements in the CMP that are optimally updated 

and adapted to the external environment such as online text messages, are activated (Coombs, 

2015). These could contain instructing information as well.  

The organization needs to explain initiatives that will correct the circumstances that led to the crisis. 

Failure to deliver promised information to stakeholders damages the relationship between the 

organization and stakeholders, which may result in a decrease in the perceived credibility of the 

organization (Coombs, 2015). Stakeholders need to be assured that the crisis will not occur in the 

future. By following these steps, empathy for those affected can be showed and reputation can be 

rebuilt (Taylor, 2010).  

Due to the diverse audience of the crisis response, organizations must create a well-considered 

message to satisfy information needs from both media, community activists, employees and other 

stakeholders (Taylor, 2010). Consistency in the crisis communication is furthermore crucial as this 

also ensures credibility (Coombs, 2015). 

To reduce the risks correlated with employees using social media, it is beneficial for organizations 

to construct a social media policy that entails guidelines on how employees should behave on social 

media (Coombs, 2015). If stakeholders notice inconsistency, they are likely to discuss this in both 

traditional and social media (Coombs, 2015). 

A “no comment” response is considered a communication sin, as it suggest that the organization 

does not control the situation nor that it tries to achieve control either (Coombs, 2015). 

Additionally, this type of response can reflect that the organization does not consider the crisis as an 

event that needs a response (Benoit, 1995). “No comment” prevents the organization from telling its 

side of the story, and allows the media to frame the crisis as pleased (Coombs, 2015). 

Coombs’ crisis response strategies 

Coombs’ (2015) ten crisis response strategies are divided into four postures; denial, diminishment, 

rebuilding, and bolstering. 
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These postures include the strategies; attacking the accuser, denial, scapegoating, excusing, 

justification, compensation, apology, reminding, ingratiation, and victimage (Coombs, 2015; 145), 

and are enclosed in Appendix 6.1.  

These strategies were experienced to be theoretically inadequate to use as independent strategies as 

well as being insufficient to stand alone in practice, from previous work. As a result, these strategies 

will be supplemented by Benoit’s image restoration strategies (Appendix 6.2) and the apologia 

strategy (Appendix 6.3) by Hearit (2006) in the analysis of the crisis strategies used by the 

presidential candidates. 

Benoit’s image restoration strategies 

The image restoration strategies are useful for defense of character as well as for defense of politics 

(Benoit, 1995), as they are developed based on the concept of apologia (Benoit, 1995; Hearit, 

2006). However, Benoit’s strategies include a number of additional factors (Benoit, 1995), which 

along with the strategies and apologia are presented in Appendices 6.1 and 6.2. 

To restore one’s image, Benoit (1995) offers five image restoration strategies; denial, evading 

responsibility, reducing offensiveness, corrective action and mortification (Benoit, 1995; 75-80), 

which are often used in combination (Benoit, 1995).   

The effect of a crisis on an organization’s reputation depends on the extent to which it is held 

responsible for the crisis, as well as to the extent others perceive the organization as having 

committed the act intentionally, well aware of the consequences (Benoit, 1995). 

The image repair theory focus on defensive messages during crisis, with the purpose to “alter the 

audience’s existing beliefs or to create new beliefs in the audience” (Benoit, 2014; 29).  

Part of evaluating the success or failure of the image restoration strategies used by an organization, 

is to consider the public’s perceptions of the organization both prior to, and after the attempt of 

restoring its image (Benoit, 1995). 

Apologia 

The term apologia can be used as a part of the crisis response strategy (Hearit, 2006), and can be 

defined as a response to criticism by the public, which does not necessarily contain an actual 

apology (Hearit, 2006). An apologia is a defense of character or organizational actions (Hearit, 

2006), as well as a justification of motives and intent (Benoit, 1995). Hence, an apologia covers 
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multiple strategies as long as they seek to defend one’s character and/or organizational actions. 

However, the strategy does not describe how to defend the character or organization, which is why 

it is rarely the sole strategy in crisis responses (Benoit, 1995). Therefore, apologia will be used as a 

supplementary element to an overall crisis response strategy. 

Communication strategies  

Communication can differ in terms of how much is expressed explicit and implicit. These two 

specters of the scale can be divided into high context and low context communication (HCC & 

LCC) (Ting-Toomey, 1999). LCC cultures emphasize direct talk, and easily understandable, clear 

messages, whereas HCC cultures emphasize the possibility of communication being expressed 

through context, social roles and other non-verbal challenges (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

During a crisis, it might be relevant to share information of technical character as part of the crisis 

response. Due to the recent developments in technology, it is not uncommon that the crisis 

encourages a need to explain technical terms or laws, in order for the public to comprehend the 

crisis (Stephens & Malone, 2010). 

However, technical information can be complex for stakeholders to fully understand, especially 

when dealing with certain disciplines and professions (Stephens & Malone, 2010).  

As technical language has the risk of reducing the effectiveness of the crisis communication 

(Coombs, 2015), it is important to carefully translate these messages into coherent and intelligent 

communication (Stephens & Malone, 2010). Simple definitions of the technical issues in a crisis are 

referred to as direct explanations, and could be used to explain technical information (Stephens & 

Malone, 2010). 

Satisfying stakeholders’ needs for information during a crisis reduces their uncertainty, which is a 

beneficial quality in a crisis response (Stephen & Malone, 2010). Uncertainty is socially constructed 

and is a result of lacking knowledge among the audience (Stephens & Malone, 2010). Stakeholders’ 

needs can differ, in relation to the stakeholders’ connection to the organization, and the culture of 

the stakeholders.  

However, if an organization does not provide the amount of information desired by the audience, 

the Internet will provide them with information from which they can create their own knowledge 

base (Stephens & Malone, 2010). 
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Communication channels, web links, and dark sites 

When delivering crisis responses, there must be a selection process in terms of which channels to 

use, including social media channels (Coombs, 2015). 

The context of the crisis, stakeholders, and the actual crisis response message should be considered 

when determining channels, as not all channels are suitable for all types of crisis responses 

(Coombs, 2015). If an organization is present on various social media prior to the crisis, the crisis 

response should be communicated on all of these channels (Coombs, 2015). 

One type of media should not be isolated in a crisis, and an integrated crisis communication 

response including both traditional and social media must therefore be used (Coombs, 2015). 

The Internet is perceived as a moderate in-depth channel, as it can contain a variety of dialogic and 

technological features, including video, web links, real-time monitoring etc. (Taylor, 2010). 

Organizations should therefore incorporate contemporary communication technologies to make it 

possible for stakeholders to learn more about the crisis and the organizational response (Taylor, 

2010).  

Dialogue with stakeholders can be beneficial, as it can be a tool to ensure stakeholders information 

need is met (Young et al., 2016). However, a study discovered that dialogic interaction between 

stakeholders and organizations on social media hardly occurs, indicating that social media used for 

interactions are more potential than a reality (Young et al., 2016). 

Lean channels such as press releases contain the minimum of information, hereby reducing 

opportunity for feedback and further explanation (Taylor, 2010). The disadvantages of lean 

channels are that they often do not provide enough information in a time of a crisis (Taylor, 2010). 

Using new technology in time of crises can be a strategic advantage, as “the Internet provides an 

unfiltered channel to reach the public” (Taylor, 2010; 411). In contrast, traditional media often 

shape the crisis situation and frame the organizational communication to fit their own agenda (Sung 

& Hwang, 2014), and then force this interpretation on stakeholders.  

Hence, organizational websites and social media profiles provides ideal platforms to frame the crisis 

from the organization’s perspective, and hereby shape stakeholder’s perceptions of the crisis 

(Taylor, 2010). Social media platforms provides the stakeholders with the opportunity to share the 
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organizational crisis response, however, as some platforms might not provide enough space, 

organizations could include web links in their messages (Coombs, 2015). 

Web links makes it possible for stakeholders to receive additional information as they are redirected 

to other online platforms, hence a web link shared on social media platforms could link to the 

organization’s dark site (Coombs, 2015). A dark site is a crisis response site created by the 

organization, which only gets activated by the CMT when the crisis hits (Coombs, 2015). 

Four basic rules apply when using online crisis communication channels: “Be present, be where the 

action is, be there before the crisis, and be polite” (Coombs, 2015; 28). 

Followers of an organization’s social media profiles are most often supportive of that organization - 

it is therefore very likely to find support for one’s crisis communication management amongst these 

stakeholders (Coombs, 2015).  

However, for social media channels to beneficial to post a crisis response on, the organization 

should be present on these media, prior to the crisis (Coombs, 2015).  

 

Post-crisis 

At the post-crisis stage, the organization must make sure that the crisis is solved, if possible, and 

evaluate the efficiency of the response strategies used (Coombs, 2015). 

As a crisis manager, it can difficult to assess the effectiveness of one’s crisis communication, as 

there are no precise tools for this assessment. However, stakeholder perceptions play a large role, 

which is why real-time monitoring of their reactions on social media provides an excellent tool for 

revealing the effectiveness of the crisis management (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

Part of the CMP is to track stakeholder inquiries, and during the post-crisis stage, those information 

inquiries must be reviewed and properly answered (Coombs, 2015). Answering information 

requests from the stakeholders help to build trust and credibility for an organization, and social 

media channels provide excellent communication platforms for informational updates. These 

messages from the organization should include progress and the results of any possible 

investigations (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 
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The post-crisis stage furthermore informs the pre-crisis stage of future prevention and preparation, 

which results in an improved CMP for use in future crises (Coombs, 2015). 

These above explained theories will all individually contribute to an in-depth analysis and 

discussion that aim to answer the research question. The cases presented below will seek to explain 

how and what happened during the candidates’ crises, and will thus be used throughout the analysis 

to illustrate how the presidential candidates’ crisis responses were influenced by social media as a 

communication channel, and furthermore, by the sociocultural variables of the group of interest. 
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Presentation of crises cases 

With the aim to bring the above explained theory to live, it will be analyzed with the goal of making 

it applicable for various types of organizations. To increase understanding of the theories and the 

correlation between consumer culture, social media, and crisis communication, the theory and 

analysis will be applied to two cases. The cases are known from the American presidential election 

2016, where each of the presidential candidates were involved in distinct reputational crises. 

Trump’s ‘grab them’ case 

In 2005, on his way to a cameo on the set of the TV show “Days of Our Lives”, Donald J. Trump 

was unknowingly recorded on a ‘hot microphone’ (Fahrenthold, 2016). He was sitting in a bus, 

talking to Billy Bush, former co-host on the “today show”, about women (Bullock, 2016), in a very 

explicit and vulgar language (Elliott, 2016). Additionally, they were both recorded on camera as 

they got out the bus in which the conversation took place, to enter the set where Trump would 

appear shortly.   

A transcript of the conversation is enclosed this thesis as Appendix 7. 

Eleven years later, on October 7th, 2016 at 11 a.m., The Washington Post received an anonymous 

tip regarding a previously unaired video of Trump (Farhi, 2016).   

The Washington Post published the story the same day and was the first media to publish the story 

in an article (Farhi, 2016).  

Along with the article was a video from the anonymous source and a transcription of the 

conversation between Trump and Bush. 

On the same day, Trump issued a brief press release on his website, addressing the case for the first 

time (Appendix 8, no. 1).  

Shortly after midnight, on October 8th, 2016, Trump addressed the case again (Elliott, 2016), 

through a video on Facebook, which he also posted on Twitter (Appendix 8, no. 2 & 3). Along with 

the video on Facebook was a transcription of his crisis response. Due to the time difference between 

Denmark and America, it appears as though the Tweet was posted first, however this is not the case.  

Screenshots of Trump’s crisis responses along with reactions to these, and to his crisis in general, 

are enclosed in this thesis as Appendix 8. The content in Appendix 7 is enclosed with the purpose of 
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creating context for the crisis, as it entails a transcription of the conversation between Trump and 

Bush that lead to the crisis.  

It should be noted that the focus of this thesis is on the content of Appendix 8.  

 

Clinton’s email case 

Before running for presidency, Clinton was Secretary of State from 2009-2013 (Kessler, 2015). 

During this time, she used her private email server to conduct government business, which did not 

violate regulations, however, it was strongly discouraged (Hicks, 2016). 

When using private email servers, the Federal Records Act only required from governmental 

officials that the content sent from private servers were “preserved in the appropriate agency 

record-keeping system” (Hicks, 2016).  

Clinton was in December 2014 asked by the State Department to hand in every record of her email 

activity during her four years as Secretary of State, providing 50,000 pages of printed emails 

(Kessler, 2015). 

The email case became known to the public on March 2nd, 2015, after New York Times ran an 

article about it (Kalvapallé, 2016).  

On March 4th 2015, Clinton came forward for the first time and addressed the case (Appendix 9, 

no. 1).  

On March 6th 2015, The State Department began to review her email server in order to determine 

which emails could be published, in accordance to her promise made to the public (Appendix 9, no. 

1; Hicks, 2016).  

As a supplement to her first crisis response, Clinton released a Q&A document on March 10th, 

2015, which was published by traditional media (Pollock, 2016).  

On March 22nd 2015, 300 of her emails were released and again on June 30th 2015, an additional 

1,925 emails were released - this partial release of emails continued sequentially (Hicks, 2016). 
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In July 2015, the FBI conducted a formal investigation of her emails; “to determine whether Hillary 

Clinton violated federal criminal statutes by storing or transmitting classified information using her 

private email server” (Kalvapallé, 2016). 

On September 8th 2015, she addressed the case for the second time in a Tweet (Appendix 9, no. 2), 

containing a link that redirected to her Facebook profile, where a long post was displayed 

(Appendix 9, no. 3). 

After a year, FBI closed their investigation on Clinton’s emails in July 2016, without any criminal 

charges, due to lack of evidence that Clinton mishandled classified information (Kalvapallé, 2016). 

All of the above described Facebook and Twitter posts in relation to the Clinton crisis are enclosed 

as Appendix 9. 

The theory presented in the theoretical framework above, will be analyzed below, in collaboration 

with each of these cases, in accordance to the purpose of the thesis. 
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Analysis 

The theory presented in the theoretical framework will in this section be analyzed with the aim to 

explore how social media and consumer culture influence organizational crisis communication. 

Additionally, to answer the research question, the socio-cultural traits of the group of interest will 

be analyzed along with the crisis management of the presidential candidates. 

The emergence of social media has led to fast changing values including increasing stakeholder 

expectations, offensive news media and demands for public dialogue (Larkin & Regester, 2008). 

The transition towards a more transparent and digitalized world require that organizations 

comprehend and respond to these fast changing values, as “businesses have no place to hide, no 

time to think and no second chances” (Larkin & Regester, 2008; 13), in the event of a crisis. 

 

Diffusion theory 

In a redefined social media society, the professional values that were formerly claimed by 

journalists in regards to acting on behalf of the public are dissolved as individuals now speak for 

themselves (Merkelsen et al., 2016). 

As mentioned in the theoretical framework, the diffusion theory serves the purpose of linking 

changes in social systems to the way in which consumers change their behavior (Sung & Hwang, 

2014). 

The social systems consist of the way users of social media communicate due to this digital 

emergence (Cova, 1997; Stephens & Malone, 2010). Social media is defined as online platforms 

that provide the users with the opportunity to connect with each other (Appendix 2, Q. 4). 

The changes in the way users interact, the virtual communities (Young et al., 2016), and the tribes 

that this interaction have resulted in (Cova, 1997), can be balanced through the analysis of this 

theory with the changing behaviors of users.   

Within diffusion theory, social media channels are innovative concepts that refer to the diffusion 

that takes place over time through these channels. This includes the participants, the culture, and the 

media (Sung & Hwang, 2014).  
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Usually, innovations are external factors first introduced by the media. However, the user-to-user 

culture in contemporary societies is reflected in the way users distribute innovations to other users 

(Sung & Hwang, 2014). Social media function as a communication channel for users on which they 

seek information during crises (Coombs, 2015). 

The content on social media is created by users, meaning that they can exploit the attributes of 

social media as a communication platform in relation the their communicative preferences. 

Communication on social media is only restricted by the policies and codes of conduct on the 

respective platforms. Users can therefore express themselves directly without journalistic framing 

(Appendix 3, Q. 13; Sung & Hwang, 2014), which is why these platforms constitute effective 

channels for both communication and interaction. Users can expose their statements publicly and 

discover the reactions of other users. However, this innovation is a complex environment for 

organizations, because of the user created content. This means that various forms of publicity, both 

positive and negative, has a space in which it can grow and be distributed without control by the 

organization itself. 

As a result of this diffusion, politicians has steadily increased their use of  social media platforms to 

interact with the voters. Campaigns based on strong strategies in the virtual space took place during 

Barack Obama’s campaign in 2008 and grew exponentially throughout the next two presidential 

elections (Appendix 5, Q. 8). 

  

Both Trump and Clinton used social media channels in their campaigns, however in distinct ways. 

Trump exploited the potentials of this channel to some extent, as he benefitted from the ability to 

bypass the journalistic criteria (Appendix 3, Q. 18 & Appendix 2, Q. 15).  

In comparison, Clinton was more traditional in both her usage of social media and in her 

communication strategies (Appendix 5, Q. 21). Her communication was generally more formal and 

in accordance to what is usually expected of political communication (Appendix 2, Q. 18 & 

Appendix 3, Q. 19).  

In relation to their crisis management, their strategies will be analyzed in depth, in the ‘Crisis 

response’ stage.                                                                 
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The innovation of technology, social media, information flows, etc. encouraged changes in social 

systems. These innovations have thus changed the way consumers behave, as social media provide 

the opportunity for users to communicate, interact, and adopt information (Sung & Hwang, 2014). 

Changes in consumer behavior occur at a faster rate among millennials, as they are 2.5 times earlier 

adopters of technology, compared to other generations (Berger, 2016). The group of interest are 

frequent users of social media (Appendix 1, Q. 13), however, they do not participate in political 

debates nor share their political opinions on these media (Appendix 1, Q. 21). 

As some communities might be more central to the identity creation of the users than others (Elliott, 

2004), it is reasonable to assume that the group of interest identifies the communities on social 

media as unsuitable for engaging in political discussions. Hence, communities on social media are, 

among the group of interest, used as a way of socializing with friends (Appendix 4, Q. 9). 

The communication and information from organizations during a crisis can be adopted and shared 

by users according to their online behavior. Their online behavior is shaped by the attributes of 

social media, as consumers are now able to form their knowledge base with the point of departure in 

the available information from organizations, as well as other online information channels. 

 

Coombs’ three-stage model 

Pre-crisis 

As mentioned in the theoretical framework, this stage is often hidden from the public (Coombs, 

2015), which is why this section is influenced by the challenge of lacking specific data. However, 

the activities of the presidential candidates at this stage are analyzed based on extensive research. 

Issues must be evaluated before developing into actual crises, and the parameters used for this 

evaluation is likelihood and impact (Coombs, 2015). These parameters are analyzed in the analysis 

of the presidential candidates’ crisis history and reputation in the SCCT section.  

A crisis consists of an unusually increased negative focus on the organization in a short period 

(Appendix 3, Q. 7). The crisis usually occurs suddenly and causes chaos within the organization 

(Appendix 3, Q. 7).  
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Due to the importance of a crisis response being both immediate and reflecting of the current 

environment (Coombs, 2015), crisis managers must continuously monitor the context.  

Context 

The phenomenon to be investigated is the influence of social media and the culture of American 

millennials on organizational crisis communication. To understand this phenomenon, the 

surrounding social and material context of consumer culture, social media, and present historical 

conditions are considered. 

The historical context is the shift from modernism to postmodernism. Modernism was driven by 

science and technology, but cultural processes such as language and practices are now a part of the 

societal development (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). The combination of technology and cultural 

processes has lead to digital public domains, where new technologies allow consumers to create 

their personal content on the Internet (Rosnay & Martin, 2012). The emergence of social media 

platforms has allowed users to create content online without any technical knowledge (Young et al., 

2016). 

The digital platforms led to a change in the cultural context as consumers now are active producers 

of their own culture (Arnould & Thompson, 2005), which is why the millennials’ acceptance of 

social media can be linked to the cultural context of Americans. 

Americans have weak uncertainty avoidance, meaning that they expect innovations and that 

changes are valued (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Arguably, this weak uncertainty avoidance can be a 

result of the fact that; “no other nation has a wider range of ethnic, racial or cultural variables” 

(Duncan & Goddard, 2009; 37), thus differences in culture and values are expected. On digital 

platforms where users create the content, uncertainty is prevalent. Millennials were born into the 

digital society (Appendix 5, Q. 4), which has arguably lead to a significant 86% of Americans 

between the ages of 18-29 being on social media (PRC, 2017a). Hence this demographic group 

exemplifies the significantly weak uncertainty avoidance. This argument is supported by 42% of the 

survey respondents who answered that they use social media on an average of 30-60 minutes 

everyday (Appendix 1, Q. 13). The online environment is continuously changing and therefore 

forcing American millennials to adapt quickly and accept change. This generation has increased the 

requirements to organizational communication, and they expect organizations to master the usage of 
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social media and adapt the communication on this channel to contribute to their continuous identity 

creation (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). 

In addition to the context presented above, the ability for socio-cultural variables and current 

historical conditions to impact the relationship between stakeholders and organizations will be 

analyzed here. 

Socio-cultural variables (Fronz, 2012) in the group of interest will arguably affect how they 

perceive crisis communication and how it should optimally be formulated to be accepted by the 

group of interest. Americans prefer low context communication (LCC), which is characterized by 

self-face concern, individualistic values, and person-oriented style (Ting-Toomey, 1999). This form 

of communication correlates with the individualistic culture in America where I-identity and 

management of individuals are emphasized (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The focus lies on personal goals. 

Therefore, identity is created following individual desires, not by what is dictated by society. The 

millennials’ resistance towards the established practices originates partly from seeing their parents 

work long hours only then to suffer organizational cuts (Ng et al., 2010). 

The educational level with the highest percentage in the survey was the bachelor level (Appendix 1, 

Q. 3), which is consistent with most of the respondents being in the age group of 22-25 years 

(Appendix 1, Q. 2). 

Millennials are historically the highest educated group in America, however also the first group 

who will be financially worse set than their parents (Appendix 5, Q. 4). The financial situation has 

led to an inadequate fit between the contemporary society and the traditional practices of 

democracy, which has caused dissatisfaction with politics (Nothhaft, 2016). Many of those who are 

dissatisfied are young Americans, and they are therefore choosing to abandon party labels (Taylor, 

2016). This correlates with the survey respondents, as a total of 24% stated that they were neither 

Democrats nor Republicans (Appendix 1, Q. 7), despite the fact that statistics from the 2008 

election showed that young adults favored Democrats more than the older generations (Duncan & 

Goddard, 2009).  

The dissatisfaction with the traditional practices of democracy combined with the emergence of 

social media, and the present historical situation of the 45th American presidential election, presents 
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a unique context and must therefore be considered by organizations when monitoring the internal 

and external factors in the pre-crisis stage. 

Global cultural flows and their consequences 

The context described above can be linked to global cultural flows illustrated by different scapes; 

“‘ethnoscapes’ (the flow of people), ‘technoscapes’ (the flow of technology) [...] ‘ideoscapes’ (the 

flow of ideas and ideologies)” (Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006; 233). 

The millennial generation culture has been influenced and shaped by these scapes, especially 

technoscapes, in multiple ways:  

Technoscapes have set up the possibilities for creating an ideal speech situation, which is described 

as “an interaction in which each party has an equal chance to speak unencumbered by authority” 

(Holt, 2002; 72).  

Previously, only journalists, writers and media personas had the ability to speak freely to the public. 

However, the evolution of technology has lead to a growth in ‘citizen journalists’, due to the user 

created content on social platforms that flows independent from traditional news media (Sung & 

Hwang, 2014). As social media encourage participation, everyone can be senders and/or receivers 

of communication (Young et al., 2016). 

The emergence of social media have established a platform where the lower classes and the 

common citizen have unlimited time and space to speak (Appendix 2, Q. 22). As the lower class is 

getting larger, and the upper class is getting smaller, but wealthier, due to big corporations 

(Cherrier, 2009), a wish to speak up and fight against corporate America arise in the lower classes. 

Additionally, it is arguably healthy for the elitist to recognize the fact that the lower classes have a 

voice as well, which is now made visible on these platforms (Appendix 2, Q. 21). 

Ethnoscapes takes place in both the offline world, as seen with immigration and tourism, but also 

online, as a result of technoscapes. Consumers usually have multiple social media profiles 

(Greenwood et al., 2016), on which they are able to interact and create content simultaneously. The 

millennial generation is born into the technological society (Appendix 5, Q. 4), which is arguably 

why they are experts in mastering these media. 

As the technoscapes have enabled this innovative way in which communication and interaction 

takes place, ethnoscapes have encouraged consumers to accept this innovation. 
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By seeking out social spaces in which consumers can create their own culture, apart from that 

which is imposed on them by the market, consumers are now breaking down the marketers’ control. 

Even though some social media platforms have specific policies that enforce laws and codes of 

conduct etc., organizations are not able to control the information that is exchanged here, and 

consumers are therefore able to construct their own discourses (Holt, 2002). This allows consumers 

to create their own self, regardless of how the market dictates the way in which this self should be 

created (Holt, 2002). 

The ideal speech situation created by the global cultural flows is illustrated by how individuals are 

able to initiate or participate in online debates on social media (Appendix 2, Q. 21). The ability to 

create a debate on social media does not include requirements on political activity, educational 

background, work experience or other factors that might indicate a sense of expertise within the 

topic at hand. The resources needed are merely Internet access via computer or a smartphone 

(Appendix 2, Q. 21). 

The content on social media does not always portray the context, and can thus create fragmented 

pictures, which can have consequences for the presented subject. By excluding the context, 

communication can be shaped differently than otherwise intended by the organization, resulting in 

meanings and valuable points getting lost. 

The addition of social media platforms to the media landscape constitute the frame for an analysis 

of organizational communication, influenced by consumer culture, which have resulted in more 

vulnerable organizations (Merkelsen et al., 2016). As stakeholders spend more and more time on 

social media, organizations need to move away from existing knowledge of crisis communication 

and outdated standard procedures (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). The context and consumer culture 

function as participants in an interconnected relationship, as changes within one of these fields, will 

influence the other (Sung & Hwang, 2014). 

Finally, ideoscapes deal with the flow of ideologies, and are often politically tainted (Kjeldgaard & 

Askegaard, 2006). The flow of ideologies was seen on social media during the 2016 presidential 

election, as users voiced their opinions on political ideology and counter-ideology (Appendix 4, Q. 

13), enabled by technoscapes. The characteristic of social media; conversation (Young et al., 2016) 

can here be linked to the flow of ideologies, which encourage conversation between users on social 

media. It additionally encourages users to share content, information, or to share a relation based on 
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interests (Appendix 2, Q. 4). This participation, which is another characteristic of social media 

(Young et al., 2016), is arguably caused by a need or desire to express one’s personal opinions and 

to show support of the causes that the individual user believes in. 

The ideal speech situation (Holt, 2002) and the democracy on the Internet allow users to connect 

their private sphere of individual political identity to a variety of selected political spaces online 

(Nothhaft, 2016). This means that through social media, users are able to connect their expressed 

identity to virtual tribes. This further enhances the identity of the user, which corresponds to the 

connectedness on social media (Young et al., 2016). 

The most important aspect influencing the choice of candidate was ‘general credibility’ according 

to 76% of the respondents (Appendix 1, Q. 12), which makes it a highly valued quality. With 

fragmented information circulating on social media and with consumers in a continuous identity 

creation process, organizations as well as the presidential candidates, must ensure that they are 

perceived as credible (Holt, 2002) by considering the context when producing communication. An 

additional way to increase organizational credibility, is to create relationships with other 

communities or brands that are already perceived as credible (Holt, 2002). 

Clinton attempted to strengthen her credibility through her relationship with Planned Parenthood, 

who formally endorsed her in January 2016 (Scanlon, 2016). This relationship arguably encouraged 

a credible position in the public’s mind, especially among the voters who shared similar values.  

This credibility strengthening relationship contributed to a representation of her as a cultural 

resource (Holt, 2002). Clinton as a cultural resource provided the voters with an opportunity to 

express their beliefs towards Planned Parenthood, hereby extending their self and contributing to 

their identity creation, by either agreeing or rejecting support of this relationship. 

The strategic positioning move of building these relationships can help secure more votes and guide 

voters in a desired direction. The establishment of these relationships can be announced and 

communicated to the public through social media, which then targets the numerous users on these 

platforms, as a result of these global cultural flows. Clinton could hereby become a symbol of a 

desired identity and an attractive brand. 

By exploiting the attributes of social media, organizations and politicians can be in direct contact 

with their stakeholders. This direct contact can arguably introduce better democracy, as it 
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acknowledges stakeholders voices, and thus improve society (Nothhaft, 2016). This communication 

style, which is elaborately characterized by the ideal speech situation, has spread to various fields; 

not only politics, but also organizational crisis communication. 

The need for organizations to consider social media as a crisis communication tool is a result of the 

global cultural flows and this innovation additionally encourages both stakeholders and 

organizations to form attitudes towards this channel (Sung & Hwang, 2014). Using social media as 

a crisis response channel will lead to stakeholders receiving responses more quickly and 

consistently, which is essential in a crisis situation, and furthermore in accordance to their 

expectations (Coombs, 2015). 

Crisis communication must be both well considered and presented within a timely manner to meet 

stakeholder expectations (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). However, rapid responses demand 

preparation, which is why the pre-crisis stage is crucial. 

In addition, organizations that are not visible on social media in this digital age are widely 

considered unusual (Merkelsen et al., 2016). Non-visibility on social media could threaten the 

survival of organizations, as visibility on social media is equal to being visible in reality (Merkelsen 

et al., 2016). Although this visibility on social media meets general expectations, it exposes 

organizations to a higher number of crises along with the risk that crises can be kept alive on these 

platforms (Sung & Hwang, 2014). 

As a result, a total of 55% of managers feel that social media have increased their exposure to crises 

(Coombs, 2015). Additionally, a study showed that “79% of executives expected that their 

companies would experience a crisis within 12 months and 50% assumed this would occur in 

digital space” (Sung & Hwang, 2014; 246).  

Hence, besides contextual analysis prior to online communication, organizations must acknowledge 

social media as a platform that demands attention and monitoring, with the organizational 

reputation in mind. 

In general, organizations act cautiously on social media as a consequence of the vulnerability that is 

brought by the usage of social media (Appendix 2, Q. 10), and organizations demand tools for 

preparing for crises to a larger extent than previously (Appendix 2, Q. 10).  
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When an organization wants to make a public announcement, 80% of the work consists of how the 

announcement should be delivered, and 20% is to consider what will happen if people disapprove of 

the announcement (Appendix 2, Q. 21). 

In addition, some organizations are scared to exploit the opportunities of social media, and will just 

post the same messages on all platforms. In contrast, others suit up to tackle the challenges that 

social media might bring, with preparatory plans on “Q&A’s, frequently asked questions, customer 

service and monitoring of customers” (Appendix 2, Q. 10). Ms. Larsen is a strong believer in the 

latter, and believe that thorough preparation and pre-determined actions should be taken in case of a 

crisis, with respect to what is realistic (Appendix 2, Q. 21). 

It is not only beneficial for organizations to establish credibility-strengthening relationships with 

communities that have high-perceived credibility, but also to the traditional media. These 

relationships are important in the preparation stage, as traditional media are able to publicly disclose 

undesirable acts as well as generate negative publicity about the organization (Coombs, 2015). 

However, organizations do not depend on the media to the same extent as previously, due to the 

emergence of social media, and the cultural adoption of this channel.  

Organizations can communicate directly to their stakeholders via social media, which was an ability 

that Trump especially exploited. Throughout his presidential campaign he frequently used social 

media platforms as a communication tool (PRC, 2016), and hereby exploited the ideal speech 

situation (Holt, 2002) and avoided journalistic framing (Sung & Hwang, 2014).  

Clinton managed to keep a somewhat low profile in traditional media, due to Trump getting most of 

the attention, as a result of his direct and unfiltered way of communicating (Foran, 2016). 

Nevertheless, Clinton herself claimed to have done more than 300 interviews in 2016 from January 

until May, stating that it was important to talk to the press (Foran, 2016). She however, was also a 

very frequent user of social media.  

Social media does not only provide the ability for organizations to communicate directly to 

stakeholders, it is also a platform on which the users can express identity (Firat & Venkatesh, 

1995), and organizations can brand themselves (Appendix 2, Q. 12). These attributes of social 

media will be analyzed in the following section.  
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The self 

In order to understand the consumer culture within the group of interest and their embedded 

behaviors, it is important to look at the context. Analyzing the context provides an understanding of 

the meanings users ascribe to objects (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995), which is applicable to their choice 

of candidate as well. These ascribed meanings are expressions of identity and the various types of 

self (Belk, 1988, 2013; Elliott, 2004). 

The self is located in the context of the social and the material, and identifies a repertoire of 

resources from which consumers negotiate meaning (Elliott, 2004). These resources can include 

brands, the multiple types of social media platforms and the respective attributes of these media - 

including the functions such as share and like. An additional resource can take form as a shared 

repertoire created by the use of certain symbols, sayings, actions and the use of hashtags etc. (Cova, 

1997). 

Exploiting these resources through sharing and liking, both organizations and users are able to co-

construct their online self through other users (Belk, 2013), creating a mutual relationship of co-

construction of the self.  

Through likes and shares of the presidential candidates’ posts, users were able to extend their own 

self, by expressing personal attitudes and beliefs.  

Similarly, by expressing their identity through sharing and likes, the followers contributed to the 

extension of the presidential candidates’ self (Belk, 1988) as well. 

This co-construction of self (Belk, 2013) is illustrated by their individual crisis responses on 

Twitter: Trump received 119,639 likes and 51,594 Retweets (Appendix 8, no. 3) and Clinton 

received 9,887 likes and 7,847 Retweets (Appendix 9, no. 1). 

The users hereby verified and expressed their support of the candidates’ respective Tweets. Thus 

mutual benefits in terms of identity creation were gained through relationships between the 

presidential candidates and their followers on social media, and can be seen as an illustration of 

credibility-strengthening relationships with stakeholders. 

The global cultural flows have resulted in a digitalization of the society, as a total of 92% 

Americans between the ages of 18-29 own a smartphone (PRC, 2017b). The high number of young 
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Americans who own a smartphone has increased their access to the Internet, and thereby the 

availability of social media, and access to an ideal speech situation. 

The young Americans’ access to social media has furthermore increased the opportunities for 

supporters and followers to co-construct the self of the presidential candidates through liking or 

sharing (Belk, 2013). 

The co-construction of self can be supplemented by the performing self, which place emphasis on 

the appearance and display aspects of identity creation (Elliott, 2004). The performing self is 

created through the management of impressions (Elliott, 2004), which is of great importance in 

regards to organizations, as the organizational reputation is strongly influenced by stakeholder 

perceptions of organizational appearance (Coombs, 2015).  

An increasing number of people perceive social media as a personal branding tool and a platform on 

which to declare personal opinions (Appendix 2, Q. 20). Additionally, social media functions as an 

effective positioning tool for organizations with the purpose to target the users directly, bypassing 

traditional media (Appendix 2, Q. 12), as traditional media often ignore the communication efforts 

made by organizations and shape these to create their own context (Benoit, 1995). 

With both Trump and Clinton, Americans knew what to expect as they both came with a clear 

ideology package concerning philosophy of life and political attitudes - they were both 

interconnected with multiple things (Appendix 5, Q. 16). 

Trump as a brand (Appendix 5, Q. 14) symbolized impulsivity, immediate reactions and rudeness 

(Appendix 2, Q. 15), but also someone who spoke for people who had felt overlooked in the past 8 

years when Obama was president (Appendix 3, Q. 24).   

His brand was characterized by his ways of differentiating himself from the traditional practices of 

politics, by representing the people outside the institutional system, supported by one of the survey 

respondents who stated that: “He represents an entirely different set of hegemonic ideals” 

(Appendix 1, Q. 16). Trump stayed true to his brand through consistent communication (Appendix 

3, Q. 23) and his online communication style. The ideal speech situation on social media enabled 

Trump to display his personal opinions to other users, without any filter or editing from journalists 

or news media. 
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The Clinton family is very much a strong brand, which is frequently discussed (Appendix 5, Q. 16). 

Clinton’s performing self on social media as the established, civilized, some might say elitist 

(Appendix 2, Q. 15) - brand, was visible to the social media users, from which they could form an 

opinion of her. She was framed as the safe candidate (Appendix 2, Q. 18) and focused on facts in a 

civilized way (Appendix 2, Q. 19). The consumer management of impressions (Elliott, 2004) 

provided users with the opportunity to agree and identify with, as well as differentiate themselves 

from Clinton’s brand. This repertoire of cultural resources associated with her as a brand, are the 

resources from which consumers negotiate meaning (Elliott, 2004). 

The performing self of the presidential candidates therefore influenced the users perceptions of 

them, as this platform is where the identity creation and management of impressions take place, in 

accordance to the performing self (Elliott, 2004). 

Virtual socialization and communities 

Consumers do not exclusively live in their physical surroundings (Nothhaft, 2016), rather they live 

in a socialized digital society. 42% of the respondents interact through social media 30-60 minutes 

per day (Appendix 1, Q. 13). Additionally, Facebook is the most popular platform for socialization, 

according to 86% of the respondents (Appendix 1, Q. 14). 

Social interaction takes place virtually, as users are part of virtual tribes (Cova, 1997), consistent 

with the characteristic of social media; communities (Young et al., 2016). Through these tribes, 

users can connect around personal interests (Young et al., 2016), regardless of physical distance 

(Appendix 4, Q. 9), consistent with the connectedness enabled by social media (Young et al., 2016). 

Stakeholders are able to look for others with similar views and engage in online conversation with 

other social media users during crises. The possibilities on social media are numerous as 

stakeholders can; “meet virtually, share stories, form coalitions, share the latest information” 

(Stephens & Malone, 2010; 382). These possibilities are important to monitor during the pre-crisis 

stage, as they can affect how crisis communication is received. 

Memberships of political groups arguably provide value to the voters and this link between 

membership and a shared sense of belonging to a group hence contributes to the sense of a fuller 

identity (Belk, 2013). These social links are found between members of specific communities, or in-

groups (Ting-toomey, 1999), in which they share emotional attachments and beliefs. 
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On social media, it is simple to identify other users with similar beliefs, as the group memberships 

of other users are displayed on their profiles. The American culture is highly individualistic, 

meaning that identity creation and the self is highly important (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Finding other 

consumers with similar values, or with values that the consumer desire to possess, can contribute to 

the self. The ability for users to create identity through memberships of various online groups, can 

make it more complex for organizations to classify consumers in regards to preference, social link 

and virtual tribes (Cova, 1997).  

As users create the content on social media, it results in a constant changing environment, in which 

it can be difficult to determine who is part of one’s in-group. One way of recognizing members of 

one’s in-group is by having a shared repertoire (Cova, 1997). Both presidential candidates impacted 

consumer communities and tribe creations, by giving supporters a shared repertoire, such as ‘I’m 

with her’ and ‘Make America Great Again’ (Appendix 4, Q. 17).   

By using these phrases, supporters disclosed their identity and form of membership (Cova, 1997). 

These repertoires furthermore created links between supporters, and gave them something to rally 

behind (Appendix 4, Q. 17). 

Shared repertoires can be used strategically by organizations in the pre-crisis stage, as they can both 

create and clarify consumer trends, from which supporters can be identified in relation to where to 

post a crisis response (Coombs, 2015). Social media is an useful tool to locate shared repertoires 

and trends, which is why these platforms must optimally be included in the CMP. 

Virtual tribes are able to constitute an important part of an organizational crisis response, as 

followers and supporters can share the crisis response from the organization on social media. 

Through sharing, the organizational crisis response is exposed to a large amount of social media 

users, with no additional effort from the organization - providing an effective crisis communication 

tool. The efficiency of this message sharing depends on the number of followers the organizations 

has, as more followers will expose the message to a larger amount of users. Based on this, followers 

and supporters can be great organizational assets, which further substantiates the importance of 

including social media as a communication channel in the CMP, in the pre-crisis stage. 
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Crisis management team  

A CMT should optimally include a crisis manager and a social media manager, who must be 

knowledgeable in terms of posting appropriate messages, and in terms of which platforms to use for 

specific purposes (Coombs, 2015).  

Trump managed his social media accounts in collaboration with his social media manager, David 

Scavino (Moody, 2016), which made it difficult to see when Trump authored his own posts. 

In contrast to Trump, Clinton had a whole team of social media managers led by digital director 

Jenna Lowenstein (Ruiz, 2016). Clinton was often mentioned in third person, making it easier to see 

when Clinton was not the author. Posts she authored herself were often signed “-H.” (Appendix 9, 

no. 8).  

Scavino and Lowenstein are useful to include as part of their CMT, as social media managers are 

expected to be trained in online reputational crises (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

Besides the social media managers, both candidates had individual campaign organizations 

consisting of seven people; a campaign manager, a chief pollster, communications director heading 

a communications team, policy advisers and a general diary manager (Patel, 2016). The people in 

their campaign organizations arguably contributed with different sets of knowledge and areas of 

expertise. 

Expertise and trustworthiness are the two key elements of credibility (Coombs, 2015). Each of these 

elements contributes to organizational credibility through knowledge about the crisis as well as 

goodwill or concern for its stakeholders (Coombs, 2015). 

Trump’s campaign organization included a communications director; Hope Hicks (Patel, 2016). 

Hicks functioned as an expert in communication and as go-to person for journalists reporting on 

Trump’s activities (Patel, 2016). Although Trump communicated to the public bypassing the media, 

Hicks developed a reputation as a diplomatic intermediary between Trump and the media 

(Grynbaum, 2016), which could contribute to a relationship with the traditional media, 

strengthening Trump’s credibility. Hicks rarely communicated face to face with journalists, 

nevertheless, she alone handled requests and questions from the media, and served as an advisor to 

Trump regarding these (Grynbaum, 2016). 
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Clinton’s campaign organization included a chief pollster; Joel Benenson and a communication 

director; Jennifer Palmieri (Patel, 2016). Benenson was experienced and knowledgeable in terms of 

presidential election campaigns, due to his work on previous campaigns for Bill Clinton and Obama 

(Bacon, 2015). Benenson formulated the general campaign strategy and messages, authorized polls, 

and worked with Clinton on her debate performances (Bacon, 2015). As information is important in 

the pre-crisis stage, polls and surveys can be great tools to recognize warning signs (Coombs, 

2015). 

Palmieri also managed the campaign message, as well as media relations - including damage 

control (Easton, 2015). 

In contrast to Trump’s one person handling the media, Clinton had half a dozen trained media 

managers (Grynbaum, 2016), which provided her with a stronger CMT and arguably made her 

better prepared for a crisis. 

The CEO’s, Trump and Clinton respectively, could along with their campaign organizations 

function as a CMT, as they met the descriptions of a typical CMT (Coombs, 2015). 

With these teams, Clinton and Trump could uncover current trends among the social media users, 

including how they create identity through the use of resources offered by social media (Elliott, 

2004). Data on social media users, functioning as potential voters, could help the candidates address 

these by adapting their communication strategies to fit the users’ preferences and culture during 

their crises. 

Crisis management plan 

When reviewing Trump and Clinton’s crises, it can be argued that the they both had prepared 

themselves to a certain extend, to the emergence of a crisis. They both published their responses to 

their crises relatively short time after their crises became publicly known - it took Trump a couple 

of hours to publish a brief press release (Appendix 8, no. 1), and Clinton posted a short Tweet 

within two days (Appendix 9, no. 1). As they both responded to the crises on social media within a 

short period of time, they arguably had prepared a CMP with contact information on their social 

media managers, which is one of the three basic components of a CMP (Coombs, 2015). 

The technologies that continuously innovate the way in which individuals and organizations 

communicate, forces crisis communicators to understand how the opinions and perceptions of the 
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public are generated and shaped through online interactions (Sung & Hwang, 2014). The 

communication strategies in the CMP should therefore include social media channels such as; 

Facebook posts, Tweets and other pre-drafted texts suitable for online channels. 

Similarly to the ever-changing environment and user created content on social media, it can be 

difficult for organizations to control messages and communication from employees on social media, 

due to the global cultural flows and the ideal speech situation. Employees can as well as other 

individuals be active communicators on social media, and can therefore increase pressure on 

organizations (Sung & Hwang, 2014). As it is usually in the employees’ interest that the 

organization performs well during a crisis (Coombs, 2015), the organizational management must 

therefore make sure to keep employees informed with current and relevant crisis updates (Coombs 

& Holladay, 2016). Users’ dissatisfaction with organizational crisis communication is often 

expressed on social media, which other users are likely to believe in (Coombs & Holladay, 2016), 

which can be caused by the generally low level of trust in especially political communication 

(Appendix 5, Q. 13). As employees are able to reduce the efficiency of the organizational crisis 

response, it emphasizes the benefits of a social media policy. 

To avoid employees sharing undesirable communication online, Trump composed a non-disclosure 

agreement as a preventive initiative (Preza, 2016), which potentially provided him with the 

exclusive right to communicate during his crisis. 

Due to the continuous identity creation process of consumers (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995) that takes 

place both offline and online (Arnould & Thompson, 2005), social media users are exposed to 

identity influencers that they have the possibility to adopt. 

According to the survey, 42% of respondents daily spend between 30-60 minutes on social media 

(Appendix 1, Q. 13), meaning that they are exposed to identity influencers during this time, every 

day. Thus, the continuous identity creation process makes it difficult for organizations to categorize 

their stakeholders, as this is an ever changing segment (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). 

Furthermore, on social media, users can design their own profile to match their desired identity and 

lifestyle, resulting in a lacking accuracy in the way users present themselves on social media, and 

their actual identity (Berger, 2016). As the online self, which is frequently exposed to these identity 
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influencers, affects the offline self (Belk, 2013), the offline self is in a continuous identity creation 

process as well, also known as reembodiment (Belk, 2013).  

This substantiates the organizational challenge to categorize stakeholders - a categorization that 

would otherwise be beneficial to implement in the CMP, in order to target communication during a 

crisis.  

As a way to meet the challenge of categorizing stakeholders and adapting the organizational 

communication, the context in which consumers exist and develop their identity must be included. 

This challenge encourages a shift of focus from consumers as individuals, to include both the social 

and cultural context surrounding the consumers. 

An analysis of the presidential candidates preparation in relation to both the CMT and CMP will be 

evaluated in the post-crisis stage, as an analysis of their respective crisis responses will reveal more 

material for evaluation of their individual preparation. 
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Situational Crisis Communication Theory 

SCCT focus on crisis type, crisis history and prior reputation to evaluate the reputational risk of the 

current crisis (Coombs, 2015). Due to the fact that this theory is situational, each of the above-

described cases will be analyzed here in context, through each of these stages. 

Crisis type 

Based on the presentation of the presidential candidates’ crises, there is evidence that each of them 

deliberately committed the acts that resulted in crises:  

Trump was both audio-recorded and video filmed during the event that turned out to become a crisis 

(Farhi, 2016), as well as Clinton consciously used her private email server to conduct governmental 

business (Hicks, 2016).  

These factors indicated human-error accidents and organizational misdeeds that are typically 

correlated to ‘strong attributions of crisis responsibility’ (Coombs, 2015; 150). 

Crisis history and prior reputation 

Stakeholders’ attitudes towards an organization prior to the crisis influence how the organizational 

crisis response is received (Benoit, 1995), which is why the crisis history and prior reputation must 

be considered. In relation to organizational credibility, which is the factor at risk when considering 

prior reputation and history, most people have a tendency to believe that the majority of offenders 

deserve a second chance (Benoit, 2014). However, the chance that the public would offer each of 

the candidates would not only be their second, as explained in the following. 

Trump’s history and prior reputation 

Trump’s history of condescending remarks about women, including Cher, Rosie O’Donnel, Hillary 

Clinton, and even his own wife, has led to a perceived damaged reputation amongst many - women 

especially (Bahadur, 2015).  

Additionally, during his numerous years as a businessman, Trump has had a lot of setbacks and 

failed products, such as Trump Vodka, Trump Steaks and Trump Mortgage (Stuart, 2016). Trump’s 

multiple corporations have filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy four times (Hirby, 2016). Chapter 11 
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bankruptcy means that the corporation is still allowed to continue doing business while reorganizing 

and decreasing its debt (Hirby, 2016). 

The trail of bankruptcies indicates a history of crises and has therefore had a negative impact on his 

reputation. Bankruptcy can be considered a financial failure, which can damage one’s reputation, 

but worth mentioning is the fact that by filing for this type of bankruptcy, Trump’s personal assets 

were not at risk as well as his credit history stayed undamaged. This indicates that he was more 

interested in his private financial situation, rather than saving his business, thus giving him an 

undesirable image. 

Due to the virtual socialization and creation of communities, in which social media users are able to 

meet and share stories as well as information (Stephens & Malone, 2010), the public’s reactions and 

attitudes were shared online on various social media during Trump’s presidential campaign.  

Prior to his crisis, numerous statements such as “I wish I would get upset over a racist statement 

Donald Trump said. That’s like being surprised water is wet” (Carissimo, 2015), clearly revealed 

users perceptions of Trump’s reputation. 

A month after Trump announced that he would run for president (Appendix 8, no. 8), a polling 

revealed the public's negative attitudes towards him; “‘Strongly unfavorable’ views outnumber 

‘strongly positive’ ratings by a 3-1 ratio” (Craighill & Clement, 2015). 

In another poll the American public were asked to describe the two presidential candidates with one 

word (Edwards-Levy, 2016). The top three most commonly used words to describe him were 

‘arrogant’, ‘racist’ and ‘ass/asshole’ (Edwards-Levy, 2016). Hence, Trump’s general reputation was 

not desirable prior to the crisis, which could result in the ‘Grab-them’ crisis constituting an even 

larger reputational threat. Nevertheless, despite his failures in investments and his controversial 

comments on women and minorities, Trump is a celebrity and a brand (Appendix 5, Q. 14). His 

crisis history and prior reputation seems to have had little effect on his Republican supporters, and 

his popularity within this group even grew after being the subject of multiple news stories due to his 

“anti-legal immigration rhetoric” (Craighill & Clement, 2015). This substantiates the importance 

of having a good relationship with stakeholders and being present on social media, as followers of 

an organization’s social media profiles are often likely to support the organizational crisis 

management (Coombs, 2015). 
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Clinton’s history and prior reputation 

Clinton’s email crisis was actively discussed on various media ever since it became publicly known 

and the discussion continued up until Election Day (Keneally et al., 2016), which arguably caused a 

‘velcro-effect’ (Coombs, 2015). Clinton is a highly experienced candidate and was therefore 

capable to run for the presidency (Fernando, 2016). However, Clinton’s support seemed to derive 

“more from a desire to keep Trump out, rather than vote her in” (Fernando, 2016). Similar were 

Ms. Larsen’s observations; that numerous people voted for Clinton because of their resentment 

towards Trump, more than they actually liked Clinton (Appendix 2, Q. 18). In contrast, Mr. Laursen 

believed that a significant amount of people voted for Trump, because they disapproved of Clinton, 

and he furthermore believed that this disapproval was a result of her poor crisis management 

(Appendix 3, Q. 22). 

In addition, her credibility and prior reputation was negatively influenced by “[...] allegations of 

corruption and the scandals that have surrounded her for the past 25 years” (Fernando, 2016). 

Clinton’s husband, Bill Clinton, negatively affected her reputation and general credibility as a result 

of his affair with his secretary Monica Lewinsky in 1998 (Hearit, 2006) - a crisis he had problems 

closing down due to an inadequate apology to the public (Hearit, 2006). This crisis reappeared in 

the media spotlight during the 2016 election, following Trump’s own crisis. As an attempt to make 

himself look better, Trump contributed to the media coverage of the crisis by emphasizing Hillary 

Clinton’s treatment of women in connection with Bill Clinton’s crisis (Trump, 2016b). 

Clinton also highlighted Trump’s flaws, as she Retweeted a post, in which she added her own 

comments on the leaked video that caused Trump’s crisis, expressing her concern about Trump as a 

potential president (Appendix 9, no. 7). 

Additionally, the Clinton’s have been associated with scandals for more than two decades, and in 

relation to the case of her husband’s affair, she looked distrustful (Fernando, 2016). She did not 

apply the same logic to the allegations of sexual assault towards her husband, as she did towards 

others with similar accusations (Fernando, 2016), as she changed her response from saying that 

every rape survivor had “the right to be heard, believed and supported” to “Well, I would say that 

everybody should be believed at first until they are disbelieved based on evidence” (Fernando, 

2016).  
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Clinton’s prior participation in a sham land deal, in which she denied to posses Rose Law Firm 

billing records that were under subpoena for two years, only added to her undesirable prior 

reputation. Furthermore, she placed herself in a position of alleged corruption after evidence was 

found that she lied about receiving investment advice from a counsel - arguing that she was a 

frequent reader of Wall Street Journal. These were all incidents that did not strengthen her 

reputation prior to her email crisis (Charen, 2016). 

The fact that the candidates spend time on carrying out multiple attacks on each other during the 

presidential campaign could arguably contribute to the public's negative perceptions of them. The 

survey respondents described the topics from this presidential election as; “more character 

assassination” and “more bullshit, 4 years ago was around economic inequality” (Appendix 1, Q. 

16), hereby indicating that these tactics did not have a positive influence on the candidates’ 

reputations. 

Additionally, when asked to elaborate why they did not plan to vote, a few answered that they 

would not be comfortable putting either name down for president (Appendix 1, Q. 9). 

Clinton represents the traditional practices of democracy, as she has been a dominant character in 

US politics since her husband was elected president (Fernando, 2016). However, due to the 

inadequate fit between modern society and the traditional practices of democracy, a dissatisfaction 

with politics has occurred (Nothhaft, 2016), which was arguably a disadvantage for Clinton’s brand.  

Ms. Flanagan supported this by arguing that one of Clinton’s obstacles was that she was an 

established politician (Appendix 4, Q. 16). 

All of the above mentioned events in Clinton’s crisis history were factors that arguably contributed 

to the negative perceptions of her and thereby to her reputation prior to the crisis. Her undesirable 

reputation, especially amongst the younger voters (Appendix 5, Q. 18), was arguably due to their 

dissatisfaction with traditional politics. 

As politicians are often placed in the media spotlight due to their position of power and influence 

(Benoit, 1995), the likelihood that these cases would become crises for the presidential candidates 

was quite extensive. As presidential candidates, they were both in need of the public’s support and 

perceived credibility to achieve their objectives of winning the presidential election. 
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The importance of the candidates’ prior reputation was emphasized by Coombs (2015), as it 

strongly influences the perceived credibility of the organization. The importance of this factor was 

substantiated by the survey respondents 76% stated that ‘general credibility’ strongly influenced 

their choice of candidate (Appendix 1, Q. 12).  

Additionally, one respondent explicitly stated that the candidates’ actions and comments prior to 

running for presidency and their recent history influenced whom he/she would vote for (Appendix 

1, Q. 12). 

As both of the presidential candidates have a prior history of committing undesirable acts that 

affected their reputations negatively, it was particularly important that the crisis response showed 

control over the situation as well as expressed compassion towards those affected by the crisis, in 

order to for them to restore their reputation (Coombs, 2015). Furthermore, as both presidential 

candidates have been established as holding strong attributions of responsibility for the current 

crises, this must be incorporated in their crisis management. 

 

Crisis response 

For an organization to acknowledge a crisis and activate the CMP, it must first establish the issue to 

be relevant for the organizational reputation (Benoit, 1995). 

Trump’s situation arguably became a crisis when his advisors, who are also considered 

stakeholders, advised him to apologize (Elliott, 2016). This advice was based on Trump’s prior 

crisis history and reputation, and furthermore on both Republicans and Democrats strong reactions 

against his utterances (Elliott, 2016).  

In the few days between the crisis became known to the public and Clinton’s first response, there 

was a number of negative Tweets about Clinton in which users criticized her and even stated that 

she was unqualified as president (Appendix 9, no. 12). 

As it is stakeholders who determine when there is a crisis (Appendix 3, Q. 7; Coombs, 2015), and 

these had expressed disapproval of the candidates' actions (Appendix 9, no. 12, Elliott, 2016), they 

both had to take immediate action.  

The history and prior reputation are relevant factors when determining which issues the 
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organization should respond to, as it cannot spend time responding to every accusation (Benoit, 

1995). However, based on the above analysis of Clinton and Trump’s crisis history and prior 

reputation, it can be argued that these issues would impose great implications for them if they 

turned into crises, as both likelihood and impact was great. If optimal, these responses should fit the 

context and seek to avoid damage on stakeholders (Coombs, 2015). 

The purpose of crisis communication is to decrease the current attack on the organization with the 

aim to make it through the crisis, in the best possible way (Appendix 3, Q. 10). Additionally, the 

crisis response must optimally be created in accordance to the context including the flows and the 

additional factors analyzed in the pre-crisis stage.  

 

Trump’s response strategies and context 

As analyzed above in the SCCT section, Trump’s crisis history and prior reputation negatively 

influenced the way in which voters described him (Edwards-Levy, 2016). Normally, when an 

organization has committed wrongdoings, it can be difficult to place the responsibility on only one 

person, as organizations are systems, and “systems are structurally evasive when it comes to 

responsibility taking” (Hearit, 2006; 23). However, Trump’s statements were clearly an expression 

of his personal opinion (Appendix 7), stated at a time where he did not represent the Republican 

Party, hence, he alone held ‘strong attributions of crisis responsibility’ (Coombs, 2015; 150). His 

accountability was further amplified by the fact that everything was recorded on tape (Hearit, 2016) 

as this evidence clearly showed how he acted alone. 

Trump’s initial response  

The public learned about Trump’s condescending statements through an article in Washington Post 

on October 7th (Farhi, 2016). As the general public also functions as key stakeholders in this case, 

due to their function as potential voters, the crisis created an undesirable situation for Trump, as 

stakeholders were not informed directly by him, which would have been optimal (Coombs, 2015). 

His statements were recorded in 2005 (Farhi, 2016), thus, the recordings were probably never 

intended to be shared, and the situation was therefore not perceived as a crisis by Trump until the 

public became aware of it. 
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Information spread fast online due to the global cultural flows and the continuous creation of self 

(Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006; Firat & Venkatesh, 1995) as voters shared their opinions on the 

matter on social media. Showing either sympathy or resentment towards Trump, relates to the 

performing self due to the importance of display (Elliott, 2004). 

Ms. Flanagan saw Facebook statuses in her personal network, in which people were attacking each 

other over personal opinions (Appendix 4, Q. 13) and people who praised Trump for his honesty 

(Appendix 4, Q. 19), which were arguably displays of impressions in relation to identity creation 

(Elliott, 2004). By doing so, users could see who belonged to their in-group or out-group (Ting-

Toomey, 1999), and hereby link to others with similar values (Cova, 1997). These online behaviors 

and creations of communities are enabled by techno- and ideoscapes (Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 

2006), and there is strong indication that these scapes resulted in quickly flourishing debates about 

Trump’s statement on social media. 

Standpoints in relation to problematic topics can hurt the image of the politician (Benoit, 2014), 

which is very likely to turn into a need for the politician to defend his/her actions, his/her character, 

justify motives and intent, which constitutes an apologia (Benoit, 1995). Trump’s remarks on 

women could among critics be perceived as a symbol of his standpoint regarding sexual assault, 

which was why there was a need for him to defend himself in his initial crisis response through the 

use of apologia (Appendix 8, no. 1; Hearit, 2006). 

Trump used the diminishment posture justification, as an attempt to decrease the perceived damage 

related with the crisis (Coombs, 2015), by referring to his statements in the video as “locker room 

banter” (Appendix 8, no. 1). The diminishment posture strategy is consistent with reducing 

offensiveness, however he did not deny any wrongdoing (Benoit, 1995). By referring to his 

statements as locker room banter, Trump made use of the offensiveness reducing strategy 

transcendence, by placing his condescending utterances in a different context (Benoit, 1995). He 

placed the utterances in a context where it was not a symbol of Trump’s character, but in a context 

where it could have been any man speaking those words (Appendix 8, no. 1).  

Trump justified his choice of words (Coombs, 2015) by accusing Bill Clinton of having said far 

worse things on the golf court (Appendix 8, no. 1), consistent with the image restoration strategy; 

differentiation (Benoit, 1995). In an attempt to reduce the public’s offensiveness towards his 

utterances, Trump tried to differentiate himself from someone who had said and done worse things 
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(Benoit, 1995), even though Bill Clinton’s allegedly worse utterances had never been recorded on 

tape in contrast to Trump’s. When Trump used these image restoration strategies, it was in an effort 

to improve the audience’s opinion of him, thus restoring his image (Benoit, 2014). 

As stated in the theoretical framework, including instructing information in a crisis response is 

obligatory, to ensure that the public knows how to react (Taylor, 2010). It furthermore enables the 

public to create an image of the organization (Taylor, 2010).  

By referring to his statements as locker room banter (Appendix 8, no. 1), Trump tried to instruct the 

public on how to react, by implicitly stating that these utterances should not cause a strong reaction 

due to their nature of being just locker room banter. By distancing himself from the utterances, he 

arguably wished to create an image of this not being something that represented him as a person or 

brand.  

A search on the phrase locker room banter on Google Trends revealed that the number of Google 

searches on the phrase rose to the top between October 9th-October 15th 2016 (Appendix 8, no. 

11). This illustrated how the global cultural flows resulted in stakeholders actively seeking 

information about the crisis online (Appendix 8, no. 11; Coombs, 2015). 

Trump concluded his initial crisis response by stating; “I apologize if anyone was offended” 

(Appendix 8, no. 1). This sentence looked like an apology, however did not take responsibility for 

the crisis. To ensure the success of his apology, Trump should have admitted wrongdoing in full 

disclosure, showed remorse, accepted full responsibility, or asked for forgiveness (Hearit, 2006). 

This made it a non-apology, as he only apologized if anyone was offended, but not for his actual 

actions (Coombs, 2015).  

Trump’s second response 

The reactions to Trump’s initial crisis response resulted in a context in which the public demanded a 

more thorough crisis response. As a majority of the reactions were negative, it resulted in a context 

in which the public demanded him to take responsibility and elaborate on his actual attitudes 

towards women and the way in which they are referred to. 

The second crisis response came a couple of hours later, and was posted shortly after midnight 

(Elliott, 2016), giving it somewhat similar context as the first. However, the second crisis response 
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came after Trump realized the span of the crisis (Pergram, 2016), hereby also making the reactions 

to the initial response a part of the context. Trump’s advisors - arguably including those from his 

campaign organization that functioned as his CMT, met in the Trump Tower shortly after the video 

that caused the crisis was published (Haberman, 2016). One of the advisors advised him to avoid 

mentioning Clinton, as his statement could otherwise fail - however, Trump did not comply 

(Haberman, 2016). 

Trump arguably changed the communication channel for his second response as a strategic move to 

make it correspond to his established communication style, constituting of LCC and direct talk 

(Ting-Toomey, 1999). The second crisis response was posted on social media, on platforms through 

which he had communicated to voters throughout the entire campaign, hereby creating coherence 

(Coombs, 2015). 

Multiple strategies were used to complement and reinforce one another (Coombs, 2015) including 

apologia (Hearit, 2006), which was Trump’s primary crisis response strategy, as his first attempt of 

a crisis response had failed and angered the public, including athletes with large social networks 

which could have a great impact on the perception of his crisis response. 

Trump used apologia as a strategy to defend his character (Hearit, 2006) in which he again included 

a non-apology (Coombs, 2015). 

Trump continued his crisis response by informing the public on the people he had met on his travels 

across America, how great these people were and how he was “humbled by the faith they’ve placed 

in me” (Appendix 8, no. 2). By mentioning the difficult situation many Americans are in, and that 

he would never let these people down (Appendix 8, no. 2), Trump used different strategies within 

the bolstering posture (Coombs, 2015). 

He mentioned that he had spent time with grieving mothers (Appendix 8, no. 2), which was 

arguably a use of the reminding strategy, through which he sought to tell people about his past good 

work (Coombs, 2015). He further praised the Americans by referring to them as “the great people 

of our country” (Appendix 8, no. 2). By praising them, Trump applied the ingratiation strategy in 

his crisis response (Coombs, 2015).  

The purpose of using these bolstering strategies was to restore Trump’s image, through positive 

stories about himself (Benoit, 1995). 
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The context of Clinton being his opponent, and her reputation being nearly just as poor as his, 

created the opportunity for Trump to use diminishing strategies (Coombs, 2015) in the last part of 

his second crisis response, as he tried to diminish his own crisis by referring to someone worse 

(Appendix 8, no. 2, Coombs, 2015). 

Accusing another party will only be successful if there is an indication of a defensive act (Benoit, 

1995). The attacks and accusations he performed on both Bill and Hillary Clinton were even more 

explicit in this second response than in his first, to clearly illustrate their defensive acts. This was a 

repeatedly attempt to restore his own image, by using the differentiation strategy (Benoit, 1995). By 

mentioning similar, however, worse things the Clinton’s have done, Trump tried to reduce 

offensiveness against him self (Benoit, 1995), which is related to the diminishing strategy (Coombs, 

2015). 

He attacked both Hillary and Bill Clinton by stating that; “Bill Clinton has actually abused women, 

and Hillary has bullied, attacked, shamed and intimidated his victims” (Appendix 8, no. 2). He 

hereby tried to diminish the effect of his own crisis and the damage this had caused, by accusing the 

Clinton’s of several wrongdoings, thus attempting to turn the public’s focus towards someone 

worse. By using the strategy of attacking Clinton, Trump implicitly instructed stakeholders to focus 

on Clinton’s unfortunate reputation (Taylor, 2010). 

By bolstering his image in the concluding remarks of his crisis response, Trump aimed for a shift in 

the stakeholders’ attention, away from his condescending utterances. When Trump stated that: 

“This is nothing more than a distraction from the important issues we’re facing today” and 

referring to his utterances as ‘foolish‘ (Appendix 8, no. 2), he again tried to redirect the 

stakeholders’ attention away from the crisis, by the use of a justification strategy (Coombs, 2015). 

He justified his utterances by implying that they should not receive this great amount of attention, 

as they were distracting people’s minds from more demanding issues. By emphasizing that other 

issues are more important, he directly offered instructing information (Taylor, 2010), by telling 

people to aim their attention towards more important issues in the world (Appendix 8, no. 2). 
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Clinton’s response strategies and context 

As analyzed in the SCCT section Clinton’s crisis type was, similar to Trump’s, based on a human-

error accident and therefore had strong attributions of crisis responsibility (Coombs, 2015). 

Furthermore, Clinton’s reputation prior to the crisis was negatively influenced by her crisis history, 

which was a factor to be considered when determining the optimal choice of response strategy 

(Coombs, 2015). 

The crisis became publicly known on March 2nd, 2015 (Kalvapallé, 2016). The crisis was 

continuously a debate subject, as she never managed to close it completely (Appendix 3, Q. 22), 

creating a non-desirable velcro-effect (Coombs, 2015). 

Clinton’s initial response 

Similar to the context of Trump’s initial crisis response, the public was informed of Clinton’s crisis 

through an article in the traditional media (Kalvapallé, 2016), which created a suboptimal context 

for her initial crisis response (Coombs, 2015). 

Her first crisis response consisted of a Tweet made two days after the case became known to the 

public (Appendix 9, no. 1). These two days was a relatively long period of time to wait for a 

response, considering the pace in which the stakeholders expect crisis responses on social media 

and the golden hour-rule (Coombs, 2015; Coombs & Holladay, 2016), and thus provided the public 

with sufficient time to form attitudes about the crisis (Taylor, 2010). 

In relation to the context, this crisis response came prior to Clinton’s announcement that she would 

run for president 2016 (Appendix 9, no. 9). Considering her prior reputation and crisis history, it 

would therefore had been beneficial for her to exploit this crisis response as an opportunity to 

increase her perceived credibility, which is an important quality to possess as a presidential 

candidate, according to the respondents (Appendix 1, Q. 12). 

The flow of ideologies on social media is enabled by technoscapes (Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 

2006), and Clinton’s actions could arguably reflect her political standpoints on federal laws and 

guidelines (Benoit, 2014). As she contradicted recommendations, it could therefore be an 

expression of the way in which Clinton prefer to conduct politics in general. As social media users 

express their opinions of political ideology and counter ideology due to technoscapes (Kjeldgaard & 
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Askegaard, 2006), Clinton’s political identity was expressed via social media. Other users were then 

able to co-construct her self (Belk, 2013), by supporting her expressed political ideology, or further 

damage her reputation by expressing disapproval of her way of handling her emails.  

Clinton implicitly claimed her innocence of any wrongdoing, by using a denial strategy (Coombs, 

2015) as she stated: “I want the public to see my email” (Appendix 9, no. 1). By expressing her wish 

to publish her emails, she implicitly denied that she sent or received confidential material from her 

private email server, and thereby risked national security (Kalvapallé, 2016). 

Her wish to let the public see her emails served as an alibi as; “the effect of an alibi is to provide 

evidence that - if accepted - denies that the defendant committed the crime” (Benoit, 1995; 75). In 

this case, Clinton’s alibi functioned as a way to provide evidence that she did not violated any 

restrictions, by aiming to publish her emails. 

The denial of wrongdoing also functioned as a denial to the claim that there was a crisis present, as 

she tried to prove her innocence (Coombs, 2015) by offering full disclosure to the public.  

She offered corrective action (Benoit, 1995) to the public by expressing her wish for them to see 

her emails, in an attempt to avoid misunderstandings and distrust by the public. Furthermore, the 

desire to disclosure her emails to the public strengthened her credibility, as she was willing to 

provide evidence for her innocence (Benoit, 1995). 

She stated; “I asked state to release them. They say they will review them for release for as soon as 

possible” (Appendix 9, no. 1), which as mentioned is a corrective action strategy used to rebuild the 

damage, offer full disclosure and an attempt to restore the reputation (Benoit, 1995). By use of these 

denial and corrective action strategies, Clinton defended her character as well as her actions, from 

criticism by the public, which in combination constitutes an apologia (Hearit, 2006). 

As analyzed in the pre-crisis stage, some organizations thoroughly prepare themselves for a sudden 

emergence of a crisis (Appendix 2, Q. 10). These organizations usually prepare communication 

plans such as Q&A documents and frequently asked questions (Appendix 2, Q. 10). 

As part of Clinton’s crisis response, her office released a Q&A document on March 10th, 2015 to 

the traditional media (Pollock, 2016). In this document, she offered brief background information 

on the case and provided answers for a number of relevant questions along with dismissal of rumors 
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regarding the case such as: “Were any work items deleted in the course of producing the printed 

copies?” (Campbell, 2015). 

This document provided much of the information that was needed in the initial crisis response, as 

these types of documents are created based on stakeholder inquiries, which must be reviewed and 

properly answered (Coombs, 2015). However, the organization must spend valuable time to collect 

and create information, which could result in a slower response time that would not be in 

accordance to stakeholders’ demands (Coombs, 2015; Sung & Hwang, 2014). This could help 

explain the eight days that went by before Clinton provided this document with valuable 

information, as she needed to monitor stakeholders’ expectations of information. 

Clinton’s second response 

Clinton’s Tweet on September 8th, 2015 (Appendix 9, no. 2) came six months after the crisis 

became publicly known, and contained a link that redirected to her Facebook page displaying her 

second crisis response (Appendix 9, no. 3). 

This crisis response was arguably posted by her CMT, in which her digital director Jenna 

Lowenstein (Ruiz, 2016) is included, as Clinton was referred to in third person (Appendix 9, no. 2).  

This crisis response was, in contrast to the initial, elaborative and provided more details about the 

process of the case (Appendix 9, no. 3), however it was delivered a long time after the crisis, which 

is why she did a poor job closing down the crisis (Appendix 3, no. 23). 

In relation to the context, this elaborative crisis response was arguably a sign that she was aware of 

the level of information that the stakeholders demanded during the crisis, similar to the context of 

the Q&A document. The second crisis response came five months after she announced that she was 

running for president 2016 (Appendix 9, no. 9), which was why she needed the public to believe in 

her and restore her credibility, if she wanted a successful election. 

By stating: “I wanted you to hear this directly from me” (Appendix 9, no. 3), Clinton emphasized 

that this statement was directly from her, and not authored by her social media managers. The fact 

that Clinton authored the response herself, despite her social media profiles usually being managed 

by her team, arguably contributed to the public’s perception of her as credible. 
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In the second paragraph, Clinton made use of an apology strategy (Coombs, 2015), as she here 

publicly stated that she took full responsibility for her mistake to use the same address for private 

and work emails (Appendix 9, no. 3). An apology is no longer the means of which to achieve 

settlement, but rather a heated requirement for a symbolic compensation in the form of a humble 

admittance, as a result of the apology being made public (Hearit, 2006).  

To ensure the success of the apology the wrongdoer must admit any wrongdoing in full disclosure, 

show remorse, accept full responsibility, or ask for forgiveness (Hearit, 2006). 

The context was significantly suitable for an apology from Clinton as the public accused her of 

acting unethically (Appendix 9, no. 13). The public's expectation of an apology was arguably due to 

her first crisis response in which she implicitly denied any wrongdoings. For the apology to be 

successful, it had to come directly from her (Hearit, 2006), which is arguably the reason for her 

initial choice of words: “I wanted you to hear this directly from me:” (Appendix 9, no. 3), as the 

public may have known that her team usually manages her profile (Appendix 9, no. 8). This 

apology arguably sought to repair her image and was therefore addressed to the public (Hearit, 

2006). If the public believes that the apology is sincere, they will be more inclined to accept the 

apology and offer forgiveness (Benoit, 1995). 

When Clinton stated that “Everyone I communicated with in government was aware of it” 

(Appendix 9, no. 3) in the third paragraph, she used a scapegoat strategy (Coombs, 2015). 

By this statement, she tried to redirect focus to her email contacts in the government, which can be 

related to shifting blame (Benoit, 1995). She hereby indicated that she alone did not held full 

responsibility, as others were aware of her usage of her private email, thus they were equally 

responsible for the crisis, by not taking action. Additionally, this can be seen as a defeasibility 

strategy, as she should not be held fully responsible for the act (Benoit, 1995). 

This evasion of responsibility, through the use of the defeasibility strategy (Benoit, 1995), took 

place despite the fact that she in the previous section took full responsibility. As the undesirable act 

is more likely to be justified based on the good intentions by the wrongdoer (Benoit, 1995), it was a 

wise choice for Clinton to make use of this strategy, as people with good intentions are often 

forgiven by the public (Benoit, 1995). 
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The above quoted sentence was also an attempt to reduce the public’s perception of the damage, 

thereby making use of a justification strategy (Coombs, 2015) and the strategy of reducing 

offensiveness (Benoit, 1995). It was furthermore an attempt to “minimize the amount of negative 

affect associated with the offensive act” (Benoit, 1995; 77), as it sought to persuade the audience 

into believing that she did not risk national security, as no confidential material was distributed 

through the private server. The whole paragraph thus became a strategy to scapegoat her 

colleagues, and excuse and justify her actions (Coombs, 2015) by including apologia (Hearit, 2006). 

The fourth paragraph was a continuum of corrective action strategies (Benoit, 1995), used in an 

attempt to increase her level of credibility and rebuilt her reputation. 

“Corrective action addresses the actual source of injury” (Benoit, 1995; 78), which in this case is 

the public, as they arguably felt at risk, due to the allegations that she had risked national security. 

By expressing her wish to be transparent, her will to publicly testify, and by updating the public on 

the fact that she had already handed in all of her emails, she attempted to resolve the damage she 

had caused to the public through corrective action (Benoit, 1995). 

She offered corrective action to restore her image (Benoit, 1995) as she realized that she did not 

provide the public with sufficient information in her initial crisis response; “I could have - and 

should have - done a better job answering questions earlier” (Appendix 9, no. 3). 

In the fifth paragraph she used the ingratiation strategy as she stated: “I’m grateful for your 

support, and I’m not taking anything for granted” (Appendix 9, no. 3), hereby praising her 

stakeholders (Coombs, 2015). 

In the final paragraph she yet again offered corrective action for her lack of information during this 

crisis (Benoit, 1995). By stating that she would work to keep answering questions from the public, 

she made an effort to ask for forgiveness, consistent with the above mentioned apology strategy 

(Coombs, 2015). 

In her first crisis response, she stated that she wanted the public to see her emails, however she did 

not provide them with a link until her second crisis response, thus lacked instructing information 

(Taylor, 2010) between the two responses. As a result, the stakeholders were not able to fully 

understand how to react, and as a result they formed their own ideas about both Clinton and the 
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crisis. The link included in her second response will be analyzed in the section: ‘Communication 

channels, web links and dark sites’ in the following post-crisis stage. 

 

Post-crisis 

Generally, as efficient crisis management is highly context dependent, the findings in this stage are 

applied to the CMP to improve the prevention and preparation initiatives in the pre-crisis stage 

(Coombs, 2015), which arguably could help shape crisis management initiatives in a possible future 

crisis (Coombs, 2015). 

At this stage, the presidential candidates’ crisis management is also evaluated. The effectiveness of 

the crisis response and image restoration strategies are analyzed, in relation to the context; the group 

of interest as receivers, and social media as a communication channel. Part of the initiatives in the 

post-crisis stage is to answer information requests from stakeholders, which helps build trust 

(Coombs, 2015). Therefore, the level of information as part of the crisis response will be evaluated 

in relation to stakeholder expectations. 

Due to the difficulty of assessing the specific efficiency of crisis management, the group of 

interests’ perceptions will constitute the majority of this assessment (Coombs & Holladay, 2016), 

due to their active presence on social media (Appendix 1, Q. 13). 

 

Communication strategies 

In the following, it is analyzed to which extent the candidates adapted their crises responses to the 

cultural traits of their stakeholders. 

When the context was analyzed in the pre-crisis stage, it was discovered that the group of interest 

has a culture of weak uncertainty avoidance (Ting-Toomey, 1999).   

This weak uncertainty avoidance is arguably caused by the multicultural characteristics of America, 

the differences in ethnicity, race (Duncan & Goddard, 2009), and socio-cultural variables (Fronz, 

2012), in combination with the group of interest being born into the digital society (Appendix 5, Q. 

4), and therefore master social media channels. 
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Uncertainty on social media is therefore both common and expected, as the group of interest creates 

the content, to a large extent. As a result, when organizations communicate a crisis response on 

social media, the group of interest does not necessarily prefer technical explanations, in order to 

fully understand the crisis situation (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

The American culture has a loose societal structure, meaning that experiments with identity 

conceptions and role-deviant behaviors are accepted (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Due to the small power 

distance in America, they also emphasize informality, as well as the cultural trait of weak 

uncertainty avoidance makes consumers more accepting towards loose structure and the unknown 

(Ting-Toomey, 1999). A trait of the small power distance is symmetrical interactions, which 

emphasize the users’ rights to speak, regardless of socio cultural variables. This ideal speech 

situation (Holt, 2002) has been enabled by the global cultural flows, as described in the section 

under the same headline. These traits of the small power distance culture are consistent with direct 

talk and simple messages characterizing the preferred communication style in the LCC culture in 

America (Ting-Toomey, 1999). By use of a person oriented style, “[...] intention or meaning is best 

expressed through explicit verbal messages” (Ting-Toomey, 1999; 100), in the culture of the group 

of interest. 

As a result of Trump’s multiple years of participating in reality shows, Trump learned how to talk to 

the “authoritarian, simplistic, and uninformed Americans” (Berger, 2016; 99) and he hereby 

became “The Revolt of the Masses” (Berger, 2016; 99).  

As it is crucial for the organizational credibility to communicate consistency and to speak in one 

voice (Coombs, 2015), it was a wise choice by Trump to communicate in a LCC style. This 

consistency was in accordance with the cultural traits of the group of interest (Ting-Toomey, 1999), 

and with his prior communication style.   

Emphasis on informality is a characteristic of the small power distance in America (Ting-Toomey, 

1999), and Trump exploited this informality, by referring to the things he said as “foolish things” 

(Appendix 8, no. 2). 
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It seemed as though even those supporters who were not in Trump’s typical demographic group had 

accepted Trump’s way of communicating directly and his role-deviant behavior (Appendix 8, no. 

7). Trump’s repeating’s and simple language thus eliminated the need for technical explanations. 

With the recent developments in technology, technical terms are not unusual in organizational 

communication (Stephens & Malone, 2010). 

Clinton’s crisis was of more technical nature, which is why this analysis of Clinton’s 

communication strategies will include an analysis of her use of technical explanations (Stephens & 

Malone, 2010). 

The communication in Clinton’s initial crisis response was generally in correlation with the LCC 

style, as the message included a direct verbal mode and sender oriented values (Ting-Toomey, 

1999), as she explicitly included her intentions of publicly disclosing her emails, which was 

arguably in the public’s interest. 

Based on the analysis of the global cultural flows (Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006) and the group of 

interest being born into the digital society (Berger, 2016), it is safe to assume that they have more 

than basic knowledge regarding technology, in relation to servers and emails.  

However, as knowledge about governmental rules about confidentiality, and federal restrictions and 

laws are arguably not considered basic knowledge (Stephens & Malone, 2010), these terms could 

have been beneficial to explain in order for the stakeholders to fully understand the circumstances 

and specifics of Clinton’s crisis. 

Due to the weak uncertainty avoidance in the group of interest (Ting-Toomey, 1999), they will 

arguably feel satisfied by the low level of information they receive, and will therefore not spend 

additional time on investigating the case.  

Based on her initial response, which lacked information, they will thus form opinions on Clinton’s 

crisis without having understood the complete picture (Stephen & Malone, 2010). 

Successful crisis responses must provide enough information to reduce uncertainty and skepticism 

(Taylor, 2010), which had been the result if Clinton had included more elaborate technical 

explanations, explained in coherence with the LCC style.   

The use of direct explanations (Stephens & Malone, 2010) could have proved beneficial, in terms of 
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explaining the specific law that allowed her to use multiple servers in her work, both private and 

governmental, the Federal Records Act (Hicks, 2016).  

By including technical explanations, she could have influenced the group of interest’s perception of 

the crisis. More information could have further influenced the public’s opinion on her image in a 

desired direction, as individual image is important in the highly individualistic American culture 

(Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

Due to the idea that effective communication is generated in the minds of the audience (Taylor, 

2010), the presidential candidates should have been more informative in their initial crisis response, 

and provided information from which stakeholders could gain a perception of the crisis, in 

accordance with the intentions of the crisis communication. Based on the individualistic culture and 

weak uncertainty avoidance in America (Ting-Toomey, 1999), they could have shaped their 

communication to appeal to these cultural traits. 

The audience would then have created their knowledge of the crisis based on information from the 

candidates, which would have resulted in a better fit between organizational intentions and audience 

perceptions (Taylor, 2010). 

 

Communication channels, web links, and dark sites  

As analyzed in ‘Global cultural flows and their consequences’, changes in the environment have 

created dissatisfaction with traditional practices of politics. As consumers have become producers 

of their own culture (Rosnay & Martin, 2012), and connect through online communities around 

personal interests (Young et al., 2016), traditional practices of politics has become inadequate. 

The transformation from social media as a platform on which to connect with friends into being a 

news platform as well (Appendix 4, Q. 10), is exemplified by the number of people who read 

traditional newspapers, which has declined more than 50% (Sung & Hwang, 2014). These people 

have moved to social media, illustrating ethnoscapes, as these platforms have experienced an 

increase in users (Sung & Hwang, 2014). The total number of Americans within the group of 

interest who use social media is 86% (PRC, 2017a). 
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Although not the overall preferred source, a total of 46% of the survey respondents preferred to get 

information about the presidential election on social media (Appendix 1, Q. 10), which made it a 

relevant media for the candidates to consider.   

This statistic clearly illustrates how the Internet is perceived as a moderate in-depth crisis 

communication channel, with the additional attribute that communication on these channels can 

include web links, video and dialogic features (Taylor, 2010). 

The popularity rise of social media as news platforms should however not exclude the important 

attributes that traditional media can offer organizations. Traditional media have the power to 

distribute positive news that could potentially strengthen the organizational reputation and 

credibility (Coombs, 2015).  

Trump’s first crisis response came through traditional media, as a very short press release on his 

official website (Appendix 8, no. 1).   

This was a lean crisis communication channel, as it did not give the stakeholders the possibility to 

give direct feedback or respond (Taylor, 2010). It furthermore did not provide sufficient 

information during that time of the crisis (Taylor, 2010). 

In general, the primary value of social media for organizations is to listen to the attitudes of the 

users and stakeholders on these media (Coombs, 2015). Additionally, organization should provide 

access to information, when stakeholders need it (Coombs, 2015). 

The developments in digital media have added a degree of complexity that crisis managers need to 

respond to, in all relevant facets of crisis communication. If optimal, crisis managers should adopt 

the mindset of digital experts (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

Trump has with his 28,5 million Twitter followers twice as many followers as Clinton (Appendix 8, 

no. 9; Appendix 9, no. 10). The number of followers on his Facebook page is slightly lower, 

constituting 22,1 million followers (Appendix 8, no. 10). These followers represented the potential 

amount of users Trump could target. By using social media as crisis communication channel, he 

arguably also followed the tendency of going against traditional practice of politics (Nothhaft, 

2016). 

The possibility of adding a video to one’s communication on social media makes the Internet an in-

depth channel, as stakeholders are able to see and hear the crisis response as a mediated face-to-face 
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communication (Taylor, 2010). Communicating through video furthermore makes the crisis 

response more contemporary, to fit the modern society. Twitter is Trump’s preferred 

communication channel (PRC, 2016), however it also comes with some limitations.   

Twitter has a maximum number of 140 characters per Tweet (Twitter, 2017), which is why Trump 

only added a transcript to his crisis response on Facebook. By adding a transcript, he made sure 

than he was not misheard, which is a risk of video responses (Taylor, 2010). 

Twitter’s limitations, along with Facebook having 52% more users (PRC, 2017a), was arguably 

why he posted the second response on Facebook first, and why the same video reached 24 million 

views on Facebook, compared to only 5,12 million views on Twitter (Appendix 8, no. 2 & 3). 

By posting his crisis response on his social media profiles, Trump was able to display his personal 

attitudes and opinion, related to the performing self (Elliott, 2014). He further made sure that his 

original crisis response was not framed by the traditional media, as these often ignore the 

communication efforts made by organizations, to make the communication fit their own agenda 

(Sung & Hwang, 2014). If traditional news media were to have delivered his first crisis response, 

the risk of journalistic framing along with wordings and sentences being taken out of their context 

would have been much higher (Appendix 3, Q. 13; Sung & Hwang, 2014; Askegaard & Linnet, 

2011). When responding to the crisis through messages and videos on social media, elaborating 

questions might be asked by users through the comment feature. However Trump did not answer on 

a single comment (Appendix 8, no. 2), hence he did not meet the stakeholders’ need to participate in 

dialogues (Stephen & Malone, 2010). 

Clinton communicated her initial crisis response on Twitter (Appendix 9, no. 1), which was very 

brief and thereby adapted to the communication channel, due to the limitations of characters on 

Twitter (Twitter, 2017). This response did not express her ability to exploit the useful attributes of 

social media for organizations, and it furthermore lacked a sufficient level of instructing 

information.  

It was a wise choice for Clinton to provide the initial crisis response on Twitter, based on the 

negative Tweets users posted after the crisis became publicly known (Appendix 9, no. 12), as the 

organization should answer to the crisis on the platforms on which it is met with criticism (Coombs, 

2015). 

However, as only 7% of the respondents within the group of interest prefer to spend time on Twitter 
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(Appendix 1, Q. 14), she did not target as many users as possible by using Twitter as her 

communication channel. Yet, 86% of the respondents prefer Facebook (Appendix 1, Q. 14), which 

indicates a significant larger audience that would have received this response. This evaluation of 

choice of communication channels is based on answers from the group of interest that participated 

in the survey, however, Clinton has a majority of followers on Twitter; 14,2 million (Appendix 9, 

no. 10), compared to the significantly less 10,1 million followers on Facebook (Appendix 9, no. 

11). This large difference in her number of followers helped justify her choice of using Twitter as 

communication channel. Furthermore, similar to Trump’s preference, Twitter is Clinton’s preferred 

communication channel (PRC, 2016), it is reasonable to assume that it came natural for her to post 

this message on Twitter and that her followers might expect a certain level of activity on her Twitter 

page as well, including a crisis response. Her choice to use Twitter for her initial crisis response is 

consistent with one of the basic rules for using social media as a channel for crisis communication; 

to be there prior to the crisis (Coombs, 2015). 

Despite the lack of information in Clinton’s first crisis response, she did a better job at exploiting 

the value of listening to stakeholders on social media (Coombs, 2015), in her second response. This 

response was therefore significantly longer, and contained more information and valuable points. 

Because Twitter only offers 140 characters in a Tweet (Twitter, 2017), Facebook was naturally the 

most suitable media for this crisis response (Appendix 9, no. 3). The evaluation of this choice of 

communication channel is therefore in contrast to the evaluation of channel in her first response. By 

using Facebook as a channel, she targeted 10,1 million followers (Appendix 9, no. 11) with this 

elaborative response. Additionally, as 86% of the respondents prefer Facebook (Appendix 1, Q. 14), 

she targeted a large proportion of the group of interest, by using Facebook. Clinton also exposed an 

additional four million Twitter followers to her Facebook post, through a web link in her Tweet. 

From her Facebook post, she further redirected the public to a dark site on her official website via 

web link (Appendix 9, no. 2 & 3), making it an integrated crisis response (Coombs, 2015). 

The link in her Facebook post (Appendix 9, no. 3) redirected to a dark site on her official website 

(Hillary for America, 2016), which can be created yet remain deactivated, in the pre-crisis stage as a 

way to prepare for a future crisis (Coombs, 2015). It was activated by Clinton’s CMT when the 

Facebook post was published. 
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As seen from the second crisis response (Appendix 9, no. 3) and from the dark site itself (Hillary for 

America, 2016), Clinton’s team created a separate URL to the dark site, which is the most effective 

way for an organization to present its dark site (Coombs, 2015). 

This dark site is a useful tool for providing unfiltered elaborative information as most social media 

have limitations due to the number of characters a post can include (Coombs, 2015), especially 

Twitter. However, the dark site does not offer opportunities for direct feedback or responses, 

making it a lean channel (Taylor, 2010) and thereby not corresponding to stakeholders’ need to 

participate in dialogues (Stephen & Malone, 2010). 

However, as stakeholders to a large extent turn to the Internet for information (Coombs, 2015), this 

link to Clinton’s dark site was a way to meet these stakeholders with information. The dark site 

arguably functioned as an easy accessible source of information for users exposed to the link, as it 

was posted on a platform where the users already operate. By providing this easy accessible source 

of information, Clinton appealed to the weak uncertainty culture within the group of interest, who 

would not spend additional time investigating the case, themselves (Ting-Toomey, 1999). However, 

the dark site was arguably activated too late in order to secure an effective crisis response and to 

reduce the negative attention towards her.  

As she chose an integrated crisis response (Coombs, 2015), using both traditional media for her 

Q&A and dark site, and furthermore social media for her Twitter and Facebook posts, she ensured 

to target the largest possible amount of people - even social media users who do not actively follow 

her, as all her social media profiles are public.  

The Internet constitutes an unfiltered communication channel, on which the users on social media 

platforms can interact and share information (Taylor, 2010). Information sharing is particularly 

relevant for an organization during a crisis, to reduce uncertainty and ambiguity among the public 

(Taylor, 2010). 

Clinton exploited this opportunity for information sharing on social media, however, she did not 

overload the users with information, by posting the emails that had been reviewed by State 

Department for release (Hicks, 2016), as organizations should not send excessively information to 

stakeholders on social media (Coombs, 2015). 
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As one of the characteristics of social media is conversation, in which an interpersonal 

communication flow is essential (Young et al., 2016), it was interesting to discover that neither 

Trump nor Clinton responded to a single comment to their crisis responses. 
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Discussion 

This section will discuss the response- and image restoration strategies used by Trump and Clinton, 

and the way in which these strategies were adapted to the context and the group of interest in this 

thesis. Additionally, the aspect of credibility strengthening relationships with primary stakeholders 

vs. secondary stakeholders; the traditional media, will be discussed. In relation to the credibility 

strengthening relationships, there is furthermore offered a perspective on the implications of 

existing crisis communication practices in relation to the new media landscape. This discussion is 

encouraged by the finding that both of the presidential candidates made use of an integrated crisis 

response (Coombs, 2015). 

 

Discussion of response strategies 

The form, strategy, and content of the crises responses (Coombs, 2015) will be discussed in this 

section including the context of the responses. 

The form contains the tactical aspect of the response and how it was presented (Coombs, 2015). The 

strategy examines the way in which the response was designed to achieve a specific goal and 

finally, the content deals with the actual communication in the responses (Coombs, 2015).  

Due to the global cultural flows and their influence on consumer culture found in the analysis, there 

is argument for a shifting focus of post-crisis evaluation from the organization's perception to 

include the evaluation of stakeholder perceptions (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

As an organization’s perception of the audience's attitudes towards the organization does not always 

correspond to their actual attitudes (Benoit, 1995), the attributes of social media which reveal 

stakeholder perceptions are therefore included in this discussion, substantiating the usefulness of 

social media as a crisis communication tool. 

The attributes of social media such as the like, share, Retweet, ‘angry’, ‘love’ etc. functions, 

indicate the users’ perception of the crisis communication. These reactions are offered in real time, 

thus giving the organization the opportunity to monitor stakeholder perceptions (Coombs & 

Holladay, 2016).  
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Reactions on social media that are instantly visible for organizations as well as for other users are 

the result of the influence consumer culture has had on crisis communication on social media. The 

reactions by users determine how the organization should carry out their crisis communication, 

which to a large extent is adapted to the opinions and perceptions of users. Furthermore, during a 

crisis, organizations must establish control, show compassion and express concern towards the 

affected parties (Coombs, 2015). Organizations can utilize the reactions on social media to help 

indicate their success rate (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

These reactions are able to determine the next steps in a current crisis, and are also helpful for the 

organization as they can be used for evaluation in the post-crisis stage, regarding implementation in 

the preparatory phase of the crisis management in future crises. 

Coombs (2015) emphasize the importance of crisis history and prior reputation to the success of 

restoring the organizational business to its original state, prior to the crisis. In contrast, Benoit 

(1995) stress the importance of the correct choices of strategies and the way in which these are used 

in combination. The individual focus of both Coombs and Benoit will be applied here to the discuss 

strategies and context. 

Trump’s crisis responses 

In Trump’s initial crisis response, he used several strategies with the aim of reducing offensiveness 

and diminishing the crisis. However, considering some of the reactions to his initial response 

(Malkin 2016; Puglise, 2016; Appendix 8, no. 6), Trump did not entirely succeed in his strategies. 

Powerful political characters such as the Governor of Maryland referred to his statements and 

actions in the video as sexual assault (Appendix 8, no. 6). The Governor’s Tweet received 5.703 

likes and was Retweeted 3.398 times (Appendix 8, no. 6). The reactions of the users strongly 

indicate that others shared the Governor’s view. The fact that multiple users shared this view is 

consistent with the liability of the diminishment posture, as it angers the victims (Coombs, 2015). 

Trump proceeded to call his statements locker room banter in his initial press release (Appendix 8, 

no. 1). Hindsight revealed that he failed to consider how this statement would potentially impact 

former victims of sexual assault or how it would anger athletes who connect with the phrase locker 

room banter (Malkin, 2016; Puglise, 2016). By associating athletes with his condescending 
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statements and extending his basis of a term typically used by athletes, he failed to consider how 

this would impact their identity creation and image, and thus anger them. 

As a result of Trump’s choice of words, his statement offended athletes and women. Due to this 

negative influence, it could be argued that those impacted may have suffered psychological harm. 

Both groups utilized the Internet to voice their frustrations. Athletes criticized Trump for his use of 

the phrase locker room banter, refusing that this kind of talk would be found in a typical locker 

room, and used social media to display their distance and disagreement with this phrase to protect 

their image (Puglise, 2016). Following Trump’s condescending remarks on women, regarding how 

and where he could touch them as he pleased, thousands of women shared their experiences of 

sexual assault after a writer encouraged them to do so (Malkin, 2016). 

Despite these negative reactions to Trump’s justification of his statements by calling them locker 

room banter, the strategy also had the effect Trump arguably wanted. A total of 84% of Republican 

voters thought Trump merely participated in vulgar locker room banter (Konitzer et al., 2016). This 

opinion was exhibited by Mr. Harper’s statement of; “Many men objectify women and say 

outrageously offensive things about their breasts, butts and other body parts” (Harper, 2016), and 

therefore became the justification for many of Trump’s loyal followers. Trump also concluded his 

initial response with a non-apology, which stakeholders often accept as genuine apologies (Coombs, 

2015), thus making it a suitable strategy to tackle reputational threats, without admitting guilt 

(Coombs, 2015). 

As his initial crisis response was not posted on social media (Appendix 8, no. 1), but instead on his 

website, Facebook reactions or likes on Twitter cannot be evaluated here. 

By using apologia in combination with denial and diminishment strategies, Trump’s second crisis 

response was differentiated from a traditional apology. However, as Mr. Fuglede argued, “Trump 

just went out and ‘destroyed’ whenever a case came up [...] counterattack was his tactic” 

(Appendix 5, Q. 23), thus exhibiting that it was unlikely that Trump would perform a simple 

apology. 

Trump’s communication strategies were to a great extent influenced by his established assertive 

tone and his reluctance to political correctness (Lee, 2016).   

These strategies corresponded to what an advisor told him; “he needs to double down on being 
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Donald Trump, don't try to play to the middle, don't try to moderate, don't try to be anything that 

you're not. You have a brand that is recognizable to tons of people. Don't abandon that” (Lee, 

2016). However, there is argument that Trump’s communication strategies only worked with his 

supporters, who according to Berger (2016) were “authoritarian, simplistic, and uninformed 

Americans who see him as their spokesman and who harbor resentment against American educated 

elites. Trump is a spokesman for what we might call ‘The Revolt of the Masses’, in which large 

numbers of people no longer accept the ideas and domination by political elites” (Berger, 2016; 

99). Mr. Fuglede bolstered this, as he stated that it is all about the connection the candidate has with 

his/her core constituency (Appendix 5, Q. 11). As the connection between Trump and his supporters 

was strong, the loyalty was strong as well (Appendix 5, Q. 11 & 14). Trump succeeded in 

representing these other voices, which only have “time allotted for speaking on social media” 

(Appendix 2, Q. 22). Hence social media played a considerable role in the relationship between 

Trump and the stakeholders, and thus in how his crisis response was received. 

Despite Twitter seemingly being his favorite social media platform (PRC 2016), Trump posted his 

crisis response video on Facebook first and then on Twitter shortly after (Lawler, 2016). The 

Facebook post received no less than 506,609 reactions and was shared 377,039 times (Appendix 8, 

no. 2). Facebook has six types of reactions, divided into ‘like,’ ‘love,’ ‘haha,’ ‘wow,’ ‘sad,’ and 

‘angry’ (Constine, 2016). A total of 441,829 liked Trump’s post (Appendix 8, no. 4), while at least 

6,600 stated they were ‘angry’ (Appendix 8, no. 5). When he posted his video on Twitter it received 

119,637 likes and was shared 51,594 times (Appendix 8, no. 3). 

These responses show that an overwhelming distribution of the reactions were positive towards 

Trump’s second crisis response. Trump followed the first three out of four basic rules when using 

online channels in crisis communication; “be present, be where the action is, be there before the 

crisis, and be polite” (Coombs, 2015; 28). Trump was able to reach a high number of likes, and the 

video had more than 24 million views on Facebook alone (Appendix 8, no. 2). Whether Trump 

acted in accordance with the fourth rule, to be polite, is debatable, as he was known for direct, 

unfiltered and sometimes rude communication (Appendix 2, Q. 15). It is reasonable to argue that his 

communication is not biased by politeness, which can help explain the fact that one of the most 

common words used to describe him was “ass/asshole” (Edwards-Levy, 2016). 

Social media users who followed Trump on Facebook and Twitter before the crisis would arguably 

be supporters looking for new information on his campaign and rallies, and social media users who 
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followed him as a part of their identity creation (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). Hence, it could be 

argued that this is the reason why his Facebook and Twitter posts predominantly got positive 

feedback from his followers. 

However, sharing or Retweeting a post on social media also comes with the liability of users adding 

their text to the post, thus framing it as they want. As a result, the shares and Retweets of his video 

could also be by users who underline their resentment towards Trump, by displaying his video in 

combination with an angry statement.  

The objective of crisis communication should be to avoid damage on stakeholders (Coombs, 2015). 

However, Trump used his crisis response to diminish his utterances by bolstering himself and his 

reputation, and by attacking Clinton (Coombs, 2015). As a result, Trump exposed himself to the 

liabilities that come with the diminishment postures again (Coombs, 2015), as it was also seen after 

his initial crisis response. The diminishment posture can lead to offended or angry victims (Coombs, 

2015), which was what occurred after Trump posted his second crisis response on social media. 

Particularly users of Twitter went to this platform to express their thoughts, which included angry 

comments such as, “As the grandfather of two precious girls, I find that no apology can excuse 

away Donald Trump's reprehensible comments degrading women” (Whitten & Wang, 2016) and 

“Donald Trump's statements are beyond offensive & despicable. While I cannot vote for Hillary 

Clinton, I will not vote for Trump” (Whitten & Wang, 2016). The first of these two Tweets received 

147,577 likes, while the second received 6,065 likes (Whitten & Wang, 2016), indicating that there 

was a lot of people who did not accept Trump’s apology nor were willing to try, due to the severity 

of his utterances (Coombs, 2015). 

Prior to Trump’s initial crisis response, the Republican House Speaker, Paul Ryan stated; “I hope 

Mr. Trump treats this situation with the seriousness it deserves and works to demonstrate to the 

country that he has greater respect for women than this clip suggests" (Yuhas, 2016). However, 

after Trump’s second crisis response, Republicans, such as Governor of Nevada, Brian Sandoval 

and Utah Representative, Jason Chaffetz publicly withdrew their support and endorsements of 

Trump, and expressed their aversion towards his condescending utterances (Yuhas, 2016). In an 

interview Chaffetz further commented on Trump’s second crisis response: “That was no apology, 

that was an apology for getting caught” (Yuhas, 2016). These external messages from both 

Republicans and public American citizens might have opposed a threat to the success of Trump’s 

crisis response due to the flow of technology (Benoit, 2014; Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006). As the 
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Republican party can be seen as an organization, these statements from Republican representatives 

and Senators could be particularly damaging, as organizational communication should be coherent 

and consistent to maintain public credibility (Coombs, 2015). However, these Republicans were not 

Trump’s employees, making it impossible for him to control them. His actual employees were 

forced to sign a non-disclosure agreement (Preza, 2016), making them unable to comment on the 

crisis without the risk of a lawsuit. This situation with Trump’s staff lead to a consistent crisis 

response, with Trump having the exclusive right to give comments. 

Trump’s crisis management arguably consisted of counterattacks (Appendix 5, Q. 23), and many of 

them targeted Clinton. However, this strategy was directly against his CMT’s advice of not 

mentioning Clinton (Haberman, 2016). The fact that Trump contradicted the advice of his CMT 

exhibits the creation internal conflict, which results in a non-consistent crisis response (Coombs, 

2015). The strategy to attack Clinton as a way of redirecting focus might have placed him in an 

undesirable light, as he thereby avoided taking responsibility for his utterances.  

In the survey, the respondents were asked how they thought Trump have handled the cases he was 

involved in that were discussed on social media. A total of 46% answered that Trump handled the 

cases ‘badly’, and 37% answered ‘catastrophic’ (Appendix 1, Q. 19). Only 1% answered 

‘excellent,’ and 3% chose ‘generally good’ (Appendix 1, Q. 19). However, these answers may be 

biased, as the majority of the respondents (61%) were Democrats (Appendix 1, Q. 7).  

 

Clinton’s crisis responses 

Clinton’s initial response did not reflect the values that should be the center of crisis communication 

on social media, “authentic, open, democratic, true, and essential” (Merkelsen et al., 2016; 20). 

Clinton did not express openness as no essential information was communicated, which would have 

been in accordance with stakeholder expectations of instructing information (Taylor, 2010). She 

scarcely expressed openness as her strategies were indirectly performed, and her sense of truth was 

negatively influenced by the context of denial strategies she used in her initial response (Coombs, 

2015). 

Clinton’s initial crisis response did, similarly to Trump’s, not fulfill the objective of crisis 

communication, which should be to avoid damage on stakeholders (Coombs, 2015). This brief crisis 
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response was a strategy to claim her innocence through denial (Coombs, 2015) and to inform the 

public of future actions by corrective action (Benoit, 1995). 

A liability of the denial strategy is the risk to anger victims (Coombs, 2015), which was, in 

particular, a poor choice of strategy, considering the context of her second response, in which she 

admitted blame and took responsibility.  

Clinton’s initial crisis response was Retweeted no less than 7,847 times and received a total of 

9,887 likes (Appendix 9, no. 1). As mentioned, it is difficult to asses whether shares and Retweets 

are expressions of positive or negative connotations, which is why the evaluation of the audience’s 

perceptions of the Tweets and posts are based on likes with a positive connotation and on the 

feature that is specific to Facebook, ‘angry’ reactions, with negative connotations. 

As the self and the identity is discovered when integrating the self with the social and the material 

systems, the likes of this Tweet are an illustration of 9,887 positive reactions to Clinton’s initial 

crisis response (Appendix 9, no. 1). Furthermore, a shared repertoire of resources from which 

consumers negotiate meaning (Elliott, 2004) can be created by use of certain symbols, including 

actions (Cova, 1997), which can be seen as a parallel to the act of clicking ‘like’ to a post. The act 

of liking a post can contribute to a shared repertoire (Cova, 1997), as social media users then form a 

community of sharing political standpoints which contributes to the process of creating an identity 

(Firat & Venkatesh, 1995). This creation of community within the group of users who liked this 

post, helped Clinton to target a larger audience as the post then appeared in the newsfeed of the 

users who liked this post. The use of these social media attributes emphasizes the possible asset that 

followers and supporters can be for organizations. The identity resources of liking a post extends 

and co-constructs the online self of both Clinton and the users, which in turn affects the offline self 

(Belk, 1988, 2013). Hence, the 9,887 positive reactions helped co-construct Clinton’s self (Belk, 

2013), as the users verified her identity by liking her post. 

Shortly after her initial crisis response Clinton published a press release revealing a Q&A document 

(USA Today, 2015), which sought to answer information requests from stakeholders and therefore 

increased her credibility (Coombs, 2015). The combination of the press release and her initial Tweet 

created an integrated crisis response, using both traditional and social media (Coombs, 2015). 

However, posting this document on social media would have illustrated a more coherent crisis 

response, and furthermore ensured consistency in her crisis communication, which in turn would 
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have increased her perceived credibility (Coombs, 2015). The group of interest arguably requested 

information however, was unlikely to actively search for it themselves due to their low uncertainty 

avoidance (Ting-Toomey, 1999).  

By not publishing this document on social media, she did not exploit the advantages of 

organizational presence on social media: dialogue between organizations and individuals (Stephen 

& Malone, 2010).   

Clinton’s suboptimal use of social media is consistent with Ms. Larsen’s description of her use of 

social media as being strategic, classic, and streamlined, which framed her as a safe choice with 

classic Democratic political standpoints (Appendix 2, Q. 18).  

Political experts, including former White House press secretaries and politicians from both the 

Democratic and Republican parties, actively expressed their opinions of Clinton’s email case after 

this initial crisis response, using the hashtags #HillaryPresser and #HillaryEmail (Todd & Aslam, 

2015). A search on these hashtags revealed how users criticized Clinton’s general credibility and 

expressed their significantly negative opinion of her on Twitter (Appendix 9, no. 13.1 - 13.6). These 

negative reactions are another illustration of Clinton’s poor choice of the denial strategy, as she 

enraged the victims (Coombs, 2015), which can be understood from these Tweets (Appendix 9, no. 

13.1 - 13.6). 

As only a limited number of Tweets addressed the crisis before Clinton’s first response (Appendix 

9, no. 12), it is difficult to assess the specific change in users’ opinion of her after she provided the 

initial response. However, a poll was made only three months after her initial crisis response that 

asked the public to describe Clinton in one word. The word, ‘liar/lying’ came first, ‘dishonest’ came 

second, ‘crook/crooked’  third, and finally ‘untrustworthy’ was number four (Edwards-Levy, 2016). 

This poll had a large number of respondents and therefore reflected various opinions, which made it 

more valid than the few Tweets in which people expressed their reactions to her crisis. However, as 

the poll was made three months after her initial response and as there is no available data to utilize 

to compare public opinion from before the crisis, it is difficult to be sure whether the public would 

have described her with the same words before her crisis response. 

Also, these negative perceptions in the Tweets (Appendix 9, no. 12) were based on the various 

factors analyzed in crisis history and prior reputation, as these were posted prior to Clinton’s initial 
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response, emphasizing the importance of these factors before the crisis, when formulating a crisis 

response (Coombs, 2015). 

Similar to the public's perceptions of Clinton according to this poll, was the Twitter users’ opinions 

of her crisis after her initial response. These Tweets were marked by mistrust and a general lack of 

belief in her communication (Appendix 9, no. 13.1 - 13.6), which is typical for political 

communication (Appendix 5, Q. 13). To summarize, Clinton’s followers mostly liked this crisis 

response, in contrast to the general public that described her as a liar (Edwards-Levy, 2016). 

As the group of interest has a weak uncertainty avoidance (Ting-Toomey, 1999), it could be the 

reason why she lacked sufficient information in this response. However, because of the interest 

group’s cultural trait, she should have anticipated that they would not actively search for additional 

information, and therefore should have provided it herself initially. 

Clinton arguably had an initial advantage to prepare for the crisis as she handed in all of her emails, 

both sent and received during her time as Secretary of State, to the State Department in December 

2014 (Kessler, 2015). During this time, she could have preempted the crisis, by communicating to 

the public, offering full disclosure and transparency in regards to this request. However she did not 

exploit this time and therefore did not prevent the crisis.  

Furthermore, she could have commented on the case and provided the public with the facts that she 

knew to be true prior to the case becoming a crisis. This would have arguably placed her in a 

stronger position, as it is beneficial for the organizational image that the organization itself provides 

the public with the initial and immediate crisis communication (Coombs, 2015; Young et al., 2015).  

 

The negative Tweets that flourished about Clinton and her email crisis prior to her response was an 

additional indication of how preemption of the crisis would have benefitted her. 

As a consequence of Clinton’s crisis history and prior reputation, her husband's affair in 1998 was 

brought back into public spotlight. Parallels were drawn from Bill Clinton’s lies and dishonesty in 

Hillary Clinton’s crisis and her initial response, placing them both in an even more undesirable light 

(Appendix 9, no. 13.5). Exploiting the attributes of social media, a video was posted on March 10th, 
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displaying them side by side both denying their guilt of each of these undesirable acts (Appendix 9, 

no. 13.6). 

The combination of denial and corrective action strategies, which Clinton used, are not consistent 

in practice (Benoit, 2014), which substantiates how this crisis response was unsuccessfully 

executed. Denying she committed an undesirable act and simultaneously performing corrective 

action to reveal the emails, thereby attempting to restore the situation to the previous conditions 

before the crisis (Benoit, 2014), was not a suitable combination of strategies. 

Clinton later ended up admitting blame, which discredited this crisis response and her overall 

credibility. Her credibility was primarily targeted on social media when a Tweet from March 10th, 

2015 argued that her track record was why she could not be trusted. This Tweet received a total of 

444 likes and was Retweeted no less than 607 times (Appendix 9, no. 13.4). This Tweet and the 

numerous reactions it received emphasize the importance of crisis history and prior reputation, as 

this Twitter user highlighted her track record as evidence of her low credibility, thus agreeing with 

Coombs’ emphasis of crisis history and previous reputation. 

Clinton’s second crisis response was posted on Facebook on September 9, 2015 (Appendix 9, no. 

3), six months after the crisis outbreak. 

One of the response strategies she used in this instance was an apology, which is usually a good 

strategy when an organization makes mistakes (Benoit, 1995). 

Concerning the context, she initially implicitly denied to have committed any wrongdoing. 

However, in this response she suddenly took full responsibility (Appendix 9, no. 3). 

The liability of this strategy increases expenses for the organization, as the damage caused by the 

crisis can intensify when admitting responsibility and apologizing (Coombs, 2015). In this response, 

Clinton addressed the email case for the second time and took full responsibility (Appendix 9, no. 

3), which received no less than 57,764 reactions (Appendix 9, no. 4). Within these reactions, a total 

of 57,760 of them were likes (Appendix 9, no. 5) and only two were ‘angry’ reactions (Appendix 9, 

no. 6). 

Political figures often experience extraordinary attention from the media and the public (Benoit, 

2014), which is why the statistics of this post (Appendix 9, no. 4) are worth noting, as the 

distribution of reactions is significantly uneven. As illustrated by the number of likes this Facebook 
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post received, the majority of the Facebook users’ expressions were positive which indicates 

positive stakeholder perceptions of Clinton. 

People surround themselves with other people that are similar to them in one way or another, for 

example with people whom they share profession or political standpoints (Appendix 2, Q. 21). This 

similarity and sharing between people within an in-group (Ting-Toomey, 1999) can help explain the 

noteworthy positive reactions towards Clinton’s second response. It is safe to assume that a 

considerable majority of Clinton followers all share similar political standpoints, which can be 

argued as the reason why this post received 57,760 likes (Appendix 9, no. 5) 

Clinton’s Facebook profile is public, which means that any Facebook user can access her profile, 

her pictures, and her posts by a search on her name. Clinton posted her second response on 

Facebook, which is why this post was visible to all Facebook users. Also, when a user liked this 

post, it appeared in this user’s news feed which then made it visible for this user’s entire network. 

This illustrates how many Facebook users could have potentially seen this post and thus were given 

the opportunity to express their attitudes towards it by commenting, sharing, or choosing a reaction. 

The positive reactions to this crisis response could illustrate a successful use of the shifting blame 

strategy, as it first achieves a subsidiary goal of holding Clinton responsible for the act, and then, in 

turn, achieves the ultimate goal of clearing her of blame. This is exhibited by the data retrieved 

from her followers. Also, 41% of the respondents thought that Clinton handled her crisis ‘generally 

good’ (Appendix 1, Q. 19), which adds to the argument of a successful performance of the shifting 

blame strategy (Benoit, 1995).  

In her second response, Clinton aimed to be transparent, however, as this statement was published a 

long time after the crisis became known to the public, it is arguably too late to aim for transparency 

at this point in time, which did not positively contribute to her performing self (Elliott, 2004). 

However, during a crisis, organizations must establish control and show compassion (Coombs, 

2015), which Clinton did throughout this response compared to the first response (Appendix 9, no. 

1), as she apologized to the public affected by this crisis. 

She also established control by revealing facts on the matter, and her future actions of testifying in 

public. The establishment of control and expression of compassion was performed based on 

accurate and complete information about the crisis. This information further helped to certify 
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control and expression of concerns towards the affected parties, which is a sign of compassion 

(Coombs, 2015). 

As “the act of confession is as important as what is said in the confession” (Hearit, 2006; 32), the 

apology and the admittance of guilt that Clinton provided in this response was successfully 

elaborative. She explained in detail how she should not have used two email addresses, proclaiming 

that she was sorry and that she took full responsibility (Appendix 9, no. 3), thus providing a more 

elaborative confession. The corrective action strategy is usually effective if the accused party 

assures the audience that corrective action will be taken, and may cause the audience to offer their 

forgiveness (Benoit, 1995). Based on the positive reactions to this response, 57,760 likes (Appendix 

9, no. 5), the corrective action strategy was in accordance with the users’ expectations of future 

initiatives with the aim to be transparent. 

The mortification strategy used throughout this response is especially effective in combination with 

the corrective action strategy (Benoit, 1995). The combination of these strategies strengthened her 

credibility, as the mortification helped convince the audience that her apology was sincere, with the 

purpose to encourage forgiveness (Benoit, 1995). 

As a result of the global cultural flows, the Internet has become a popular place to look for 

information (Coombs, 2015), which could impact the success of the crisis response and image 

repair initiated by the organization, as these might be threatened by other external messages 

(Benoit, 2014).  

When an organization experience crisis, it is the response by the organization that causes problems 

and not the actual crisis (Taylor, 2010). The response strategy of being silent, or “no-comment” is 

an example of this (Appendix 3, Q. 12).  

Replying with “no comments” is a communication sin (Coombs, 2015). A silent crisis response 

indicates an organization’s lack of control of the stakeholders’ perceptions of the crisis and of the 

organization (Coombs 2015). Additionally, it suggests that the organization is not attempting to 

gain control either (Coombs, 2015). 

Multiple Democratic Senators replied with “no comments” when asked about Clinton’s crisis, such 

as Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, Kirsten Gillibrand of New York, Amy Klobuchar of 

Minnesota, Mark Warner of Virginia, and Jon Tester of Montana (Bigelow, 2015). Since March 
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2015 when this crisis became publicly known for the first time (Kalvapallé, 2016), these senators 

refused to comment on the email crisis (Bigelow, 2015). In contrast to the argument that this reply 

is considered a sin in crisis communication (Coombs, 2015), Ms. Laursen argues that in certain 

cases, it can be good crisis communication (Appendix 3, Q. 12).  

It is the strategic use of a “no comments” reply, which is interesting as it is in contrast to the crisis 

literature, however, in specific cases, the crisis can be so dangerous that it is better not to comment 

on it at all (Appendix 3, Q. 12). 

These senators were all Clinton’s Democratic colleagues, and it was therefore reasonable to assume 

that they during the presidential campaign had the similar goal of entering a Democrat into the 

White House. This similar goal within the party could function as a reason for the public to see 

these people as a united entity of the political organization. As organizational communication 

should be coherent and consistent to maintain public credibility (Coombs, 2015), their 

communication sin could arguably damage the efficiency of her crisis response, as they expressed 

insecurity regarding their own belief in her, which could arguably shape the public’s perception of 

her negatively. 

John Morgan hosted multiple fundraisers for Democrats over the years, including Clinton, her 

husband Bill Clinton, and Barack Obama, and had furthermore supported Clinton through donations 

(Power, 2016). However, he criticized Clinton for being too vague and weighing her words to 

carefully in her crisis response (Bigelow, 2016). Additionally, Rosalind Wyman, Democratic 

national committee woman from California and Jason Kander, Secretary of State in Missouri shared 

this view (Bigelow, 2016). Yet, Steven Beshear, Kentucky Democratic Governor, praised Clinton 

for her upfront honesty from the very beginning of this case (Bigelow, 2016). Democratic Gov. 

Dannel Malloy of Connecticut stated that the email case only consisted of attacks that were 

happening because the Republicans finally realized that Clinton was the candidate to beat (Bigelow, 

2015). Clinton’s press secretary and spokesman, Brian Fallon expressed confidence in the email 

content, as he was convinced that once the public was allowed to see more of the emails, it would 

clear the air (Bigelow, 2015). Furthermore, he stated that the Clinton team addressed legitimate 

questions in relation to the case (Bigelow, 2015), thereby implying that some questions and 

accusations remained unanswered, consistent with the theory that organizations should not spend 

time answering to all accusations (Benoit, 1995). 
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These various political characters, all Democrats and able to support Clinton’s crisis response, 

arguably influenced the efficiency of the crisis response, some in a negative direction. Contrary to 

the fact that these above mentioned persons were part of her virtual tribe (Cova, 1997), they did not 

optimally succeed in fulfilling their parts as valuable assets. Based on the above, Clinton’s 

immediate network did not support her crisis response, in the degree they were otherwise able to, 

substantiating how external messages can reduce the efficiency of the crisis response (Coombs, 

2015). 

The low level of information, the general suboptimal combination of crisis response- and image 

restoration strategies, and the negative influence of these messages described above, did arguably 

contribute to negative perceptions of her crisis responses on social media.  

In contrast, among the group of interest, 6% of the respondents thought that Clinton handled her 

crisis ‘excellent’ and the same amount thought that she did a catastrophic job at managing this crisis 

(Appendix 1, Q. 19). The great variation is therefore seen in the middle section as 12% think she 

handled the crisis ‘badly’, 35% choose ‘okay’ and finally a majority of 41% thinks she handled the 

crisis ‘generally good’ (Appendix 1, Q. 19). 

These results indicated that the choices and combinations of strategies were wise, however, based 

on results discovered from the research, she should have admitted blame much faster than she did, 

during the crisis (Appendix 2, Q. 22). 

Her promise to deliver information to the stakeholders in her initial crisis response (Appendix 9, no. 

1) was kept, as she published a high number of emails, the first portion within 18 days (Hicks, 

2016). Therefore, her crisis management did arguably not damage her relationship to her 

stakeholders, which is the result of a failure to deliver promised information (Coombs, 2015). 

It is reasonable to assume that Clinton’s multiple media managers, who were arguably part of her 

CMT, were able to prepare Clinton thoroughly for a crisis, due to their knowledge of posting 

appropriate messages and on which social media channels (Coombs, 2015). However, when a 

relatively large team of media managers works together, there must be systems and a well 

functioning infrastructure in order to deliver the most optimal and coherent communication. 

Nevertheless, Clinton’s crisis management reflected a high degree of internal chaos during her 

email crisis (Appendix 5, Q. 23). According to Mr. Fuglede; “Clinton’s campaign was organized 
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with so many managers that it was difficult to determine a clear strategy. Her conflict averseness 

partially resulted in the lack of clear management, internally in her campaign. So the idea of what 

to actually do when a crisis breaks out, turned out just as when she was in the media in relation to 

her email crisis, by turning into a mess with multiple signals which were obviously not cleared 

internally” (Appendix 5, Q. 23).  Additionally, her crisis communication was not successful as she 

did not manage to close the crisis in time, and as a result, it kept causing her troubles up until a few 

days before the election (Appendix 3, Q. 22). 

The multiple competent people in Clinton’s CMT combined with the lack of infrastructure in this 

team, emphasize the importance of having the right profiles in the CMT and similarly, to follow a 

coherent strategy (Coombs, 2015). As a result, the right people along with the right strategy would 

have resulted in a more successful crisis management for Clinton. 

The respondents, when asked to state how they thought that the candidates presented themselves on 

social media, evaluated the performing self of the candidates. A majority of 50% stated how Clinton 

presented herself 'generally good', compared to the majority of 58% who chose 'catastrophic' to 

describe Trump’s presentation of himself on social media (Appendix 1, Q. 18). However, these 

attitudes were expressed by 62% Democrats and only 13% Republicans (Appendix 1, Q. 7), 

indicating a closer relation to Clinton, and thereby to her performing self as well. 

A number of the socio-cultural variables in the group of interest can be summarized as highly 

individualistic, low uncertainty avoidance (Ting-Toomey, 1999), a majority of Democrats 

(Appendix 1, Q. 7), highly educated (Appendix 5, Q. 4), and active on social media (PRC, 2017a). 

As these traits are all factors that influence identity, the identity is expressed in various places, both 

offline and online - all contributing to the continuous identity creation process (Firat & Venkatesh, 

1995). The answers of the respondents were hence influenced by their traits and identity, which is 

correlated to the importance of the performing self. Half of the respondents stated that the crises the 

presidential candidates were involved in would influence how they would cast their vote (Appendix 

1, Q. 20). This relatively large percentage is based on the respondents’ perceptions of how the 

candidates presented themselves on social media, substantiating the importance of the performing 

self, among the group of interest. The respondents who answered ‘yes’, elaborated with text 

responses. A majority of these text responses revealed negative attitudes towards Trump, indicating 

a poor performing self, which was not desirable according to the respondents (Appendix 1, Q. 20). 

On the other hand, a respondents stated that “I am confident in my choice”, which was the reason 
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why the crises would therefore not influence where this respondent would cast his/her vote 

(Appendix 1, Q. 20).  

In addition, one respondents stated that “The way the candidates conduct themselves online says a 

lot about their demeanor and decision making abilities” (Appendix 1, Q. 20), which substantiated 

the importance of the performing self, as the online self is reflected in the offline self as well (Belk, 

2013). 

 

Discussion of crisis communication in a new media landscape 

“The agenda-setting paradigm has transformed as a result of the changing media landscape; the 

Internet is now considered an alternative news medium and is receiving increasing attention” (Sung 

& Hwang, 2014). Considering this transformation of the agenda-setting paradigm, it is relevant to 

discuss the organizational implications, and additionally, how the consumer culture among the 

group of interest affects the organizational crisis communication as a result of this. 

As the Internet is now considered an alternative news source, it causes implications for traditional 

practices of crisis communication, as organizations must make sure to spend resources to 

incorporate management of these media as well. 

Throughout the data collecting process, it was discovered that the survey respondents did not share 

political content on social media (Appendix 1, Q. 21), and therefore arguably also stayed inactive in 

relation to the two candidates’ crises responses, as these were of political character. However, the 

millennials are still creators of the content on social media and thus creators of the culture on these 

platforms (Arnould & Thompson, 2005; Rosnay & Martin, 2012). 

The case studies revealed how the cultural aspects, such as not sharing political content on social 

media, as it arguably does not contribute to the creation of identity, could impose a threat on 

organizations. The threat was seen as the findings throughout the analysis indicated a lack of 

engagement with the group of interest, illustrating a suboptimal organizational use of a frequently 

used channel among the young Americans, as 86% of Americans between the ages of 18-29 use 

social media (PRC, 2017a). The agenda-setting paradigm encourages a discussion of the crisis 

management of organizations along with the findings in this thesis. 
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Crisis management efforts adapted to the new media landscape could be achieved through an 

evaluation of the focus points in the preparatory stage of crises. On one hand, there is argument that 

organizations should spend resources on strengthen their relationships with its primary stakeholders 

through dialogue, participation etc., and save resources on creating strong relationships with the 

traditional media. 

Ms. Larsen supports this, as she stated that; “users have been forced to adapt and adjust to this 

technology at a very fast pace, as the development happens so fast. As a consequence, most users 

are not yet knowledgeable in terms of how to use this technology” (Appendix 2, Q. 8). 

Additional support is offered by Coombs and Holladay (2016) who state that stakeholders’ usage of 

digital media emphasize the need to move away from practitioners’ existing knowledge of crisis 

communication and outdated standard procedures (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

The use of social media as a crisis communication tool seen in the findings can therefore be 

considered outdated, as the candidates did not fully exploit the characteristics and attributes of 

social media.  

A study from Young et al., (2016) found that two-way communication between stakeholders and 

organizations on social media rarely occurs, hence, digital media used for interactions is more a 

potential than a reality (Young et al., 2016). One of the findings from the analysis was that this 

study was validated, as the cases analyzed revealed a suboptimal use of this channel, as neither 

Trump nor Clinton engaged in interaction or dialogue with stakeholders on these channels. 

Instead of exploring the possibilities of two-way communication made possible by the new digital 

landscape, organizations try to control the strategic relationship with the users by holding on to one-

way communication (Young et al., 2016). However, social media function as a powerful positioning 

tool to communicate directly to the users, as it bypasses the risk of being framed by traditional 

media (Appendix 2, Q. 9). Social media as a crisis communication tool can arguably establish a 

more equal democracy, as it acknowledges the voices of all users, and hereby improves society and 

the level of trust in political communication (Nothhaft, 2016).  

However, to achieve a more equal democracy, organizations must engage in dialogue with the users 

to map out their culture, which is an organizational challenge due to the continuous identity creation 

(Firat & Venkatesh, 1995).   
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Traditional media can as well as social media impose a large threat to the organizational reputation, 

due to their ability to frame organizational messages as well as creating their own news (Sung & 

Hwang, 2014).  

As a way to meet this challenge, there is argument for organizational focus on credibility 

strengthening relationships with traditional media. An additional argument for this focus is the 

general low credibility in political communication (Appendix 5, Q. 13), which is why stakeholders 

tend to believe more on the messages by the traditional media, compared to the messages directly 

from politicians. The higher credibility in traditional media is further substantiated by a majority of 

the respondents, as 76% prefer to get information about the latest news regarding the presidential 

election through written sources, newspaper, and independent articles (Appendix 1, Q. 10). 

Employees are often active users on social media (Coombs, 2015), and with the right social media 

policy and an incorporation of the correct use of these channels in the training of the CMT, 

organizations can to a larger extent meet stakeholders needs through the use of employees and their 

networks’ social media expertise. 

The study revealing that organizations do not engage in two-way communication on a media with 

characteristics such as conversation and participation (Young et al., 2016), means that they fail to 

obtain numerous benefits. Among these benefits are credibility strengthening relationships with 

stakeholders (Coombs, 2015), which strengthens the organization's position during a crisis. 

Additionally, excellent customer service, a healthy dialogue, and basically every activity within the 

organizational operations contribute to crisis prevention (Coombs, 2015). Stakeholders who feel 

neglected or angry are enabled by the various scapes to exploit the ideal speech situation on social 

media, and with the significant amount of users on social media platforms (PRC, 2017a), these 

stakeholders are arguably able to cause more damage compared to traditional media.  

In the event of a crisis, these relationships can help the organization through the crisis, as the 

stakeholders who are able to cause damage through social media will be more likely to support the 

organization through sharing of organizational messages, due to previous good work (Coombs, 

2015), as good relationships with the core constituency leads to a strong sense of loyalty (Appendix 

5, Q. 13). 
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Returning to the first argument of a shift of focus to the credibility strengthening relationships to 

stakeholders is the focus on the new media landscape with emphasis on Internet as a news channel. 

In relation to diffusion theory, it can be discussed whether consumer culture have influenced social 

media, or the other way around. The technology is arguably created on the basis of a need, however 

it is the users of these platforms that creates the content, and influences the development of these 

platforms, through expressing needs that can co-construct their self (Belk, 2013). Based on the 

findings, one might agree that the platforms are created by technology, however, dominated by the 

users, hence, the new media landscape is a result of the ever-changing consumer culture.  

As the millennials are early adopters of technology (Berger, 2016), this group and their specific 

needs and requests regarding organizational crisis communication on these platforms must be 

considered. 

At the presidential election in 2008, it was found that millennials favored the Democratic Party 

(Duncan & Goddard, 2009). However that was in 2008, and due to the continuous identity process 

of consumers, it is very likely that preferences have changed. Therefore, the preference towards 

Democrats did in contrast to expectations not benefit Clinton, as the preferences have arguably 

changed towards a movement of Americans being dissatisfied with traditional practices of politics 

(Nothhaft, 2016). 

When studying the culture of young Americans, it was found that the millennials were the highest 

educated group in America, however they were not well set financially (Appendix 5, Q. 4). This led 

to dissatisfaction with traditional practices of politics (Nothhaft, 2016), which could negatively 

influence the way in which the candidates’ crisis management efforts were received, amongst this 

group. 

Through an analysis of the candidates as brands, it was discovered that Clinton was seen as an 

established politician (Appendix 4, Q. 16), due to her many years as a dominant character in politics 

(Fernando, 2016). She was perceived as an elitist (Appendix 2, Q. 15), which in turn seemed to 

work against her, due to the dissatisfaction with traditional practices of politics.  

In comparison, Trump represented people outside the institutional system. As stated by a survey 

respondent, he had a “different set of hegemonic ideals” (Appendix 1, Q. 16), and was seen as 

someone who symbolized impulsivity, immediate reactions and rudeness (Appendix 2, Q. 15).  

This presented itself as an issue for Clinton, as she, as a result of Trump’s embracement of the 
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technoscapes, was “caught off guard by the impulsive, the immediate, the headlines, and oneliner-

Twitter use that Trump had” (Appendix 2, Q. 15).  

As the candidates defended their characters in the name of politics, with the aim to collect votes, 

they were generally not believed due to the dissatisfaction with traditional practices of politics 

(Nothhaft, 2016). However, if the audience favors the candidate, he/she is more likely to be 

believed due to the culture of loyalty (Appendix 5, Q. 13). Clinton was therefore not believed, as 

the audience, due to changes in preferences and her established brand, did not favor her. 

Technoscapes was the term that described the flow of technologies (Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 

2006), which have resulted in the emergence of social media. Due to this emergence, ethnoscapes 

now takes place online, where people move between the different platforms. As a result of 

technoscapes, an ideal speech situation was created (Holt, 2002), which allowed everyone to speak 

freely. Both candidates embraced the ideal speech situation on social media to share their 

ideologies, and thus also posted their crisis communication on these platforms – an illustration of 

adaption to the new media landscape. 
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Conclusion 

By use of the diffusion theory (Sung & Hwang, 2014), the link between the changes in social 

systems, the emergence of social media, the way in which consumers change their behavior, and the 

developments in American consumer culture was illustrated.  

An analysis of the continuous identity creation process (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995) and the attributes 

of social media that contributed to this process of the American millennials (Belk, 2013), revealed 

that the innovation of social media changed the consumer culture as users were enabled to create 

identity (Elliott, 2004), socialize  (Appendix 4, Q. 9; Cova, 1997) and share information (Stephens 

& Malone, 2010). This sharing of information proved to be a useful crisis communication tool for 

organizations as they, through credibility strengthening relationships with their stakeholders, could 

target an increased number of users, and additionally avoid framing by traditional media (Sung & 

Hwang, 2014). 

As the group of interest to a high degree has adopted the innovation of social media (Berger, 2016), 

it has made these platforms a relevant tool in crisis communication. Organizations are able to 

monitor stakeholders’ perceptions of the crisis communication in real time (Coombs, 2015), as 

relevant groups of stakeholders have adopted this innovation in their culture, and additionally 

shaped and created the culture on these media (Arnould & Thompson, 2005). However, as the 

culture is ever changing on these media (Firat & Venkatesh, 1995), it was illustrated that 

organizations experienced difficulties when attempting to adapt the communication to specific 

stakeholder groups.  

The presidential candidates failed to exploit the value of credibility strengthening relationships with 

stakeholders through these media, which could be enabled by a monitoring of them, to clarify the 

culture. Additionally, it was found that the two-way communication attribute of social media 

(Young et al., 2016) was not exploited by the presidential candidates, as neither of them engaged in 

openness (Young et al., 2016) and dialogue (Stephens & Malone, 2010), which could be 

contributors to establishments of credible relationships with relevant stakeholders. These 

relationships are relevant to acknowledge, as the credibility in political communication is low 

(Appendix 5, Q. 13), however, prior credible relationships to stakeholders could have placed them 

in a stronger position, during the crises they experienced during their presidential campaigns 
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(Coombs, 2015). Hence, the new media landscape has encouraged a shift of focus in traditional 

practices of crisis communication, which was analyzed through the various global cultural flows 

(Kjeldgaard & Askegaard, 2006).  

As the crisis management of the candidates directly influenced 50% of the respondents’ choice of 

candidate (Appendix 1, Q. 20), the importance of these flows within the field of crisis 

communication was validated. 

Based on the analysis and discussion of their initial responses, Coombs’ (2015) emphasis on a 

satisfying initial crisis response was validated. The reactions to their initial responses resulted in 

general skepticism of their second responses, as their initial responses was not delivered optimally, 

in relation to the socio-cultural traits of the group of interest (Fronz, 2012; Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

The poor initial responses further increased the group of interests’ expectations to the second 

response, as the candidates did not optimally exploited their first chance to address the crises. The 

poor initial response hence changed the context of their second responses, as the group of interests’ 

expectations of information was further increased. 

Based on the discussion, there is argument that the power of social media overshadows the power of 

traditional media, due to the ideal speech situation (Holt, 2002). The ideal speech situation emerged 

from the global cultural flows and resulted in a culture that expressed dissatisfaction with the 

traditional practices of politics (Nothhaft, 2016).  

However, this dissatisfaction with the traditional practices of politics proved to be an organizational 

challenge, as millennials generally have a low level of trust in political communication (Appendix 

5, Q. 13), as well as the new media landscape have resulted in organizations that are more 

vulnerable (Sung & Hwang, 2014) and more exposed to crisis threats (Coombs, 2015). 

As organizations should not respond to all accusations (Benoit, 1995), it was useful to evaluate the 

likelihood and the impact of these crisis threats (Coombs 2015). Additionally, the optimal crises 

responses was analyzed based on the candidates prior reputation and crisis history (Coombs, 2015), 

and furthermore, their responses was analyzed and discussed in relation to the culture of the group 

of interest along with social media as a communication channel.  

The importance of credibility strengthening relationships with primary stakeholders vs. the media 

was discussed, and the relevance of both types of relationships was revealed. This discussion was 
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based on the crisis management strategies used by the presidential candidates, as they both chose an 

integrated crisis response, using both traditional and social media as communication channels. 

Social media as crisis communication channel was able to match the digital expertise of the group 

of interest, to the candidates’ responses. As the group of interest are frequent users of social media 

(PRC, 2017a) and additionally born into the digital society (Berger, 2016; Appendix 5, Q. 4), the 

candidates were able to target them through the use of these channels. Furthermore, the two key 

elements in credibility are expertise and trustworthiness (Coombs, 2015), which in addition to the 

credibility strengthening relationships, was revealed to be important through the crisis management 

teams and their operations.  

As concluded, prior credibility strengthening relationships to both stakeholders and the traditional 

media are in this thesis proved to be significantly valuable, and in addition, the crisis management 

efforts can be optimized by creating a CMT and CMP in the pre-crisis stage, which constitutes a 

combination of different sets of knowledge and areas of expertise (Coombs, 2015). The crisis 

management by the presidential candidates illustrated how these elements that constitutes 

credibility, were carried out in practice, however, with a number of limitations. Clinton in particular 

adapted her crisis communication to the ethnoscapes as she redirected users from her Twitter profile 

to her Facebook profile, and furthermore to her web page, which was initiatives adapted to the 

culture of the group of interest and thereby illustrated trustworthiness. The web link and the dark 

site as part of her crisis management illustrated how a different set of expertise within her CMT was 

an attempt to create credibility (Coombs, 2015), by again, adapting to these cultural traits (Ting-

Toomey, 1999) and thus illustrated expertise within the frequently used innovation by the group of 

interest, social media (PRC, 2017a). Trump included a video, which was particularly suitable for the 

group of interest culture, due to their weak uncertainty avoidance, and furthermore succeeded in his 

LCC style, as he managed to appeal to those dissatisfied with the traditional practices of politics 

(Nothhaft, 2016), thus illustrating an adaption to the cultural traits of the group of interest as well. 

Emphasized by the SCCT, efficient crisis communication is highly context dependent (Coombs, 

2015), in which the socio-cultural variables of the relevant audience portray the specific context to 

take into consideration (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). As politicians often are placed in the media 

spotlight (Benoit, 1995), it was found that they must implement new crisis practices adapted to the 

digital landscape, and monitor social media for stakeholder dissatisfaction, to prevent damage on 

their reputation and perceived credibility (Coombs, 2015). In the cases analyzed in this thesis, is 
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was found that the two candidates both had a damaged prior reputation and a history of crisis. This 

resulted in the candidates having to respond to their crises, as a way to avoid additional damage on 

their reputations, by use of the strategies analyzed and discussed in this thesis. In conclusion, Trump 

mainly used a very LCC style, to adapt to the culture of the group of interest (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

In comparison, Clinton used a similar communication style, however failed to understand that her 

crisis was of a somewhat more technical nature, thus needing more technical explanations. 

As a result of the global cultural flows and the changes in consumer culture, it was concluded that 

there has been a shift in the post-crisis evaluation stage, going from the organizations’ own 

perception of their crisis response, to include stakeholders’ perception (Coombs & Holladay, 2016). 

The findings in thesis has led to a new pre-understanding of how traditional practices of crisis 

communication has become inadequate, due to the emergence of a new media landscape. This 

emergence has encouraged additional perspectives on the context and the culture of stakeholders.  
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Where/how	do	you	prefer	to	get	information	about	the	latest	news	regarding	the	presidential

election?	If	you	choose	”other"	please	elaborate	to	specify	your	answer.	Select	all	that	apply.

The	news

(TV)
Radio

Written	sources	(newspaper,	independent

articles)

Social

media

I	attend

debates

Other	(Please

Specify)
Responses

All	Data
77	

(57%)

34	

(25%)

103	

(76%)

62	

(46%)

3	

(2%)

13	

(10%)
136

Why	do	you	prefer	that/those	specific	source(s)?	Explain	briefly:

Text	Responses

guardian,	bbc,	npr,	youtube

Watching	campaign	rallies	via	youtube

Web

Don't	prefer	to	get	information	about	the	election

Online	news	sites

My	own	research

Internet	media	non-social	including	websites,	journals,	blogs,	and	other	material

websites

Podcast

Word	of	mouth	from	friends	and	family;	YouTube

C-SPAN

Online

Internet

Text	Responses

I	can	choose	what	I	obsorb,	with	the	intent	that	it	gives	me	a	more	wholistic,	objective	opinion.	they	are	also	the	most	convenient	sources	for	me	to	obtain	information.

Up	to	date

TV	coverage	has	been	so	fluffy	lately	and	has	focused	on	the	petty	items	within	the	election,	where	as	written	pieces	often	go	more	in	depth	and	focus	on	issues.

Somewhat	more	reliable	than	social	media.

Can	sift	through	information

Less	bias

I	work	to	find	as	unbiased	news	outlets	rather	than	getting	information	from	social	media.

easiest	to	follow

I	seek	to	understand	the	bias	presented	in	all	media	types	so	digesting	the	complete	landscape	of	discourse	over	multiple	mediums	helps	me	to	make	the	most	informed	decision	possible.

Social	media	is	too	uninformed	or	swayed.	By	reading	articles	and	watching	the	news	you	can	get	a	basic	summary	and	follow	up	with	informed	article	to	form	an	opinion	yourself.

easy,	always	available,	and	updated	the	fastest

There	is	less	sensationalism	to	written	articles	and	I	think	I	can	weed	out	the	biases	easier.

I'm	a	visual	learner

Easy	access	(apps)

These	are	media	sources	I	see	every	day	and	I	like	being	able	to	get	information	here.	I	also	think	the	information	presented	in	one	form	of	media	should	match	others.

Find	it	least	distracting	and	most	digestible	form	of	information

Faster

Try	to	diversify	to	ensure	I	am	getting	the	entire	story	and	not	only	biased	or	skewed	view	of	candidates.

10.

11.
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Try	to	diversify	to	ensure	I	am	getting	the	entire	story	and	not	only	biased	or	skewed	view	of	candidates.

Society	tells	us	that's	where	you	go	hear	news

Easy	access	and	up	to	date

They	are	the	most	likely	to	be	accurate	and	peer	reviewed	-	if	news	is	not	accurate,	it	is	not	news.

This	current	election	is	so	upsetting,	I	can't	always	watch	the	debates.	Trump	is	so	appalling.

I	like	a	wide	variety	of	sources

Easier	for	me	comprehend	something	written	vs.	something	oral.

They	seem	reliable

Because	it's	faster	than	trying	to	find	a	paper	or	paying	for	extra	internet	charges	if	you	don't	have	Wi-Fi.

Those	sources	are	most	accessible.

I	feel	that	the	tv	can	often	give	biased	opinions.	Newspapers	can	try	to	show	both	sides	of	the	story,	especially	if	they	are	well	known	and	known	as	reliable	sources.	I	do,	however	take	almost	

everything	with	a	grain	of	salt.

I'm	tired	of	uneducated	people	preaching	to	my	fave

I	feel	that	there's	variety	in	the	perspectives	offered	and	the	information	is	easy	to	access.

I	don't	have	a	TV	and	seldom	listen	to	the	radio.	It's	easiest	to	get	information	online

Ease	of	access.

I	can	get	what	I	want	to	know	from	source	that	I	feel	are	accurate	and	share	my	prospective.	I	also	enjoy	comedy	news	shows

Written	news	sources	from	reliable	and	respected	publications	are	fact	based	whereas	sources	on	social	media	are	not	necessarily	fact-based	and	are	designed	to	elicit	strong	reactions.

I	can	see	different	types	of	both	articles	and	news	channels	so	I	have	options	to	try	and	determine	what	is	the	most	truthful

Because	neither	major	candidate	should	be	president

tv	is	bullshit,	social	media	is	bullshit,	it's	all	pretty	much	bullshit

I	watch	very	little	television

There	are	many	different	types	of	written	sources	so	you	can	read	many	different	view	points	and	opinions

Easiest	after	work/during	commute

Vermont	Public	Radio	(VPR)	&	National	Public	Radio	(NPR)	are	both	relatively	non-bias	news	sources	that	I	listen	to	daily.	They	tend	to	cover	multiple	perspectives	as	well	as	cite	credible	

sources	or	research	studies	with	a	critical	eye.

I	enjoy	the	news.		And	reading	newspapers/editorial	etc.

It	appears	less	bias	than	televised	information	regarding	the	candidates

NPR=neutral	

NYTimes=Intellectual

Like	to	make	sure	I	am	understanding	the	full	picture	to	be	an	informed	voter

I	primarily	read	because	I	can	take	my	time,	think	through	articles	analytically,	and	go	back	to	reread	anything	I	may	have	misread	or	not	understood	the	first	time.	TV	I	watch	to	hear	what	

main	news	sources	are	saying	and	to	watch	the	debates.	Even	still,	I	prefer	to	objectively	read	the	debate	transcripts.

No	time	to	watch	tv	mostly	glean	info	from	phone

Quick,	fast,	somewhat	efficient

I	don't	have	a	TV,	it's	free,	and	it's	more	reliable	than	social	media

Easy	to	get	and	listen

I	can	find	more	facts	on	the	subjects

Written	sources,	radio,

Can	read	in	between	classes	and	get	summaries

All	other	sources	biased

I	gain	many	perspectives.	I	can	interact	with	my	peers	and	share	my	opinions.

I	can	choose	to	browse	a	wide	range	of	political	viewpoints	and	look	for	candidates	and	information	that	is	not	typically	available	via	any	other	source.		All	media	is	biased	in	some	way	but	if	

multiple	different	biases	are	considered	against	each	other	some	degree	of	reality	can	be	found	the	margins.

Radio,	TV,	Social	Media	Video	content	can	sway	you	one	way	or	another	based	on	how	the	reporter/journalist	is	portraying	the	information.	I.E.	Tomi	Lahren

Although	written	sources	are	also	usually	bias	one	way	or	another,	it	allows	you	to	develop	the	information	without	a	persuasive	'tone'	of	a	reporter.

Convenience

Quick	and	easy	to	access	and	find	the	answers	to	any	questions	I	have.

Although	they're	all	subject	to	bias,	it's	not	as	bad	as	social	media

I	don't	prefer	to	get	the	news	through	social	media	but	it	is	unavoidable.	I	prefer	podcast	(NPR/Slate)	I	can	listen	as	I	bike	to	work,	so	easy	and	reliable.

Easily	accessible.

They	are	more	reliable

I	consume	various	types	of	media	in	an	effort	to	hear	different	opinions.

It's	fast	to	get	to	and	you	can	skim	to	read	the	important	parts	to	you.	On	social	media	you	can	also	see	what	others	think	about	a	given	topic,	and	many	times	it	can	sway	one	way	you	are	

thinking.

Least	biased	and	very	accessible.

Easy	accessibility,	updated	most	often

I'm	on	my	computer	24/7.	Easiest	to	get	information	from	online	newspapers,	tv,	and	social	media.

As	I	am	living	in	Denmark,	mediums	that	are	accessible	online	are	the	quickest	sources	of	information.

They	are	the	most	convenient	for	me	although	you	have	to	check	to	make	sure	they	are	factual	articles.

Because	they	are	the	most	streamlined	and	exact,	where	social	media	is	a	nightmare.

I	like	to	look	at	different	sources	to	be	sure	I'm	making	a	week	informed	decision.

Tv	is	accessible	and	there	is	always	something	about	politics	on.	Data	is	also	constantly	up	to	date	and	current.

Information	is	presented	at	your	own	pace.	Less	bias	from	the	emotional	delivery	of	a	newscaster.

Social	media	is	just	a	flood	of	misinformation	and	uninformed	memes.

When	it's	a	24	hour	tv	new	station	I	feel	like	they'll	cover	anything	even	if	it's	irrelevant.	Where	as	articles	I	can	pick	what	to	read	and	radio	seems	more	selective.

Easy	to	access,	efficient,	short	and	specific	information.

Quick	and	easy

There	are	several	channels	that	present	different	views	on	various	issues.	Social	media	typically	connects	to	various	websites	where	I	can	read	about	incidents	and	different	points	of	view.

It's	most	readily	available

Social	media	sources	are	of	poor	quality	i.e.	"x	destroys	y	in	z	minutes"	posts

Simplicity

n

There	is	a	wider	variety	of	trustworthy	sources.

Easy	to	access
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How	much	time	per	day	do	you	spend	on	social	media?

0-30	min 30-60	min 60-90	min More	than	90	min Standard	Deviation Responses

All	Data
13	

(10%)

52	

(42%)

41	

(33%)

19	

(15%)
15.88 125

Text	Responses

candidates	recent	history,	prior	to	running	(actions	and	comments)

You	Spelled	'General'	wrong	in	being	able	to	communicate	professionally.	It's	odd	that	you	misspelled	something	while	asking	about	intelligence.

Problems	of	the	other	candidate

This	is	the	easiest	election	in	history,	there	has	never	been	a	more	UNAmerican	presidential	candidate	than	Donald	Trump.

Neither	candidate

Transparency,	Honesty,	Ability	to	perform	the	job,	Global	Warming/Environmental	stance,	Position	on	Black	Lives	Matter

Humanitarian	reasons

It	was	important	to	me	that	my	chosen	candidate	was	NOT	a	Republican	or	Democrat.

Competency	and	level	of	qualification.

Well	thought	out	and	relevant	policies

I	beielve	that	the	other	candidate	is	completely	unfit	for	office

His	concerns	for	our	country	align	with	mine.

Looking	at	their	past	experience,	legislative/political	history.	Amount	of	racism.

Lesser	of	2	evils

trump	is	a	fucking	racist	piece	of	shit

Stances	on	specific	issues,	such	as	women's	rights,	immigration,	etc.

Truth

0-30	min 30-60	min 60-90	min More	than	90	min

13.
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Do	you	remember	the	topics	discussed	on	the	social	media	during	the	last	presidential	election

in	2012?	(All	topics—not	only	by/from	the	presidential	candidates)

Yes No To	some	extent Standard	Deviation Responses

All	Data
24	

(19%)

32	

(26%)

69	

(55%)
19.6 125

Do	you	see	a	change	in	what	topics	are	dominating	the	current	presidential	election	on	social

media?

No To	some	extent Yes	(Please	elaborate) Standard	Deviation Responses

All	Data
13	

(10%)

58	

(46%)

54	

(43%)
20.34 125

Yes No To	some	extent

No To	some	extent Yes	(Please	elaborate)

16.

15.
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Text	Responses

Controversy

This	election	has	focused	on	the	idiocy	of	Donald	Trump	and	petty	items	that	Hilary	Clinton	has	done.

Isis

more	character	assassination	this	time

Gender	equality

More	discussion	of	women's	rights	in	this	election,	supreme	Court	appointments	playing	a	large	role.

The	fundamental	issue	I	see	as	the	most	radical	departure	is	the	discussion	of	the	status	quo.	Someone	from	within	the	institutional	system	and	someone	outside	of	that	system.	This	race	

highlights	the	fact	that	despite	a	candidate	who	would	be	easily	unqualified	in	any	other	year	has	a	legitimate	chance	of	becoming	President	of	the	United	States	because	they	represent	an	

ideology	outside	of	the	dominant	discourse.	He	represents	an	entirely	different	set	of	hegemonic	ideals.

More	about	the	candidates	downfalls	than	the	real	issues

Characteristics	of	the	candidate

Education	is	missing	for	one

We've	never	had	an	election	based	more	on	the	morals	and	character	of	the	candidates,	as	opposed	to	their	political	views.

Stupid	topics	are	being	discussed	and	dominating,	I	don't	really	know	the	platform	of	either	with	all	the	other	noise	going	on.

Things	that	don't	pertain	to	the	presidency	whatsoever

More	bullshit,	4	years	ago	was	around	economic	inequality	-	now	it's	pussy-grabbing	and	emails.	New	low.

A	lot	of	sexist	comments	and	pro-gun/anti-gun.	Way	more	hate	speech!

Less	about	the	issues,	more	critical	of	each	other

Most	of	the	conversations	surround	Trump	and	his	antics	instead	of	the	issues.

More	negativity	about	race	and	immigration

It	seems	to	all	be	related	to	scandal	and	errors	of	the	parties

Focusing	less	on	real	topics	and	more	on	candidates	pasts	and	the	way	they	handle	themselves

More	trying	to	drag	the	opponent	through	the	mud

mean	person	saying	mean	things	and	a	career	liar	being	exposed

The	demonizing	of	the	opposition	has	gone	to	new	heights

less	"social"	debates,	more	economical	and	foreign	policy

All	about	how	dishonest	e1	is	and	scandals.

Student	debt	has	taken	a	place,	national	debt,	and	sadly	character	of	candidates

hate	speech.

So	many	posts	about	the	lesser	of	two	evils.	Also,	people	are	less	afraid	to	let	their	true	colors	show

The	candidates	are	discussed	rather	than	issues

Foolish/shallow	subjects	dominate	the	political	discourse,	which	should	otherwise	be	reserved	for	serious	public	issues,	health	concerns,	etc.

This	one	seems	to	attack	the	person	much	more	personally.	And	to	be	completely	a	one	argument	issue,

what	the	candidates	have	done	wrong	versus	the	policy	differences

More	about	women's	issues,	race	and	immigration.	Less	about	health	care.

It	is	dominated	by	character	bashing	content.	You	see	little	to	no	positive	information	and	answers	to	questions	regarding	policies.

Email	scandals	and	basic	human	rights

The	current	election	is	more	filled	with	talk	of	scandals	and	personal	attacks,	rather	than	considering	the	positions	of	the	candidates.

Of	course,	there	are	different	issues	this	time,	including	the	refugee	crisis	and	ISIS

Women's	issues,	1%,	etc

This	election	has	been	ridden	with	scandals	and	there	has	been	more	mud-slinging.

Everyone	more	focused	on	Clinton's	and	Trumps	past	actions.

Women's	rights	and	respecting	women.

Rape,	Mysogeny

It's	a	circus

There	is	a	great	deal	of	negativity,	and	focus	on	personalities	rather	than	policies	and	plans

Topics	have	shifted	from	more	policy-based	to	character-based	discussions.

I	feel	that	this	answer	is	obvious,	times	have	changed	in	4	years	so	topics	are	naturally	going	to	change	with	it.	Especially	when	the	candidates	are	not	traditional	candidates.

Sexual	assault	has	had	more	time	than	previous	election

It	is	more	focused	on	the	personal	flaws	of	the	candidates	instead	of	the	actual	policies	of	the	candidates

ISIS	and	immigration	are	far	more	prevalent	this	year.

More	social	media	usage	from	both	presidential	nominees,	for	better	or	for	worse

There	is	more	discussion	of	immigration,	slightly	less	about	abortion.	This	year	there	is	much	more	discussion	putting	down	the	other	candidate	than	in	years	past.

More	about	trustiworthiness	this	election,	less	about	a	birth	certificate

the	candidates	personal	life	and	connections	to	sexual	assault.	less	focus	on	their	policies.

This	election	is	all	about	the	lesser	of	two	evils
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Do	you	participate	in	the	presidential	election	debate	on	social	media?	If	so,	how?	Please

choose	1	statement,	and	state	the	reason	for	your	choice.

Text	Responses

Hilary	has	handled	herself	respectfully	and	showed	empathy	and	care	for	others	which	has	influenced	my	vote.

I	can't	believe	that	a	presidential	candidate	would	have	to	get	their	social	media	passwords	taken	from	him	days	before	the	election	so	that	he	doesn't	say	anything	stupid.

Need	someone	who	can	handle	criticism

donald	trump	is	too	impulsive

I	am	not	even	sure	how	to	put	it	into	words.	Common	sense.

Donald	Trump	is	an	unapologetic	asshole.	There's	no	other	way	to	describe	his	demeanor.

Trump	had	a	more	in	touch	social	media	presence	in	the	beginning	but	began	to	fall	towards	the	end	with	some	of	his	rediculous	takes,	that	seemed	more	for	generating	social	media	buzz	than	

for	his	plan	for	the	country

Reactions	to	said	events	will	likely	predict	reactions	to	issues	and	duties	of	holding	office

They	indicate	their	character.

Trump	has	no	respect	for	women

Trump	continues	to	dig	himself	into	deeper	and	deeper	ditches.

Trump's	inability	to	sincerely	apologize,	express	remorse	or	take	seriously	the	accusations	against	him.

H

They	both	seem	too	misleading.

Donald	Trump	has	the	character	and	restraint	of	a	tantrum-struck	toddler.

I	guess	I	would	always	have	voted	democratic	but	his	hateful,	sexist	appalling,	rape	speech	has	sealed	the	deal.

I	refuse	to	vote	for	someone	who	is	capable	of	raping	a	teenage	girl.

I	am	confident	in	my	choice

It	shows	they	aren't	credible	people

Continual	proof	that	Trump	is	unfit	to	run.

It	shows	how	candidates	can	respond	under	stressful	situations.

I'm	not	interested	in	voting	for	either	of	these	loomies

I	can't	vote	for	someone	with	such	poor,	unprofessional	conduct	on	social	media	and	otherwise.

I	need	a	president	who	is	willing	to	accept	and	own	up	to	their	mistakes

Someone	who	supports	sexual	assault	should	NEVER	be	elected	president.	Not	that	I	wasn't	decided	before	that	information	came	out,	only	solidified	it	even	more.

It	shows	their	charachter,	or	lack	of

It	is	important	a	candidate	represent	themselves	well	through	all	mediums	of	communication

Both	are	unacceptable	choices	and	I	can	vote	for	neither	one	and	will	have	to	pick	a	third	party	candidate

because	it's	impossible	to	avoid

Not	professional

The	lack	of	professionalism,	rudeness,	and	masogony	that	is	blatantly	spilled	on	social	media,	shamelessly,	is	disgusting.

Seeing	how	Trump	responds	to	criticism	is	appauling

I	think	as	president	you	should	show	you're	well	suited	to	handle	any	and	all	situations	rationally	and	professionally

Basically	every	case	has	been	discussed	on	social	media,	so	some	of	them	had	to	influence	me.

Because	Trump	is	an	arrogant	fool

Makes	me	second	guess	if	either	candidate	is	a	good	one

Clinton	should	be	in	jail...

I	cannot	get	behind	a	candidate	whose	first	act	of	defense	is	to	blame	others	and	condemn/mock	minorities,	women,	and	the	disabled.

They	have	reaffirmed	the	certainty	that	neither	Trump	nor	Clinton	should	be	elected

These	cases	have	pushed	me	further	towards	the	candidate	I	was	already	planning	on	voting	for.

They	show	will	of	character

I	can	not	trust	my	political	parties	candidate.

Trump	has	handle	his	social	media	accounts	in	disgusting	ways.

The	way	the	candidates	conduct	themselves	online	says	a	lot	about	their	demeanor	and	decision	making	abilities.

Donald	Trump	character

More	info	the	better	for	choosing

I	think	it	is	important	to	note	how	a	candidate	handles	adversity	and	recovers	from	a	negative	incident

It	reflects	poorly	on	a	candidate	to	bash	other	people

Picking	the	less	worse	candidate.

I	simply	don't	trust	either	of	the	candidates	based	on	past	and	present	actions	and	words.

Let's	me	see	who	is	more	annoying

I	won't	support	a	candidate	that	is	corrupt,	lied	to	FBI	and	American	people

Hillary's	cases	against	her	are	facts	and	incriminating.	Trump's	cases	against	him	have	been	made	by	accusers	who	seem	to	be	coming	out	of	the	woodworks	and	at	a	much	later	time	than	

the	supposed	actual	events.

As	a	woman	I	just	can't	fathom	a	world	where	mysoginistic	and	sexually	abusive	behaviors	are	not	held	accountable.

Made	clear	Clinton	is	corrupt

From	a	human	rights	perspective	alone	I	cannot	support	a	candidate	who	has	no	respect	for	women,	hispanics,	blacks,	and	other	minority	groups

This	cases	directly	feed	into	their	capabilities	as	possible	future	presidents.

One	candidate	is	careless	and	uses	social	media	as	a	platform	for	bullying	people.

While	Hillary	had	had	her	issues,	a	Trump	presidency	would	be	terrible	for	the	United	States

Trumps	responses	have	been	immature	and	impulsive	and	childish.	I	do	not	want	my	president	to	have	any	of	those	traits.

they	have	influenced	because	they	reveal	the	character	of	the	candiadates

She	is	a	liar	and	cannot	be	trusted.

21.
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Text	Responses

The	conversation	becomes	an	argument

i	dont	want	to	involve	myself	in	political	arguments	on	the	internet.

i	dont	think	social	media	is	an	appropriate	platform	to	air	my	opinion.	That	should	be	in	a	personal	discussion.

People	are	not	willing	or	able	to	engage	in	a	civilized	discussion.

Emotion	and	nname-calling	is	frequently	involved	in	political	discussions	on	social	media

I	am	more	of	an	observer	and	am	already	confident	in	my	choice

I	don't	want	to	offend/state	my	opinion	openly.

I	don't	think	social	media	is	an	appropriate	place	to	debate	politics.

I	don't	like	other	people	to	know	what	I	think,	and	people	who	post	things	are	usually	annoying	and	inaccurate,	though	there	are	a	few	exceptions

I	do	not	want	to	discuss	politics	with	acquaintances	on	Facebook.

Political	discussions	on	social	media	are	inane	and	generally	poorly	informed.

I	don't	want	anyone	to	know	my	opinion

it's	useless	to	try	and	change	people's	minds

I	prefer	to	use	Facebook	to	share	funny	stories	and	vacation	photos.		I	prefer	to	use	it	as	an	entertaining	distraction	and	not	a	source	of	tension

I	don't	prefer	to	publicize	my	political	views	-	in	my	opinion,	social	media	opinions	don't	tend	to	catalyze	or	instill	change	of	opinion	with	this	topic

My	political	opinions	are	my	own,	and	politics	is	usually	a	touchy	subject

A	waste	of	energy

I	keep	my	political	opinion	to	myself	on	the	internet

It	is	exhausting

most	of	my	friends	are	like-minded

I	prefer	to	keep	my	personal	views	off	of	social	media.

Don't	want	to	share	publicly

Sharing	your	personal	political,	religious	or	sexual	beliefs	on	social	media	is	outrageous	in	my	opinion.	Share	it	with	your	close	friends	and	family	where	you	can	gauge	the	reaction.	The	stuff	you	

post/like/share	can	be	seen	as	insulting	to	other	people	who	you	may	have	talked	to	twice	in	your	life	but	are	friends	with	on	social	media.	So	yes,	i	read	your	opinions,	but	no	i	won't	like	your	

Trump	meme.

I	am	interested	in	what	is	out	there	and	what	I	can	add	the	conversation	but	have	little	interest	in	spamming	other	opinions	around	the	net.

I'm	not	very	interested	in	politics,	nor	do	I	have	a	strong	opinion	about	it

I	don't	share	much	on	Facebook	to	begin	with,	and	don't	feel	like	it's	a	very	productive	way	to	share	my	thoughts	and	opinions.

I	don't	like	to	share	my	political	opinions	publicly

It's	childish.	People	have	rights	to	their	own	opinion.

I	think	it	reflects	poorly	on	one's	character.

it's	pointless.	Everyone	has	their	view	and	refuses	to	consider	alternative	viewpoints.

They	can	sometimes	be	entertaining,	in	a	nihilistic	sort	of	way.

trump	sucks

trump	is	a	piece	of	shit

trump	is	a	racist	piece	of	shit

fuck	trump

FUCK	TRUMP

I	do	not	want	my	opinions	known

I	don't	like	to	express	my	political	views	to	the	masses

There	are	so	many	sources	that	are	incorrect	especially	on	social	media,	so	I	generally	choose	not	to	like	or	share.	However,	when	Bernie	was	still	in	the	race,	I	liked	his	posts	or	posts	made	

about	him.

I	don't	feel	that	it	is	important	to	push	my	beliefs	on	others

My	opinion	represents	the	culmination	of	my	knowledge	over	time	and	would	be	highly	unmotivational	for	others	who	are	looking	to	consume	social	media	for	academic	reference.

It	can	dominate	your	entire	news	feed	if	you	let	it.	I	might	share	an	article	if	I	find	it	has	some	interesting	facts	worth	reading	that	are	not	available	on	mainstream	media,	but	I	find	other	posts	

can	sound	preachy.

It's	not	worth	the	argument	to	me,	or	I	feel	strongly	about	that	topic

It	truly	speaks	to	me	-	otherwise	I	won't	go	beyond	reading.

I'm	just	on	there	for	information	not	to	state	my	view

I	don't	want	backlash,	or	hate	affiliated	with	my	posts.

I	don't	think	social	media	is	the	appropriate	venue	for	political	crap

I	try	to	stay	private	in	my	decisions

I	don't	think	social	media	is	the	right	platform	to	have	political	debates

My	opinion	is	my	own.	And	while	I	think	I	can	teach	people	things,	social	media	is	not	the	place	for	that.

Don't	want	to	get	into	arguments	on	line.		They	are	pointless.

you	aren't	going	to	sway	decisions	on	social	media,	people	find	it	annoying.

you	don't	change	people's	minds	on	FB.	We're	all	in	a	vacuum

My	opinions	are	my	own	and	broadcasting	them	on	a	social	media	platform	isn't	necessary

I	don't	want	to	get	caught	up	in	drama	and	I	don't	want	to	find	out	which	of	my	friends	are	idiots

I	dont	want	to	debate	or	argue	on	my	page

I	prefer	not	to	engage	in	debates	on	social	media

Fear	of	judgement	from	others	on	social	media

I	don't	like	to	get	involved	in	arguments	on	social	media

Don't	like	to	be	controversial	online.

I	have	no	patience	for	social	media	"fights".	People	do	not	tend	to	have	respectful	debates	with	others	online.

I	like	to	be	informed	but	do	not	want	to	argue	politics	with	anyone

When	I	do	share,	people	I	don't	know	troll	my	postings.

I	am	sick	of	the	vitriole.		I	will	repost	if	funny,	on	either	republican	or	democrat	ones

I	think	political	opinions	are	best	kept	to	oneself

Don't	talk	politics	with	anyone

social	media	debate	tends	to	go	nowhere.	It	usually	occurs	among	those	who	have	already	chosen	a	candidate	and	will	not	likely	shift	their	support.

I'm	sick	of	this	election	and	don't	feel	sharing	or	voicing	my	opinion	on	fb	is	effective.

It	creates	too	much	drama	and	brings	out	sides	in	people	I	honestly	don't	want	to	see.
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It	creates	too	much	drama	and	brings	out	sides	in	people	I	honestly	don't	want	to	see.

I	don't	like	getting	into	arguments	about	politics	over	social	media

I	am	not	interested	in	starting	a	political	debate	on	my	Facebook	page.

i	find	social	media	a	distraction	in	general	and	commenting	on	posts	involves	me	in	more	conversations	online	that	drive	me	to	check	social	media	more	often,	which	is	a	habit	I	am	personally	

trying	to	change

I	do	not	want	to	debate	on	social	media.

I	typically	only	like	posts	that	share	my	beliefs.	I	want	my	friend	to	know	they	are	not	alone	in	their	feelings.

I	hope	it	will	pop	up	on	those	who	are	undecided's	news	feed.	Possibly	encouraging	them	to	support	Clinton.

I	only	occasionally	like	posts,	nothing	else.	I	don't	like	publicly	stating	my	opinion	on	the	web,	I	would	rather	speak	in	person	in	order	to	back	up	all	of	my	views.

i	agree	with	the	messaging

It's	important	to	spread	the	Clintons	message.

They	contain	information	that	the	general	public	should	be	aware	of.

It's	important	to	express	how	I	feel!

I	like	to	like	the	things	that	I	agree	with	to	support	the	person	or	group	that	has	posted	them	(or	commend	them,	etc.)	and	then	have	them	available	for	my	followers	to	see	and	hopefully	

influence	their	decision	if	they	still	need	more	reasons	to	vote	for	Hillary.

I	want	to	show	support	for	my	friends/acquaintances	who	I	believe	are	sharing	truthful,	relevant,	or	important	information

Sharing	posts	and	interest	in	political	opinion	brings	more	awareness	to	subject

I	enjoy	agreeing	with	like	minded	people	and	occasionally	like	to	post	something	I	find	particularly	important/relevant.

I	like	to	spread	the	basic	knowledge	everyone	should	have

I	want	other	people	to	be	informed	about	important	news	updates	I	find	relevant.

Some	things	are	too	important	to	ignore.

I	like	to	show	I	care.	And	I	like	to	share	reputable	sources	because	I	feel	like	I've	seen	so	many	people	share	and	repost	information	that	is	not	true

It's	what	I'm	thinking

I	support	things	said	but	do	not	want	to	offend	older	family	members	by	pointing	out	their	ignorance

Freedom	of	speech

I	feel	that	it's	important	to	have	open	dialogue	about	politics.

I'm	proud	of	my	views	and	my	friends	can	hide	me	from	their	feeds	if	they	want	to	do	so.

Too	many	people	recieve	all	info	through	social	media.	Only	way	to	counter	the	bias	is	active	debates.

I	think	it's	important	for	people	to	know	the	facts	and	understand	another	viewpoint

I	feel	the	strong	need	to	share	my	opinion	with	my	family	and	friends	&	followers.

Others	I	know	should	be	informed

I	love	politics	and	think	its	important	for	others	to	be	informed

I	don't	like	to	use	social	media	to	reflect	my	political	opinions.

I	don't	care	that	much

its	too	much

I	only	want	the	info

I	do	not	have	interest	to

I	don't	feel	that	it's	always	appropriate	to	discuss	politics	on	social	media	due	to	a	limited	context	and	fewer	options	for	fully	communicating	ideas.

I	don't	like	politics	on	facebook

I	think	it's	a	waste	of	time.

I	find	it	irritating	to	have	my	newsfeed	clogged,	so	I	try	not	to	clog	others	by	sharing

I'm	not	an	active	poster	and	I	get	self	conscious	about	my	posts

I	try	to	avoid	talking	politics	with	people	because	people	become	too	angry	and	I'd	rather	not	put	an	unneccessary	strain	on	any	of	my	friendships.

I	don't	think	it's	the	best	way	to	spread	a	message,	and	I	do	not	need	other	people	to	share	or	approve	my	beliefs	as	I	am	confident	in	them

I	don't	like	to	discuss	my	political	opinion	in	public

I	don't	really	like	to	engage	in	debate	over	social	media

The	debates	are	less	to	inform	than	to	rally	already-polarized	supporters
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Appendix 2  

Interview - Nathalie Camilla Larsen 
Technical manager at Lead Agency and social media expert. 
   
Vi vil gerne lige starte med at sige at vores målgruppe er unge amerikanere i alderen 18-35 år, så 
vi vil sætte pris på hvis du så vidt muligt kan have denne gruppe i baghovedet i løbet af interviewet. 
Først og fremmest vil vi gerne høre lidt om dig. 
 
1. Hvad laver du til dagligt? 
Jeg er Digital chef hos Lead Agency, og til dagligt arbejder jeg både med kommercielle og politiske 
kunder og rådgiver dem særligt indenfor sociale medier. Dvs. alt fra at træne kundeservice enheder i 
hvordan de svarer og monitorerer på de sociale medier, til at træne ledere i Twitter, til at udvikle 
kommunikationsstrategier der har særlig fokus på det digitale, og køre kampagner på sociale og 
digitale medier. Så som I nok kan fornemme er det på mange forskellige niveauer. Både på det 
strategiske og også meget hands-on. Vi laver f.eks. også helt konkrete indholdspakker til 
virksomheder, både private og offentlige virksomheder. 
 
2. Kan du komme med eksempler på hvilke kunder du tidligere har arbejdet med i 

forbindelse med sociale medier? 
Kommercielt har jeg arbejdet for LIDL, Egekilde, Sticks’n’sushi, Nemlig.com, Q8, Klasselotteriet 
og Storytel. Politisk har jeg arbejdet for HK, Dansk Journalistforbund, ministeriet for børn, 
undervisning og ligestilling, Ældre Sagen, Landbrug & Fødevare, Digitaliseringsstyrelsen og 
Finansrådet. Jeg er fast social medie specialist i Go’morgen Danmark og har været det i mere end 2 
år med et fast indslag om ugen. Udover det medvirker jeg jævnligt i artikler, jeg har f.eks. udtalt 
mig til Ritzau om Trumps brug af Twitter i forbindelse med det amerikanske valg. 
 
 
3. Hvor længe har du arbejdet med sociale medier? 
Jeg har været ansvarlig her i et halvt år for vores sociale medier aktiviteter og så har jeg været 2,5 år 
hos Geelmuyden Kiese, et konkurrerende bureau som social medie rådgiver. Og så har jeg været 
hos Dansk Journalistforbund som kommunikationsjunior hvor jeg også arbejdede med sociale 
medier, så det var der det ligesom startede. Så jeg har arbejdet med det et par år i hvert fald. Og så 
er jeg uddannet Cand. Mag. i retorik. 
 
4. Hvordan vil du definere begrebet ”sociale medier” 
Sociale medier er jo platforme på nettet, som på en eller anden måde giver brugere mulighed for at 
linke op med hinanden. De giver os mulighed for at konversere, dele indhold, information eller have 
en tilknytning på baggrund af interesser. Enten en interesse eller familiære- eller venskabsbånd, 
eller en niche-ting. Det kan også være vores arbejde. Altså noget der ligger i vores adfærd eller i 
vores tilknytning generelt. 
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5. Ville du sige at et kommentarspor på BT’s hjemmeside er et socialt medie f.eks.? 
Jeg ville ikke sige at det er et medie, men det har jo en social funktion, fordi vi reagerer på noget 
fælles, f.eks. en nyhed, det er det jo tit i den her forbindelse. Vi reagerer på andres reaktioner, og 
forholder os til hvad andres meninger er, og ytrer os selv. Så det fungerer jo i en social kontekst, på 
nettet, og nogle gange også på en social platform, hvis det f.eks. er på nyhedsmediets Facebook 
side, men selve kommentarsporet er jo ikke et socialt medie i sig selv, vil jeg sige. 
 
6. Bruger du selv de sociale medier, og hvis ja, hvilke og hvordan? 
Ja det gør jeg i kraft af min ekspertrolle i Go’ Morgen Danmark skal holde mig orienteret om nye 
sociale netværk der opstår via apps eller tendenser indenfor vores brug af de sociale medier, adfærd 
på de sociale medier og de historier vi deler. Så ja, jeg bruger nærmest alt hvad der kan kravle og gå 
indenfor sociale medier. Jeg orienterer mig i hvert fald om hvad der eksisterer, og så bruger jeg de 
forskellige platforme i større eller mindre grad. Jeg bruger meget Facebook, Instagram, Twitter og 
Snapchat. Og det er både privat og professionelt jeg bruger dem. 
 
Det leder os hen til brugen af de sociale medier. 
 
7. Hvad oplever du oftest at folk bruger de sociale medier til? 
Det er et meget bredt spørgsmål, specielt hvis man skærer alle sociale medier over én kam. Jeg 
oplever meget at brugerne efterhånden er blevet bedre til at navigere i landskabet, på de sociale 
platforme. Og netop bruge hver platform til sin tid, og til sit emne. 
Så man kan næsten ikke sige noget generelt om hvad sociale medier bliver brugt til, fordi at den 
almindelige dansker vil bruge sociale medier til at orientere sig i, og til at dele personlige historier. 
Men det afhænger igen lidt af hvilken social platform vi har med at gøre, og hvilken person man 
tager udgangspunkt i. Hvis det er lidt bredt, hr. og fru Danmark, så er min erfaring at den 
gennemsnitlige dansker bruger sociale medier til at orientere sig om nyheder, orientere sig om 
familie og venner, opdatere store livsbegivenheder eller bare hverdagssituationer som er lidt 
hyggelige eller sjove. 
 
8. Har brugen af de sociale medier ændret sig inden for de sidste 10 år? Hvis ja, kan du 

forklare hvordan? Gerne hvis du kan se i forhold også til unge mennesker i alderen 18-35 
år. 

Ja det har det, generelt set er både unge og ældre lidt famlende på de sociale medier, i forhold til 
hvordan vi egentlig skal agere og navigere, fordi vi nogle gange glemmer at det er en forholdsvis ny 
teknologi, vi har skulle adapte og tilpasse os den her teknologi meget hurtigt, fordi at udviklingen 
går så hurtigt. Derfor er der stadig en masse børnesygdomme i vores adfærd – der har bl.a. været 
meget snak om tonen, som jo også er noget der særligt går de unge på, og som berører de unge 
meget. Så har der været det med deling af nøgenbilleder som også er en dagsorden der berører de 
unge meget. Og det er bare et symptom på at vi er stadig nogle teenagere, der ikke rigtig ved 
hvordan vi skal bruge de her sociale platforme ordentligt endnu. Vi har ikke rigtig fundet ud af at 
der sidder mennesker på den anden side af computeren. 
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Men i forhold til de unges adfærd, der ser vi mere specifikt at de unge bliver mindre og mindre 
offentligt aktive. Man har fået en større bevidsthed om at ”det jeg liker, det jeg kommenterer på min 
venindes væg, det kan min mor faktisk se”. Vi har fået større bevidsthed omkring at vi efterlader de 
her digitale fodspor, og vi har fået større bevidsthed om at vores kommende arbejdsgivere kan se og 
lure efter i gamle fotoalbums, hvad vi egentlig lige har lavet på Rhodos i 2006. De unge er generelt 
meget bevidste om sikkerhed på nettet. 
Så fra at vi har delt hvad som helst, er vi nu meget selektive i hvad vi deler, og på hvilke platforme. 
De unge bevæger sig mere i retningen af ”dark social profiler”, af f.eks. snapchat, hvor man har 
samtaler én til én, eller i grupper. Simpelthen for at holde det ude af det offentlige kredsløb, og for 
at sikre at ens samtaler går til de rigtige mennesker, og ikke nødvendigvis kan trackes ned af f.eks. 
Facebook og de større platforme. 
 
9. Og hvad med brugen af de sociale medier i forhold til virksomheder og offentlige personer? 

Hvordan har den ændret sig? 
De har taget det til sig, det her med at de har fået meget magt på platforme i form af at de har deres 
eget talerør her, som gør at de på nogle områder kan gå udenom sådan en institution som pressen. 
Dermed kan de lancere deres egne store nyheder, uden at de nødvendigvis er afhængige af at få en 
forside i BT. Den her magtfaktor har spillet ind på virksomheder og offentlige personer, har gjort at 
man kan bruge de sociale medier som positionerings værktøj og som et dagsordensættende værktøj. 
Det er meget populært blandt firmaer og offentlige personer. Det har så nogle gange givet noget 
bagslag at være så åben, konfronterende og direkte nyhedskanal-agtige, fordi vi har set de her 
såkaldte shitstorms og det seneste ret store tilfælde var jo den her mediestorm på alle typer 
virksomheders Facebook sider omkring Den Korte Avis og omkring annonceringer her. Og det er et 
godt eksempel på hvordan bruger-magten har fået mere og mere indflydelse på hvordan offentlige 
personer og virksomheder agerer. Man er hele tiden nødt til at forholde sig til mange flere elementer 
af ens kommunikation, mange flere elementer af ens ageren i det hele taget, f.eks. politisk ageren, 
fordi man hele tiden er i offentlighedens skue. Og fordi man jo også med de sociale medier har gjort 
sig selv til skydeskive, med al den information man deler, jamen så gør man sig jo også åben for at 
blive ramt af kritik og modspil. 
 
10. Har du oplevet at folk kommunikerer anderledes på de sociale medier – uddyb gerne, i 

forhold til tidligere spørgsmål? F.eks. i forhold krisekommunikation. 
Jeg har oplevet et stigende ønske om at være bedre forberedt og et stigende ønske om at forholde 
sig til alle de scenarier man kan komme ud for, når man kommunikerer på de sociale medier, og har 
med kunder at gøre f.eks. Så der er enorm stor opmærksomhed på det her med; ”hvad hvis nu vi får 
kritik”, og nogle gange også en usund opmærksomhed, da det kan risikere at holde virksomheder og 
offentlige personer tilbage fordi man er bange for at gå for langt, eller man er bange for at være for 
provokerende. Man har ligesom fået det her skræmmebillede af shitstorms, alt det de kan gøre for 
virksomheder og al den opmærksomhed shitstorms har fået over de sidste, ja bare de sidste 3 år. Det 
har gjort at nogle er blevet helt sluttet om sig selv og kun bruge de sociale medier som en doublet, 
hvor de bare copy/paster fra deres hjemmeside, hvorimod andre simpelthen bare har rustet sig 
bedre, fordi man ved at det er vilkårene i dag og så simpelthen laver de her forberedende planer 
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med Q&A’s, frequently asked questions, og gør mere ud af deres kundeservice og forholder sig til 
monitering af kunder og alle de her ting vi anbefaler som professionelt kommunikationsbureau. Så 
der er to veje det har fulgt. 
 
Vi kigger på hvordan firmaer og offentlige personer bruger de sociale medier til at kommunikere 
fra. 
 
11. Hvad er fordelen ved at bruge de sociale medier som kommunikationsplatform, som firma 

og offentlig person? 
Der er enormt mange fordele. Den største fordel er at du kan kommunikere åbent og personligt om 
dig selv og gennemsigtigt. Du får mulighed for at vise dig selv på en måde som du ellers ikke ville 
kunne, eller en måde som måske ellers ville have været redigeret fra i en presseomtale eller have 
været for personligt i et opslag på hjemmesiden f.eks. Så du har en mulighed for at kommunikere 
meget åbent og gennemsigtigt, og du har en mulighed for at styre din egen kommunikation på en 
anden måde, end du ville kunne hvis du var afhængig af andre platforme. 
  
12. Så det er en god måde at styre kommunikationen der kommer ud? 
Ja, altså du er ikke afhængig på samme måde, af at blive redigeret af en avis. Politikerne er et godt 
eksempel. De har deres egen platforme og megafoner til at råbe vælgerne op med, og egentlig 
kommunikere på enkeltsagsniveau, og kommunikere ud om en konkret sag. Og det samme kan 
virksomheder også gøre. 
Det er et enormt godt branding og positioneringsværktøj, til at nå éns slutbrugere, kunder eller 
vælgere, hvor du ikke nødvendigvis skal igennem et annonceringsværktøj på Politiken, eller alle 
mulige andre reklamer funktioner, hvor du ikke engang er sikker på at nå dine slutbrugere. 
 
I vores opgave vil vi også kigge på præsidentkandidaternes brug af de sociale medier under det 
amerikanske valg. 
 
13. Har du fulgt med i det amerikanske valg på de sociale medier? 
Ja det har jeg. 
 
14. Fulgte du også med på de sociale medier ved sidste valg, i 2012? 
Ja det gjorde jeg. 
 
15. Hvordan synes du har dette valg været anderledes fra tidligere valg på de sociale medier? 
Det er jo en tendens der har været optrappende over flere valg. Der har måske ikke været mange 
store forskelle, men en ting der har været skelsættende har været personfokuseret i amerikansk 
politik som er enormt stærkt i forhold til i Danmark. Vi bevæger os også hen mod et stærkere 
personfokus, med face-off, TV dueller, med formandskandidaterne, men det er jo noget der i 
ekstrem grad bliver dyrket i USA, og måske i endnu mere ekstrem grad i år, i forhold til i 2012. 
Specifikt i forhold til sociale medier, så vi jo hvordan Hillary og Trump sad 1 til 1 og brugte de 
sociale medier på en meget personlig måde. Og hvis man skal sammenligne det og sætte kontraster 
til valget i 2012, jamen så havde vi jo hele det her meget store kampagne set-up fra Obamas side, 
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som havde rigtig mange digitale løsninger, intelligente digitale løsninger, hvor man kunne stemme 
dørklokker, og kunne se hvor man skulle hen og have fat i en demokrat, hvordan kan jeg personlig 
henvende mig som demokrat til en anden demokrat og så videre og så videre. Der var et ekstremt 
komplekst digitalt setup omkring ham (Obama). Det kopierede Hillary egentlig ret meget i 2016 
kampagnen og kørte det her kampagne spor, med ”jeg vælger hende” og du fik mulighed for at lave 
dit profilbillede om på Facebook, for at vise at du støttede hende – alt sammen noget man også 
havde set i forbindelse med Obama kampagnen. Men Trump valgte en anden taktik og det betød 
også at Hillary blev nødt til at løbe efter den måde at gøre det på, fordi han tiltrak sig så meget 
opmærksomhed. Det er måske også overdrevet sagt at Trump valgte en anden taktik, da det nogle 
gange kunne virke som om at der ikke var nogen taktik. Nogle gange kunne det virke som om det 
var en mavefornemmelse. ”Jeg har lige lyst til at sige noget, så derfor outburster jeg lige det her”. 
Det var fra hans side en valgkamp på Twitter især, som var fuld af følelser, reaktioner, grovheder og 
impulsivitet som Hillary blev nødt til at lege med på, fordi han tiltrak så meget opmærksomhed. Så 
det blev til dels mere hård kommunikation kandidaterne imellem end vi har set nogensinde før. Og 
dels meget, meget personligt, fordi det blev de her one-liners i Tweets som satte dagsordenen. Og 
det her med de falske nyheder fyldte også utrolig meget, som jo også var affødt af al den følelses 
nære kommunikation der kom fra Trump, og alle de statements han fyrede af uden at have belæg for 
det. Det er meget lidt statsmands agtigt og noget vi ikke har været vant til før. Det har været den 
helt markante forskel på det amerikanske valg i 2016, i forhold til det i 2012. Hillary prøvede at 
tage det etablerede og civiliserede - nogen ville sige elitære - kampagne setup med sig videre til 
2016 men blev overrumplet af impulsivitet, det nære, overskrifter og one-liners Twitter-brug som 
Trump havde. Han har i hvert fald formået at udnytte det som de sociale medier giver mulighed for, 
han har formået at udnytte den taleposition som de sociale medier kan skabe. Han har kunnet 
etablere sin egen platform og være uafhængige af hvad pressen skrev om ham. For de var nødt til at 
skrive om ham, lige så snart han fik mere opmærksomhed, og lige så snart han blev en seriøs 
kandidat til embede som præsident, så løb de efter hans udtalelser. I princippet kunne han jo bare 
have ladet være med at udtale sig overhovedet, og bare bruge sin Twitter-account som det eneste 
go-to sted for medierne, og så måtte medierne jo hente citaterne her. På den måde har han jo 
formået at udnyttet teknologien og de sociale medier fuldstændig. Han har i princippet været i stand 
til at køre sin kampagne fuldstændig uafhængig af medierne, og det har han også selv udtalt, at det 
har været hans tanke-net. 
 
16. Så hvad får de ud af at bruge de sociale medier? 
Trump har et meget berømt citat hvor han siger noget i stil med; ”jeg har så mange følgere at jeg 
ikke behøver flere vælgere”. Han var virkelig arrogant omkring det, men manden havde jo ret. De 
får det ud af det, at de kan nå ud til slutvælgeren, de kan tale direkte til dem der skal ud og stemme 
på dem i stedet for at tale igennem medierne, som vil faktatjekke, som måske vil redigere dine 
citater, eller sætte dem ind i en kontekst som du måske ikke har brug for. Igennem de sociale medier 
kan de råt for usødet, ufiltreret kommunikere til dem som de skal flytte og bevæge, de skal have 
dem ned i stemmeboksen. Hvorfor have den ekstra barriere som er medierne, hvis man kan komme 
udenom? 
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17. Vi fokuserer som sagt på unge mellem 18-35 i vores opgave. Tror du at kulturen i denne 
målgruppe har nogen påvirkning på hvilke kommunikationsstrategier de to 
præsidentkandidater har brugt? 

Jeg tror man har forholdt sig til det, efterhånden er det der vi alle sammen er. Man har brugt de 
sociale medier på en måde som falder ind i den adfærd som især den yngre gruppe kan nikke 
genkendende til. Men det amerikanske brug af Twitter er også markant anderledes end det danske, 
der er markant flere brugere. Man kan måske i virkeligheden sammenligne de unge amerikaneres 
brug af Twitter, med vores brug af Facebook. Meget den her impulsive, ”jeg fortæller hvad jeg har 
på hjertet lige nu”. Det er lige netop det Trump taler ind i, det her med; ”jeg fortæller lige hvad jeg 
føler, jeg fortæller lige hvordan jeg har det lige nu”, det er ufiltreret og det er råt, men take it or 
leave it. Og det er en måde at adoptere kulturen og arbejde på en platforms præmisser og på at være 
på linje med de unge, og bruger Facebook og Twitter på den måde man ellers ser platformene bliver 
brugt på af de unge. 
 
18. Hvordan vil du beskrive Hillary Clintons brug af de sociale medier under valgkampen? 
Hillarys brug var meget strategisk, meget klassisk kampagne set-up, og det gav mulighed for at 
skifte profilbillede på Facebook, dele citater. Man har det her meget strømlinet setup hvor man kan 
invitere brugerne med til at dele kampagner elementer. Det framede hende selvfølgelig som den 
sikre kandidat med en masse klassiske demokratiske holdninger, som brugeren så kan vælge at sige 
ja eller nej til. Hun prøvede meget at holde den sobre tone, i hvert fald i starten af valgkampen. Vi 
havde tv-duellerne som blev lidt mere grumme. Her ændrede kampagne-taktikken sig lidt fra at 
være et meget ordentligt set-up, til at blive reaktioner på det Trump sagde. Man løb hele tiden efter 
det som Trump fik sat som dagsorden, men havde egentlig også succes med det, med at tage hans 
fejltrin og spinne mini kampagner op på det. F.eks. det her citat med ”nasty woman”, og lave 
modkampagner på det. Og sørge for at interessegrupper fik spundet de her ting helt op på 
internettet. Det blev næsten kult at være en nasty woman. På den måde har man succes med at gribe 
nogle af de ”fejltrin” Trump har lavet, og så frame Hillary positivt. Man havde jo lidt det problem, 
at man kunne ikke rigtig få folk til at vælge Hillary til, men man kunne i det mindste vælge Trump 
fra. Og det var det de begyndte at indse - hun var ikke nogen særlig populær kandidat, men ”vi kan i 
det mindste appellere til at folk skal fravælge Trump”, hvilket er lig med en stemme på hende. 
 
19. Hvordan vil du beskrive Donald Trumps brug af de sociale medier under valgkampen? 
Trump har jeg måske allerede beskrevet, men det var meget impulsivt, meget drevet af følelser, en 
kommunikation som var bramfri, og som ikke skelede til fakta, eller det ”rigtige” at sige. Det var 
retorisk ekstremt uredelig, men jo hensigtsmæssig i sin kommunikation, hvis det handler om at 
vinde et valg ubetinget af hvad midlet er. Så det var mål-fokuseret, ikke middel-fokuseret. Og der 
kan man måske sige med Hillarys at det var meget den rigtige måde i starten, både mål-fokuseret 
men også meget fokuseret på fakta, på den civiliserede måde. Men der vandt følelserne for 
følelsernes skyld over mangel på bedre. Trump har jo næsten opildnet de kriser, det har næsten 
virket som om at Trumps ageren har været strategisk bevidst, at han skabte en krisesituation for sig 
selv, med det fokus at tænke at ”hvis målet er at jeg kommer ud med det her, med de ting jeg gerne 
vil have sagt, så f*ck hvordan reaktionerne er”, hvor fokuseret er på målet og ikke på midlet. Hans 
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mål har 1:1 været at blive præsident, og at komme ud med de informationer, og postulater han gerne 
ville ud med. Hillary var mere pæn og holden, men hendes firkantede facon fik det måske også til at 
virke som om at der var ugler i mosen. Men i forhold til krisekommunikation har de jo i Hillarys 
lejr brugt enormt meget tid på at gendrive argumenter imod, og forholde sig til krisen med mail-
skandalen f.eks., prøvet på at lukke den ned, hvor Trump har haft den modsatte taktik. Han har jo 
næsten skabt sine egne kriser, og har fået noget ud af at de blev større og større. Jo flere kriser jo 
bedre – sådan virkede det jo nærmest. 
Hvor, udefra set, virkede det som om man bruge meget energi i Hillarys kampagne team på at lukke 
de her personlige kriser ned. 
 
20. Ville du sige at firmaer eller offentlige personer der er i kriser eller shitstorms på nettet, 

vælger at bruge de sociale medier som kommunikationsværktøj, fordi de her kan tale frit 
og uden pressens indblanding? 

Jeg tror det er meget forskelligt fra brand til brand og fra personlighed til personlighed. Bare det at 
tage fat i Hillary og Trump viser to vidt forskellige måder at bruge de sociale medier på. Men der er 
flere og flere der netop bruger det til personlig branding, og til at tilkendegive en personlig mening 
og så kan det godt være at mit bagland vender sig i graven, men hul i det. Det er jo også noget man 
ser inden for dansk politik. Vi ser enkeltsagsdagsordener, så længe man kan komme ud og pege på 
én indvandrer der har gjort det forkert, som kan give sådan en del for helheden kommunikation, ”så 
skal de også bare alle sammen... et eller andet”. Jo mere kontroversielt og grænsesøgende man kan 
kommunikere, jo mere succes får man. Jo mere konfliktpræget man kan kommunikere, jo mere 
opmærksomhed får man. Det er derfor vi i øjeblikket ser at ydre partierne har en stor succes på de 
sociale medier. Dem i midterpartierne der måske normalt føler sig for gode eller for kontrolleret, for 
at blive i den terminologi vi har brugt, til at kommunikere på den her måde, de vil vinde ind på ved 
måske at vise personlighed, fx Mette Frederiksen der deler en personlig beretning om et hospital 
hun har været ude og besøge, eller Margrete Vestager Instagram’er sin bolledej. Det er så den måde 
man har fundet frem til at vise noget andet. Det er ligesom de to ting som præger; konflikt og 
personlighed. 
 
21. Du har selv været inde på at I har pakkeløsninger til firmaer. Hvor meget fylder 

krisekommunikation i jeres arbejde? 
Det fylder rigtig meget! I hvert fald når vi har med de sociale medier og PR at gøre. Når man går ud 
med en nyhed, så er 80% af arbejdet om hvordan man kommer ud med den her nyhed, og 20% af 
arbejdet er ”hvad hvis folk ikke kan lide nyheden?”. Så vi har en back-up plan for alle ting, nærmest 
uanset hvor positiv nyheden er. Der er måske endda kun 3% der ikke kan lide nyheden, men de 3% 
kommer til at fylde 20% af opgaven, hvilket er meget opmærksomhed at give, men man ved også at 
man er en åben skydeskive på de sociale medier. Men man er måske også blevet en lille smule for 
bange for de der kritikere. Der er meget på spil, selvfølgelig er der det, men man bør bare også 
forholde sig realistisk til hvor tit sådan noget sker. Jeg går altid ind for at man forbereder sig 
ordentligt, og at man forholder sig til hvad man skal gøre hvis nu en krise opstår, men man skal 
også være realistisk. Hellere være tydelig i sin kommunikation, turde noget og komme ud med det 
man har på hjertet, end at være for formel og kontrolleret, for så laver man en Hillary kampagne – 
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groft sagt. Så bliver man ligegyldig. Og det værste er at være ligegyldig! Så må du næsten hellere 
mene noget vildt. Det med at kunne mærke folk i deres kommunikation er vigtigt, og det gør også at 
folk er nemmere at tilgive, hvis man kan mærke at det kom fra hjertet og fra et menneske, eller fra 
en enhed af mennesker. Så vil man ikke være lige så hård, som man måske ville hvis man kunne 
mærke at det bare er en maskine eller et logo der sidder og taler. 
Men helt generelt set, og det sagde jeg vist også tidligere, så er de sociale medier så nye, og vi er 
stadig børn i den forstand. Vi skal lige indse at det er mennesker der sidder i den anden ende. Du 
ville jo aldrig tale sådan, så groft, til en person du sad og havde en face-to-face dialog med. Jeg 
synes at de sociale medier er et eksempel på at, det ikke er teknologiens skyld at vi taler så grimt til 
hinanden, men teknologien viser os at vi er mange meget, meget forskellige mennesker i verden. 
Trump ville tale til os face-to-face som han gør på Twitter. Vi er meget forskellige mennesker. Og 
problemet er at dem vi ser i vores dagligdag, dem vi taler med face-to-face er meget ligesindede 
mennesker. Vi skaber derfor en lille filterboble for os selv. Vi omgås med folk inden for den samme 
branche, vi omgås med folk som vi deler vores politiske holdninger med, som taler på en ordentlig 
og respektfuld måde til hinanden. Men vi forholder os ikke til at folk fra f.eks. Rødovre – og det kan 
jeg sige fordi jeg selv kommer derfra – taler på en helt anden måde. De siger sgu og fuck til 
hinanden. Mine forældre taler helt anderledes rundt om spisebordet derhjemme end man ville gøre 
her på kontoret til frokost. Og det er hvad de sociale medier gør – de giver os det hele oppe i fjæset. 
Og så siger folk at det er fordi der er en computer og et medie der skaber en afstand, som gør at vi 
taler mere bramfrit. Nej, det er fordi vi taler på forskellige måder alt efter hvor vi kommer fra og 
hvad vores opvækst er, og det er måske i virkeligheden meget sundt for os elitære mennesker, som 
normalt har medietid og som kan skrive en klumme og komme i Politiken, at vi forholder os til at 
der også er nogle andre i det her samfund som også har en stemme. Og det er jo den stemme som 
Trump repræsenterer, og som han har kunnet forene og samle. 
 
22. Så du tror ikke at det at man sidder bag en skærm og snakker igennem et socialt medie, 

har en indflydelse på hvor ligefrem man er i sin kommunikation? 
Jo det har da også klart en effekt, men jeg tror at det er forfejlet at se det på den måde. Jeg tror at det 
er forfejlet at give teknologien skylden, og sige at teknologien gør at vi har en fysisk afstand til 
hinanden, og derfor er vi mere tilbøjelige til at tale grimt. Det tror jeg bare ikke er svaret alene. Jeg 
tror at svaret er at vi taler på forskellige måder til hinanden, og nu har bøllerne, som vi normalt kan 
dysse ned, som ikke bliver talspersoner i News eller i TV, de har nu deres eget medie, og nu får de 
også lov til at få plads, og det er vi ikke vant til. Vi er ikke vant til at se den slags udtalelser, og 
derfor tænker vi at de sociale medier er noget fra helvede, men det er jo bare sådan vi taler til 
hinanden, hvis du bare lige bevæger dig udenfor din egen lille cirkel. 
Og i forhold til præsidentkampagnen er det også et godt eksempel, fordi vi troede ikke – os der 
normalt taler kontrolleret, den elitære gruppe af mennesker, social klasse 1 – vi troede ikke at man 
kunne forene, eller at der ville være så mange stemmer på en mand som tydeligvis ikke agerer efter 
normen. Men problemet er jo bare at vi kun ser dem omkring os, og vi kun forholder os til dem som 
har medietid, som mener det samme som os. Vi forstår ikke at der er mange andre end os, der ikke 
har en stemme i den offentlige debat, som går ned og stemmer på Trump, fordi han taler deres sag 
og han taler deres sprog. Og her ser vi den type som stemmer på ham. Men vi glemmer at de 
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eksisterer, og det eneste sted hvor den type har taletid, det er på de sociale medier. Derfor er eliten 
jo sådan ”ej de sociale medier er sådan et sted for den bramfri tale” og vi har været nødt til at 
forholde os til det med de sociale mediers indtog, at der er forskellige typer samtaler og de lever på 
lige fod og på lige vis her. Og det er bare svært at indse, men den præsidentkampagne vi lige har 
været vidner til viser det jo ret tydeligt. Ham her lower class, white guy, hans stemme tæller lige så 
meget som min.  
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Appendix 3 

Interview with Lasse Peter Laursen 
External consultant at DFDS and managing partner at Konsulenthuset QED 
 
Først og fremmest vil vi gerne høre lidt om dig. 
 
1. Hvad laver du til daglig? 
Jeg er ekstern konsulent for DFDS, som betyder at jeg arbejder her, men også i andre danske 
virksomheder og så jeg har et lille konsulenthus der primært laver kvantitativ analyse dvs. Analyse 
af regnskaber, finansielle stillinger osv. Men også krisekommunikation og PR, det er meget kort 
fortalt. Og så underviser jeg på CBS i risiko og krisekommunikation. 
 
2. Kan du uddybe lidt på dine arbejdsopgaver vedr. Krisekommunikation? 
Jobbet består groft sagt af to ting: At få stoppet et igangværende angreb og at sørge for at 
virksomheden ikke kommer i krise igen, ved etablere forebyggende tiltag og løbende forberede sig 
på, at kriser kan forekomme.  
Mht. At få stoppet et igangværende angreb, går det ud på at finde ud, hvad der er sket, lave en 
kommunikationsstrategi og gå "i marken" med den - altså tale med journalister, stakeholders etc. 
Det kan være en virksomhed, der er havnet i Operation X, og hvor målet er at "komme igennem". 
Det betyder at stille op til interview og gøre det så godt som muligt, selvom det selvsagt allerede er 
ufedt at være havnet i programmet. Mht. At sørge for at det sker igen, så handler det om løbende 
træning af personale f.eks. fra en af verdens største kemi-virksomheder, der blandt andet laver 
sæber - vi tester personalets evner til at håndtere en gift krise, hvor nogle kunder er blevet syge af at 
vaske sig med deres sæbe. Vi simulerer krisen, driller dem og giver input til, hvad de kan gøre 
bedre ift. til f.eks. at finde informationen hurtigere, agere bedre overfor journalister etc. 
Af princip udtaler jeg/vi os aldrig om kundeforhold. Og med krisekommunikation er det nærmest 
endnu mere lukket, da kunderne meget specifikt ønsker kriserne løst i diskretion. Kriser er ofte 
stærkt "personlige" for de involverede. 
 
3. Hvor længe har du arbejdet med krisekommunikation? 
Det har jeg nok gjort I 7 år ca. 
 
4. Bruger du sociale medier? Hvis ja, hvordan? Og her snakker vi både privat/professionelt. 
Jeg bruger sociale medier, ikke sådan til at kaste noget ud I æteren, men sådan at holde øje med 
hvad der foregår, jeg er på Facebook, og er lige kommet på Snapchat, jeg synes jeg bruger sociale 
medier og jeg ved da hvad Instagram er og sådan nogle forskellige ting. 
 
5. Men bruger du det i dit arbejde? 
Hmm nej, det vil jeg ikke sige. Min Facebook profil forsøger jeg at holde til kollegaer og især 
tidligere kollegaer og jeg har faktisk stort set ikke noget fra mit privatliv på Facebook så det er mest 
for at følge med i debatter og hvad der nu ellers foregår så jeg vil egentlig sige at jeg bruger min 
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Facebook meget arbejdsmæssigt hvis der er en krisesag eller lign., så orienterer jeg mig i mit 
netværk, dem jeg er venner med på Facebook for at se, jamen hvad er deres holdninger, hvad er de 
ude med og det tæller blandt andet forskellige politiske kommentatorer, som nogle gange i politiske 
krisesager kan have noget begavet at sige. Så ja, bestemt, jeg bruger sociale medier, men som 
bruger, i mangel af bedre ord ”voyeur”, men skriver ikke ud, jeg kunne ikke finde på at skrive 
”hvad tænker I om denne sag?” eller ”hvad synes I?”, jeg ved egentlig ikke hvorfor, det burde jeg 
nok gøre, men jeg er sådan lidt for gammel til det, det virker sådan lidt, den der selvpromovering 
som er helt naturlig for den yngre generation, det er jeg nok en postgang for gammel til på en eller 
anden måde, at involvere folk, selvom jeg sagtens kan se den store værdi der er i det. 
 
6. Og hvor gammel er du så? 
Jeg er 34 år. 
 
Og nu til dit ”speciale” – Nemlig krisekommunikation, som vi kommer meget ind på. 
 
7. Hvad er definitionen på en krise? 
Jamen en traditionel krise eller omdømme krise eller kommunikationskrise, der er der et unormalt 
højt negativt fokus på organisationen i en kort periode, som sætter organisationen på den anden 
ende, der lige pludseligt rammer. Det er sådan den mest klassiske definition og så man kan gå lidt 
dybere til værks og sige jamen hvad er årsagen til det og det er typisk når stakeholdere siger til dig 
at nu er der krise, og så er der krise. Men grundlæggende er det, at der er den her unormale høje 
fokus der sætter organisationen på den anden ende i en kortere periode. Men man kan f.eks. ikke 
tale om en krise for DSB for det har de været i de sidste 20 år, det er ikke en traditionel krise, men 
mere et PR problem eller et grundlæggende kommunikationsproblem, hvor man også kan låne fra 
krise litteraturen, men krisekommunikation handler om at slå det her angreb ned. 
 
8. Så det er her og nu? 
Ja det er en kortere periode, altså en krise kan godt vare et halvt år eller et år måske, men det er et 
unormalt høj fokus der lige pludseligt rammer organisationen. Og det er det jeg siger, nogle 
organisationer som DSB de har jo så mange kriser at de har til dagligt et unormalt høj fokus og der 
ville jeg ikke kalde det en krise i traditionel forstand. 
 
9. Hvad er krisekommunikation, og hvornår er der brug for det? 
Øhm, jamen hvad er krisekommunikation, altså det er jo… 

  
10. Hvordan bruges det, hvad er formålet? 
Jo men altså, du kan sige at krisekommunikation har det formål at nedbringe det angreb der nu er på 
organisationen og for at komme bedst muligt ud af krisen. Den krise der er, skal helst slås ned for at 
organisationen kan komme ud med skindet på næsen bagefter. Så det er helt klart at afmontere det 
der angreb og at prøve at bevare så meget af den gode del af omdømme som muligt, at komme 
helskindet igennem. 
 
11. Hvornår er der brug for det? 
Det er når der er krise, kan man sige. 
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12. Og så skal der bare komme noget krisekommunikation eller? 
Det er svært, for det sådan lidt at krisekommunikation kan også være ”ingen kommentarer”, det kan 
jo også være at vælge ikke at gøre noget eller ikke at sige noget, det kan jo også være en måde at 
håndtere en krise på. Jeg vil mere sige at krisekommunikation er den der bevidsthed om at her er 
der en krise som du gør et eller andet ved. Og så kan du godt være bevidst om at du ikke gør noget 
ved det, og det kan som sådan godt være krisekommunikation, men selvfølgelig følger 
krisekommunikationen nogle lærebog regler for hvad skal man gøre, hvornår og hvad er mest 
fordelagtigt osv. Det er den strategiske brug der er interessant, og det kan godt nogle gange være 
”ingen kommentarer” eller noget af det man læser i lærebøgerne er forbudt at gøre, det kan også 
være god krisekommunikation for nogle gange er krisen så farlig, at man vælger ikke at sige noget 
på nuværende tidspunkt, at man ikke tør sige noget, når man ikke kan bruge lærebøgerne. 
 
13. Er der forskel på krisekommunikation på de sociale medier og i f.eks. nyhedsmedier/skrevne 
medier? 
Ja der er en forskel, jeg vil sige, i det fag jeg underviser i, der er der små payoffs i slutningen af 
undervisningen og den skulle gerne være at vi ligesom starter med at sige ”de sociale medier er 
enden på alt” og så slutter vi med at sige ”det ligner egentlig meget den måde som traditionelle 
medier opererer på”, det skulle man som studerende i hvert fald gerne have fanget. Og den holdning 
har jeg selvfølgelig fordi at der er en forskel på traditionelle medier og sociale medier, men krise 
logikken er egentlig nogenlunde den samme, folk bliver sure over de samme ting, men selvfølgelig 
kan flere komme til orde osv. og det stiller nogle flere operationelle og tekniske krav til håndtere 
krisen på nogle andre medier hvor der er nogle andre logikker. Men den alvorlige krise, den er ens I 
den skrevne presse og de traditionelle medier og på de sociale medier. Men de sociale medier kan 
noget som pressen ikke kan, nemlig at piske en stemning op. Det kan både de traditionelle medier 
og pressen også, men de er jo underkastet nogle journalistiske kriterier osv. Da man i gamle dage 
fik en artikel i Ekstra Bladet, jamen så var der krise, så havde man altså et problem, men hvis der er 
en hel masse der er sure på dig og råber og skriger af dig på Facebook så er det ikke sikkert at den 
har den samme effekt og det er så det man kalder para-krise, så det er lidt noget andet at håndtere 
krisen på de sociale medier nogle gange, fordi krisen måske ikke nødvendigvis er en krise og derfor 
ved man ikke nødvendigvis om den spørger efter krisekommunikation. I de traditionelle medier er 
der et helt klart framework for hvad vi skal gøre, på de sociale medier kan vi ofte godt bruge 
frameworket, men der er også nogle gange hvor vi tænker ”skal det overhovedet i spil?” for vi ved 
egentlig ikke hvad det betyder. Så er der selvfølgelig den store akademiske diskussion, hvordan 
påvirker de sociale medier de traditionelle medier og kan para-krisen også flytte ind i de 
traditionelle medier osv. Men grundlæggende er der den forskel. 
 
14. Hvorfor er det vigtigt som firma eller offentlig person at benytte sig af krisekommunikation på de 
sociale medier? 
Det er et meget kontekstafhængigt spørgsmål, for nogle er det jo mere vigtigt end andre; har du hård 
konkurrence, er du meget afhængig af dit omdømme i forhold til at folk køber dit produkt, jamen så 
kan det betyde enden på din forretning hvis ikke du håndterer den her krise, men har du monopol, er 
du den eneste der kan det du kan jamen så betyder det ikke så meget, så handler folk stadig hos dig 
selvom du har ridser i lakken, men jeg vil da sige at makro tendenserne er at der er mere 
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konkurrence, man handler globalt, virksomheder deltager på internationale markeder, jamen så 
kommer alt sådan noget som kundetilfredshed og kundeservice og CSR, omdømme til at betyde at 
hvis du ikke også har den der dimension om at du skal opføre dig ordentligt, så er det svært at have 
legitimitet til at operere din forretning. Og i dén snak bliver krisekommunikationen og evnen til at 
kunne løse kriser, ekstrem vigtig. Derfor er disciplinen ”on the rise” på tværs af alle brancher. Altså 
DFDS har lige været i news altså hvor man også går i TV og undskylder og der bliver gjort en 
masse ting, altså så alle ved godt at det her er noget møg, hvis man tager sig dårligt ud i pressen og 
medierne og får et dårlig omdømme og derfor er der også så stor fokus på det. 
Vi kommer nemlig i vores opgave til at kigge på hvordan præsidentkandidaterne i det amerikanske 
valg brugte de sociale medier til at kommunikere med vælgerne og vi fokuserer på selve 
valgkampen og ikke efter valget og der ser vi lidt det modsatte af hvad du lige har sagt.  
 
Men vi vil lige høre: 
 
15. Har du fulgt med i det amerikanske valg på de sociale medier? 
Ja bestemt, det kan man slet ikke lade være med. 
 
16. Fulgte du også med på de sociale medier ved sidste valg, i 2012? 
Ja det gjorde jeg også. 
 
17.  Synes du at kommunikationen under dette valg været anderledes fra valget i 2012, på de sociale 
medier? 
Ja jeg synes der er nogle forskelle. Jeg synes da at det skred, én ting var jo at valgkampen i 2012 jo 
var pæn i en eller anden udstrækning, Obama blev jo dengang rost for at bruge de sociale medier og 
til at mobilisere vælgere, det så vi jo i endnu højere grad denne gang, men hvor bruddet med 
medierne jo virkelig er sket, fordi Trump jo i særdeleshed har fået den her direkte kanal uden om 
medierne der hedder Twitter og det synes jeg man har set længe siden valget i 2012, at det der filter 
der har været i medierne som skulle mediere politikernes udsagn, der kommunikerer politikere, og 
ikke kun Trump, meget mere direkte i dag via Facebook, altså også Lars Løkke, når han skriver 
noget så er det på Facebook. 
 
18.  Hvorfor tror du at de vælger at bruge de her sociale medier til at kommunikere? 
Jamen du kan kontrollere kommunikationen meget bedre. En journalist er jo et filter, så når han 
interviewer en politiker så skal han jo ligesom overholde nogle journalistiske kriterier og sortere det 
værste reklame snak væk og det behøver man jo ikke på de sociale medier f.eks. Facebook og så er 
det også fordi at der kan komme en dialog og alle mulige ting, det giver en anden tilgængelighed og 
en anden nærhed til borgeren, så det er et meget vigtigt redskab for en politiker i dag, og det er kun 
blevet vigtigere siden 2012. Og så har vi så Trump som på den måde nærmest ønsker at bypasse 
medierne og har nærmest vundet sit præsidentvalg på sin Twitter, og det er meget, det er groft sagt, 
men det har været et stort element at han har kunne kommunikere så direkte som han kunne, på 
tværs af mange de der historier der har kørt om ham, altså at ”det er fake news” og ”ud med CNN”. 
Han har brugt det som et medium der har gjort det muligt for ham at tale meget direkte til nogle 
medier. Der er det spændende, synes jeg da, at det er svært at tale krisekommunikation i politik, 
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selvom det tit er det jeg bliver bedt om at udtale mig om, fordi det adskiller sig lidt fordi de skal 
holde sig relevante. Og det at være i krise som politiker er ikke nødvendigvis en dårlig ting, men det 
er en anden historie. Men det der med at, Trump, har jo sådan set brugt Twitter utroligt meget også 
til at skabe kriser om sig selv men egentlig også til at afmontere de der klassiske mediekriser som 
han faktisk har eller har fået fordi når de så er ude og sige et eller andet, så skriver han selv at det er 
”totalt lies” og ”mega sad” og så skriver han det og så trænger det jo i hvert fald igennem til nogen 
og den måde at kommunikere på ville han have meget svært ved at trænge igennem på, hvis han 
havde stillet op til et interview, hos CNN f.eks., så det synes jeg er et enormt stort brud. 
 
19. Hvis vi så kigger på Hillary Clinton og hendes brug af de sociale medier? 
Det husker jeg dog ikke ligeså tydeligt som Trump, han har jo fyldt utrolig meget, men hun virker 
jo som om hun et eller andet sted havde den der meget traditionelle og 2012-måden at kommunikere 
på som jeg lige så det, med vælger rekruttering og ude og ringe dørklokker. Hun var ikke et stort 
socialt medie geni, Twitter var måske ikke hendes form og ja, man kan vidst ikke sige at hun er for 
gammel, for Trump mener jeg er endnu ældre, men hun er i hvert fald lidt mere traditionel hvor 
Trump virkelig har forstået hvordan Twitter skal bruges, det kan dog diskuteres, men han har i hvert 
fald trængt igennem. 
 
Vi fokuserer i vores opgave på unge amerikanere i alderen 18-35 år fordi det meget er dem der 
bruger de sociale medier. 
 
20. Tror du at kulturen i denne målgruppe i forbindelse med kommunikation på de sociale medier, 
tror du det har haft en påvirkning på de kommunikationsstrategier som præsidentkandidaterne har 
anvendt? 
Ja det tror jeg bestemt, jeg er dog ikke så godt inde i demografien i USA, altså hvor meget de unge 
vælgere specifikt betyder, men der er ingen tvivl om at den generation der skal stemme jo ser det 
som en absolut hygiejnefaktor at éns kandidater kan gebærde sig på de sociale medier, det kommer 
jo til at svare til at kunne tale engelsk eller lign., altså det bliver en ting man bare skal kunne. Men 
hvor stor en faktor det har været i det her valg, det har jeg svært ved at sige. Men personligt, er min 
tanke er at det her valg er ikke afgjort at store sociale mediestrategier som sådan, men mere at der 
var en kandidat der kunne tale ved et folkedyb af nok mere de ældre vælgere, den gale hvide mand 
og det samme gælder i Brexit kan jeg huske, der var nærmest ingen under 25 år der havde stemt. Så 
de sociale medier betyder meget og de her ting, men med politiske valg der bliver man nødt til at 
kigge mere på demografien og den er stadig at der kommer flere ældre i den vestlige verden, også 
her i Danmark, men hvis man vil have fat i de unge så tror jeg at det er en hygiejnefaktor at kunne 
kommunikere på de sociale medier, men ikke til de ældre. 
 
Begge kandidater var involveret i kriser eller shitstorms på de sociale medier. 
 
21. Kan du beskrive Donald Trumps krisekommunikation under hans ”grab them by the p*ssy” 
krise? 
Jamen han kom jo med den her undskyldnings video, som jeg egentlig tror er den eneste han 
nogensinde har været ude med, i nogen forbindelse, der var mange men’er osv., så det var ikke 
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særlig begavet eller dygtig krisekommunikation, men han var da ude med det. Og det kendetegner 
jo også Trump, og det er det jeg mener, krisekommunikation er svært her fordi det jo nærmest er 
hans varemærke at han siger ”I don’t give a shit” han siger det som det er og som det passer ham, at 
han er så ukonventionel som han er. Hvis man skal se på det helt køligt, så har han begået 
fuldkommen vanvittig dårlig krisekommunikation, men pointen er bare at han er anti-tesen på at det 
virker. Faktisk kan det godt virke, hvis man gør det så rendyrket som han gør. Det ville man jo 
aldrig kunne som virksomhed, så ville politikerne lukke dig ned i morgen. Men nu er han verdens 
mest magtfulde mand og var kandidat til at få det embede hvor han faktisk godt kan sige ”I don’t 
give a f*ck” og han prøver i hvert fald stadig at gøre det. Rent teoretisk og praktisk har hans 
krisekommunikation været sindssyg dårlig og horribel, men man kan jo ikke underkende at det der 
har stået fast som en handlingens mand hvor han har kommunikeret at ’nu skal vi videre og vi skal 
ikke gå og dvæle ved det her’, det har fungeret og talt til vælgerne. Men teoretisk er det horribel 
krisekommunikation han har bedrevet. 
 
22. Hvad så med Hillarys krisekommunikation, blandt andet under hendes mail-skandale? 
Hillary har været mere traditionel, men den har ikke været speciel dygtig. Det kan altid være svært 
med krisekommunikation at finde ud af hvad der foregår bag linjerne, men hele hendes håndtering 
at hun ikke har fået FBI sagen til at dø i tide så den faktisk har været helt oppe og drille hende indtil 
et par dage før valget, det har jo været vildt dårlig krisekommunikation. Hun har også prøvet at 
lukke den et par gange, men i min verden tror jeg med ro i sjælen at hun skulle have lukket den lang 
tid før, have været ude og indrømme langt mere end hun gjorde og være mere ærlig omkring hvad 
der var foregået, så hun kunne få en form for renselse op til valget. Hendes skeletter i skabet kom 
for alvor til at fylde noget og fyldte noget i for lang tid. Det vanvittige er jo også at man som Trump 
kunne slå Hillary Clinton, uagtet ville måske ikke have været verdens bedste politiker, men Clinton 
familien havde nogle meget stærke kort og tabte så det hele til ham. Det var blandt andet fordi han 
var ærlig og hun i min verden i hvert fald, blev symbolet på det elitære, på ikke at ville indrømme 
sine fejl og komme og sige at ”Det er rigtigt, vi har lavet fejl, vi skal gøre nogle ting bedre” og 
havde man set det langt tidligere og brugt dygtig krisekommunikation og havde sagt ”jeg bliver 
nødt til at være ærlig, jeg bliver nødt til at komme ud med det her”, så tror jeg simpelthen ikke at 
Trump havde vundet, selvom det er nemt at sidde og sige nu. Og så tror jeg på at mange stemte på 
Trump fordi de hadede Hillary, mere end de egentlig synes at han var fed og kunne lide ham, det 
mener jeg har handlet om at hun ikke slog tingene ned i tide. 
 
23. Så der kan man sige, der har hans krisekommunikation eller generelle kommunikationsstrategier 
virket fra starten af fordi han har kørt meget direkte kommunikation i forhold til Hillary eller? 
Ja det kan man egentlig godt sige, men al kommunikation, ikke kun krisekommunikation handler 
om at være konsistent. Det handler om at sige ”vi er sådan og det står vi på mål for hele vejen”, der 
er sådan lidt DF-agtigt, det kan godt være at I ikke kan lide det, men det er lidt svesken på disken i 
en eller anden udstrækning og der har du det der elitære spor, det er lidt som en ål, de er svære at få 
styr på og hvad siger de, hvad mener de og hvad er interesserne og det skulle Hillary langt tidligere 
have gjort op med. Hun var ikke konsistent over for at være en troværdig politiker. Trump var i 
hvert fald troværdig i den valgkamp, at han så er bimlende vanvittig det er så noget andet, men han 
har været har været rimelig konsistent hele vejen igennem. Det kvitterer man ofte for, også i 
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krisekommunikation. Kan du blive ved at ”vi har gjort det og handlet i overensstemmelse med det 
og vi står på mål for det”, hvis man står ved alt det man har gjort, så kan det også være en meget 
god strategi i krisekommunikation, hvis man vel og mærke kan det. Og det er jo dumt at holde fast 
hvis man har en rigtig dårlig sag, men det giver i hvert fald det der med at man er vedholdende, det 
er den der balance man skal finde ud af i krisekommunikation. Nogle brands har nemmere ved at 
sige undskyld end andre, nogle skal være mere bryske og gå lidt ind i folk med træsko på og andre 
skal være mere fintfølende. Dér har Trump være god til at vide hvad hans vælgere ville have og har 
så været det. Det har Hillary ikke været så god til. Så kan man sige, selvom de har elsket hende og 
holdt af hende, så ville de altså gerne have at hun var ærlig og fik lukket den sag. 
 
24. Vi vil gerne lige kort vende tilbage til det du sagde, at det med at være politiker og at være i krise, 
det er ikke nødvendigvis nogen dårlig ting, vil du uddybe det? 
Ja, det er måske også lidt en tilsnigelse, men hvis vi ser på en politiker i dag, det handler om at få 
taletid, og her er det ikke nok at sige at ”jeg vil gerne forbedre vilkårene osv”, du er nødt til at have 
en sag og der skal være kanter på, det skal gå til kanten og nogle gange også lidt ud over kanten. 
Dansk Folkeparti gør det hvert år, de sender en eller anden person ud der siger et eller andet helt 
vildt og så kommer de bagefter og siger ”det var ikke sådan ment, men nu vi har debatten, skulle vi 
så ikke lige?..” Dvs. den krise der kommer ud af det, det er en krise hvor man diskuterer ”kan man 
sige det, er det ikke vildt racistisk?” den skaber en debat og det play der gør at DF kan komme i 
interessante TV programmer og journalister der ringer til dem og det er vilkåret som politiker, at 
man skal være meget i medierne. Og det er ikke nødvendigvis et ønske fra en virksomhed, f.eks. 
IFDS, vi vil ikke alt for meget i medierne, gerne når vi har nogle super gode regnskaber eller der er 
Zulu Award show på vores skib, så vil vi gerne være i pressen, men ikke for at sige noget 
kontroversielt, så derfor har vi ikke lyst til kriser vi vil kun have reklame kommunikation og positiv 
PR. Politikerne vil egentlig også gerne have det andet, for politik er jo også at give svar på kriser. 
Du skal også selv ”være” den der krise, ”nu er vi dem der går forrest, vi mener det her” og så ”det er 
nok lige groft nok, men nu vi har debatten…”  det er faktisk en måde selv at skabe en krise på og 
måske også få det op. Så kan man diskutere om det så er en krise eller er det at sætte en debat og der 
vil jeg bare sige at det er klart når Carl Holst kommer i krise på den måde, så er det mere entydigt 
en krise, men jeg tror bare det er vigtigt at forstå at politikerne skal balancere på 
krisekommunikationens ydre nogle gange, det er faktisk del af deres jobbeskrivelse at starte en krise 
op og prøve at håndtere den. 
Det sjove ved Trump er jo at når han så har haft ordet, så hellere sige ”jeg respekterer kvinder helt 
vildt meget”, man er stadigvæk sådan lidt ”arrhh, hva?”. Han kunne godt træffe nogle bedre opgør 
end hvad han gjorde der, hvor han så bare skyder på Hillary. Det hele er jo strategi, men det er også 
altid svært at måle hvornår noget har fungeret, han er blevet USA's præsident, mod alle odds, det er 
jo hammer godt gået, på en eller anden måde, selvom det er trist for verdensfreden. Men det der 
begreb, ceteris paribus, hvad er det lige præcis der gjorde at han blev præsident og det er 
selvfølgelig ikke kun hans Twitter konto, det var også efter 8 år med Obama, det er en masse ting, 
nogle var trætte af Obama, de var vrede. Og den bevidsthed skal man også have om 
krisekommunikation, hvorfor kommer en organisation i krise, handler det kun om alt det her 
kommunikationsstrategi eller handler det om hammer dårlig moral eller hvad er årsagerne, 
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krisekommunikation kan ikke afhjælpe indgroet dårlig moral, det er i hvert fald svært. Så nogle 
gange er den bedste krisekommunikation at sørge for at ens chef får en bedre moral, lige trækker 
stolen ud for sidekammeraten og lader være med at råbe ud af vinduet osv., det kan egentlig være 
det bedste præventive tiltag end at løse det, når man HAR gjort noget forkert. Det er langt sværere. 
Det har jo været sådan en hel bevægelse med Trump, det startede jo med Brexit hvor man også 
havde sådan en Nigel Farage, så hvor meget er egentlig Trump og en Twitter konto og hvor meget 
er egentlig en folkebevægelse, ”vi skal bare bruge en populist, så er vi fuldstændig ligeglade med 
hvem det er”, det viser Trump måske også, uanset hvor dårlig kandidaten er, så er stemningen i 
folkedybet så klar på at det skal bare være et eller andet, andet. Jeg tror det kan være klogt at have 
en refleksion over at de der folkebevægelser de er svære, det handler måske mindre om kandidaten 
og måske mere om det nye politiske momentum. Ting skifter, ligesom mode. Hvad skete der med 
benvarmerne og buffalo’sne, lige pludseligt var det bare væk. Lige pludselig så tipper det, også at 
unge mennesker stemmer blåt nu, sådan var det ikke da jeg var dreng, så stemte alle de unge rødt. 
Så alt det der med at reducere ting, det skal jeg bare lige sige, det er hammer svært fordi man ved 
ikke hvad det lige pludseligt er der gør at det ikke var for 4 år siden, da der var præsidentvalg, dér 
var den bevægelse der ikke, den kom lidt med tea-party og nu er den så blevet kæmpe. Det har det 
altid gjort i historien, ligesom med Hitler, man skal ikke sammenligne Hitler og Trump, det prøver 
jeg slet ikke på, jeg prøver bare at sige at det var også det der skete dengang, Hitler fangede jo også 
en folke stemning i et hammer fattigt Tyskland, og dem der kan fange den, de bliver båret ind også 
selvom de er helt kuk-kuk, det har vi set masser af eksempler på i EU’s historie. Det var lige et lille 
makro perspektiv, men det er en større bevægelse end som så, tit. Så var der også nogen der sagde 
at det var Obamas tale-skriver der vandt valget og selvfølgelig betyder de ting også utrolig meget, 
men nogle gange handler det også om at gribe en bold som er i luften på en eller anden måde og 
gribe det momentum. 
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Appendix 4 

Interview with Kristen Flanagan 
  
CBS student in MA International Business Communication, Multicultural Communication in 
Organizations and student assistant in the department of Group Branding and Communication at 
Svitzer A/S.  
  
Our thesis will explore how communication from companies or public figures has 
changed, in relation to the emergence of social medias and changes in consumer culture 
as a result thereof. 

 
1. Can you tell us what you do for a living? 

Right now I’m a Master’s student first, but I also have a student job, so I’m working at Svitzer as a 
branding and communication student assistant and I work about 15 hours a week. I got my Bachelor 
of Science in psychology at Tulane University in New Orleans, and then I took a few years of 
reevaluating my life, and figuring out what I wanted to do. I didn’t know exactly what I wanted to 
do, but I knew I wanted it to be people based. I found out that psychology wasn’t really me, so I 
changed towards communication, which is what I’m studying now – a master in business 
communication, where I follow the Multicultural Communication in Organizations concentration. 
So I took a few classes in international politics and gender and sexuality classes on bachelor level, 
and on my master I’ve had classes in cross cultural communication, international business 
negotiation. I also took a class on digitalization in organizations, where we talked a lot about new 
media, social media and branding, and how organizations change in structure because of their 
presence on social media. 

  
2. And what does your work include? 

It’s part of Mærsk but we work with tugboats and everything that has to do with that. I do lot of 
social media for Svitzer, formulating press releases, I do a lot of copy editing/copy writing – that 
kind of things. Just day to day task, whatever the branding and communication department needs. 
I got my bachelor degree in New Orleans, then a few years off. The US educational system is more 
flexible. I know I want to go to grad school. I decided to focus on communication. No plans on 
going further than that yet. I’ve had a few courses at my bachelor in international politics and 
international development. I took a lot of different classes. Gender and sexuality classes, a lot about 
identity. More business focused than humanity. International business negotiation, Consumer 
culture communication. One of my favorite courses was on diversity. The digitalization of new 
media. How organizations cope with new medias. I think for a while it was seen with scepticism. As 
traditional media was serious medias compared to social medias. Now I think that companies are 
realizing that you have to tap into social media because it’s becoming such a huge part of society. 
They realize how much data they can find on social media. It can be abused however, how people 
like to shop. Before, people would market to really wide but it’s clear that young it a super wide 
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category with within young women. You have to be more tactful. It’s more, like me, I’m more than 
just a young women. 

 
3. How old are you? 
I’m 25 years old. 

 
4. Where are you from? 
I’m from the US, more specifically Tampa in Florida. 

 
5. How long have you been in Denmark? - Do you identify yourself as American, Danish or 
both? 
Well, I’ve been in and out of Denmark a few times, but overall it’s been over 2,5 years. First I came 
as an exchange student, in 2012, and that was for 4 months. Then I came back in 2014 and stayed 
for a year working full time, and then I came back again in June 2015 to start my master’s. So I’ve 
been in and out three times. I definitely identify myself as an American, but it’s strange when you 
have lived outside your home country for a while, because you pick up things from both countries, 
so when I’m here I sometimes feel very American, and when I go home people say I’m so European 
or so Danish. So it’s kind of strange sometimes to be in that grey area. 

 
6. Do you spend time on social media? If yes, which ones? 
I definitely do. Primarily Facebook. But also Instagram, LinkedIn and Snapchat. At work I have to 
use Yammer a lot, which I guess you could also define as a social media, but it’s more like a work 
social media, but I use that a lot at work. I used to have Twitter, but it’s not so big here in Denmark, 
so I dropped it, because no one I know here is on Twitter. 

 
7.  So you use social media both in your private and work life? 
Yes indeed! 

 
8. For what do you use social media? 
Well a big part of it for me right now, is to keep in touch with people. Actually both here and at 
home. I use Facebook messenger almost exclusively, I don’t really text anymore. Sometimes I do 
use WhatsApp, if my friends are on that, but that’s only a few. It’s mostly my parents that are on 
that, and one of my friends in Italy. But I primarily use social media to keep in touch with people. I 
actually also use it for school a lot, because a lot of people will be like “hey let’s make a Facebook 
group”, and then we can work through that. So I use it in that way, and as I said, I use it a lot at 
work. We have a Facebook group that I’m an admin on, we have a LinkedIn page that I’m an admin 
on. We don’t have an Instagram though, nobody want’s to see pictures of our tugboats. 

 
We focus on a specific focus group in our thesis; Americans in the age 18-35. For the following 
questions, we will therefore ask you to keep this focus group in mind. 
 
9. How would you describe your generation’s usage of social media as a communication 
platform? 
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I think it’s something that we have had from a really young age, so it plays a big part, but we also 
grew up while it didn’t exist, which I think is very interesting. If you look at someone like my sister 
who is 20 years old, so she is in the younger part of your demographic, she just always remembers a 
time where there was these social media platforms. So for me, it’s definitely a huge part of my life, 
and of the life of people I know as well, but we can also live without it. Whereas I think that some 
people from the younger generation are completely dependent on it. That being said, I use it 
constantly, but I think it also have something to do with what I’m studying, and what I’m working 
with, so that also plays a factor. I think as for someone who is an expat (short for expatriate) it’s 
crucial to be on social media. It is so easy now to see what your friends from high school and 
college are up to, and you can easily connect with people and use it to still be a part of their life. It’s 
way better than… let’s say email or just a phone call. It’s really to be able to see and interact with 
people in real time, and feel like you are closer to them, even though there’s this big physical gap. I 
think it’s the same even if you aren’t an expat. It’s just a great way to keep in touch with people.  

 
10. Do you see a difference in how Americans within our target group use social medias, 
compared to Danes? Are the more/less private? Is there a noticeable difference in what they 
share or comment on? 
To some extent, I do. In Denmark people use Facebook a lot. I don’t know if this is still true, but I 
remember reading something about Danes have the most people on Facebook, representative of the 
population, which I think is really interesting. But that being said, I think Americans – maybe 
because of Twitter and because Twitter is so huge in the US, that’s where people get their news, 
almost completely. It’s like “so I’ll hop on Twitter and then I know what’s going on in real time”. I 
also heard comments from Danes, about how I have so many Facebook friends, and they think it is 
so weird. If you meet someone in the US, even if it’s just a friend of a friend, or if you go out one 
night with somebody and you meet someone for maybe just 20 minutes, you’ll connect with them 
on Facebook, follow them on Twitter or add them on Snapchat. So I think that there is a bigger 
network there, whereas with Danes it’s smaller. There is this feeling of everybody knows everybody 
to some degree. So I think that for Americans, it’s more about extending your network beyond that, 
so people whom you have never met, you’ll connect with. But it’s not all that different, I think they 
somewhat use it the same way, but I just think that Americans are more present and are using it to 
actually get their news. People here will maybe see that e.g. BT posted something, but they will not 
use the social platform to actually look for news. 

 
11. Have you seen a change in how public figures and organizations operate on social media? 
Yes. I think in the beginning there was a lot of skepticism, and this believe that written media were 
the real and serious media. But now I think that public figures and companies, no matter what 
industry or sector you are in, that it’s something you really have to tap into. That is where you will 
find younger people, and now older people as well, as it is becoming such an everyday thing in 
everyone’s lives. Companies are also beginning to realize how much data can be found through 
social media – you can find out what people like, search for, what they are looking to buy and how 
they make decisions on what to buy and from whom. And you can see it as a negative thing, since it 
can be abused, but before companies or public figures had to target a much bigger group. You 
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couldn’t really put people in boxes, so you said “okay, let’s target young women” but with social 
media it is clear that young women in itself is a super diverse category, which is super important 
when you talk about identity and that people are all different.  

 
Our thesis will include cases from the presidential election campaign. Therefore, we would like you 
to express your thoughts and opinion on this topic when answering the following questions. 
 
12. Did you pay attention to the 2012 election, on social medias? 
Definitely to a lesser extent, but I did for sure. But it think because it was happening directly where 
I was, in the US, I was surrounded by it and I would actually see the TV commercials, peoples signs 
on their front yard, people at school would talk about it. It was more in real life, so to speak, that I 
was following it, not as much on social media. That was also my first election where I was old 
enough to vote. So I think I was more asking friends and family, like “what are you thinking about 
this?” so that was where I got my information, less so getting it from social media, like Myspace or 
Facebook. So back then, social media were more like “look, I went on a fun trip, look at my album 
of pictures, happy birthday” and all that stuff. That stuff still happens of course, but I think the 2012 
election wasn’t that big of a deal on social media for me. 

 
13. What about the election 2016? 
Very different, a 100% different. The difference for me personally is that I’m away from it 
physically. So the social media is where I would see everything going on. That is how I was 
following almost everything. You would always see all these new headlines and stories about what 
was going on. So social media played a big part. This whole “fake news” phenomena was super 
huge and I had to be really careful when I saw some sensational headlines, I would look at the 
source and see if it was actually true or an exaggeration. Sadly sometimes it wasn’t, it could be from 
the New York Post or something, and I would know that this is actually journalism that I’m reading. 
I also think there was a lot more fighting on social medias this time around. I think it was less 
polarized in 2012. Of course there was this thing about Obama was already in office in 2012. 
People weren’t still talking about him being the first black president, he already was the first black 
president. So it wasn’t as emotionally charged. But because there was these big personalities this 
time around in this election, I think there was a lot more fighting and people being a lot more 
decisive. People were fighting with friends or family members about this, people were attacking 
each other. I saw so many statuses of people attacking others in my own personal network on social 
medias. People saying stuff like ”do not comment on this” or “I don’t want to hear what you have to 
say if you don’t have anything constructive to say about this”, because a lot of times you would see 
statuses, like “Oh Hillary, lock her up, she’s a disgrace” and the like. Luckily for me, almost all 
people in my immediate network are on the same political wavelength as me. But I saw a lot of 
statuses like “Oh I had to block my uncle on Facebook because I couldn’t deal with his posts”. And 
a lot of times it had something to do with these fake news, if the uncle was posting things that 
weren’t even true, or if things were just blown out of proportion. And this was also from the liberal 
side, not just the conservative side. 
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14.  So you would say, that you saw a big difference in the communication on social media 
from the election in 2012 compared to 2016? 
Very much so. It was so much more emotionally charged, as I said. I mean, of course people had a 
lot of issues with Mitt Romney, and I remember that there was that thing he said, about having 
binders full of women. That was something that people went crazy over on social media, saying “he 
is so out of touch with women in the workplace” – that was such a dumb comment to make, and a 
lot of people focused on that. But this time around there was just so many things that happened that 
was just out of the norm of what should happen in politics. It was just so out of the norm, so there 
was more content, more to talk about really. 

 
15.  Did you notice more activity on certain social medias compared to others? If yes, which 
ones? You said you tuned out of Twitter when you came here, but did you take that up again 
during the election? 
I did not take up twitter again for real, because of… well Trump. He is all over Twitter, you can say 
that it’s part of his brand. But because of his usage of Twitter, you had to be aware of his tweets, 
because he would be tweeting so much and tweet so many controversial things. But Twitter was 
more on my radar than it has been in recent times. I still have an account and everything, but I still 
wasn’t going on there. I would say mostly Facebook still. There was political stuff everywhere 
honestly, but I would say you saw it mostly on Facebook. 
16.  How do you think each of the candidates presented themselves through social media? 
That’s really interesting. Obviously, I think Trump was very present on social medias, especially 
Twitter. And it was really interesting if you would look at the time stamps, he was tweeting at like 5 
in the morning, and just tweeting these series of 10 tweets in a row. If you can give him one thing, it 
is that people were talking about him and interacting with him, and he was interacting with them, 
which I think appeals to a lot of people. One thing I think was really unfortunate about Hillary – and 
I supported her and voted for her – but she didn’t really have a thing. She didn’t really have a clear 
and concise message that people could rally behind, like Obama did and like Trump did with Make 
America Great Again. So she was definitely present on social media, her and her campaign team, 
and people were talking about her, but I don’t think it was in the same way. She didn’t really have a 
rallying cry that people could get behind, which I think was kind of a shame. She could have used 
social media more wisely. She did have a few times where people were calling her a total savage, 
because she was tweeting at Trump. She or someone from her team tweeted something along like 
“Delete your account” to Trump as a comment on one of his tweets. But I think the candidates, 
more than in the past, tried to use social media platforms. The “Hillary for America”-page also had 
a feature where you could change your profile picture, by putting one of Trumps crazy offensive 
quotes on you picture, to make a point, stating “this is not what we want”. But also especially 
Obamas first campaign in 2008, he used social media more than you had ever seen a presidential 
candidate do. You would always talk about Obama interacting with young people, going on TV 
shows and having a presence, where Hillary missed the mark on that, she could have used his 
momentum differently. 
I think in terms of Hillary, part of her problem is that she is what they call an establishment 
politician. I think she had a lot of supporters in like my mother’s age and that generation, and less 
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support from the young voters. There were these Bernie-bros who were all about “Bernie or die!” I 
think that was part of the issue that she had the supporters from the middle-aged population, who 
almost grew up with Hillary. They know where she comes from and know how experienced she is, 
and how she handles herself. And they were active and adults during the Clinton presidency. But I 
think they missed that mark in engaging in younger voters. I think young voters didn’t really 
connect with her. There was definitely a generation gap, that 18-35 group was not so enthusiastic 
about her. Well they were going to vote for her, but it was not with this passion that for example 
Obama had. Young people were so passionate about what Obama had to say, they would volunteer 
for him, knock on doors and make calls. I don’t think Hillary really had that with younger voters. 

 
17. Do you think Trump had that? 
I think he did! I think there were a lot of young white men, but also women, especially lower 
income people, rural workers, who feel like because of diversity, globalization and all these things, 
that their jobs have been taken away. So they felt really passionate about Trump, they felt like he 
understood them and saw them. Not that I agree, but he had way more passionate supporters. 
Sometimes their passion was scary, but he had a base for sure. You can’t say he wasn’t smart about 
that on social media, he was definitely able to rally people up and get them excited, like his red hats, 
and Make America Great Again. He had something tangible that people could support. Hillary 
didn’t have that to the same extent with the phrase I’m with her, and that is especially important for 
young votes, to have something to be able to share on social media platforms, or something to be 
passionate about. 

 
18.  As you have probably noticed, during this election both candidates were involved in crises 
or so-called shitstorms on social media, how do you think both candidates handled these 
crises? 
Well, again, I’m sure you know this, I have a bias here for sure. But I think Hillary handled 
everything really diplomatically, really professional, really maturely – which is what you expect 
politicians to do. But again, and this is part of the appeal for some people, Trump was completely 
against that. Kind of status quo and he fueled the fire on these crises. He fought back so to speak 
and said things like “that’s ridiculous, this is not true, you’re a liar, and you’re this and that”. There 
was a lot about him going up against journalists, and waging in, on what people were saying instead 
of hanging back, and not creating more fire. He was very personal against Hillary, which is usually 
not done this outspoken. He was after her as a person, and not so much her policies, like candidates 
normally are. He was going after her character, her husband’s character, since he’s a former 
president who has been in the spotlight. I remember when Trump brought in alleged mistresses of 
Bill Clinton, and said things like “oh you care about women, what about these women?”. He was 
really just fueling that fire, being very content that people were chanting, “lock her up”, he loved all 
that. It was very personal. So there was a huge difference there. I think Hillary was pretty good at 
not going low, or taking the low road, and playing into that. Michelle Obama had this whole speak 
that everybody loved, saying “when they go low, we go high”, which I think was what 
characterized the democrats this time around. You didn’t see Hillary tweeting like Trump, or 
fueling the fire like he did. I think it was very unfortunate that she got targeted a lot with the claims 
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that may or may not be true, but there is a lot of fake information there, especially with the whole 
FBI looking into her server. I think it was blown out of proportion and I think when she was finally 
actually cleared, I mean, they said “the investigation has closed, we haven’t found anything that we 
are going to take action on”, but it didn’t shut down the conversation. It didn’t matter to most 
people, they already had their minds made up about her “being evil and needing to go to jail”. There 
was nothing she could really do to stop those people from thinking that. 
 
19.  We have already touched upon this question, but we would like you to elaborate on this, if 
you don’t mind; did the crises change how you perceived the candidates or ultimately how 
you placed your vote? 
Definitely. Especially with Donald Trump, because he kind of came out of nowhere. Even his own 
party said he was a joke. It kept being “it’s never going to happen, it’s never going to happen”, but 
it kept happening! For most politicians when they have a crisis, like the whole p*ssy grab thing, that 
would usually be the end of a politicians run, or even career. That would shut them down, that’s it – 
“you’re done, go home, nobody is going to vote for you”. But it kind of did the opposite with him, 
and people kind of loved it. And every time he did something controversial, which was a lot of 
times, people would always point to things like “oh he’s real and he speaks his mind. He is honest 
and open”. It actually worked in his favor. For me, that is not how I felt about it at all. Every time 
something new came out, it just made me more and more sure that I would never ever vote for him. 
I will say that in the beginning I was all about Bernie, and I really wanted him to get the 
nomination. He had quite a huge young following on social media. That was kind of his arena, 
where people were talking about him. He’s not the traditional politician, he fights for what he 
believes is right, and he doesn’t really cater to anyone, and plays it political, so to speak. But then in 
the end I felt like a have to support Hillary, even though I did not agree to everything she said. But 
she is an upstanding candidate, she’s knowledgeable, she has the skills, she’s got the resume to back 
it up. It would have been really great to have he as a president, but sadly that’s not how it worked 
out. 

 
20. Did you participate in the presidential election debate on social media? If so, how? 
Yes for a while. I was one of those people, who realized that I have strong beliefs, and I’m very 
liberal, but I’m not going to project them out there. Again, most of my network and friend group is 
on the same page as me, but not everyone. I think it can be a bit annoying to shove things down 
people’s throats and always posting. But in the end, it became so ridiculous; that I felt like not 
saying anything would be the same as agreeing with the other side so I decided that I couldn’t do 
that anymore. So lately, I would say post-election more than during the election, I have become a 
lot more open on social media, and actually commenting on things. Saying things like “that’s 
completely ludicrous that is not based on facts”, and being more public on how I feel. I think most 
people who know me, know how I feel - but I think now, more than ever, that it’s important to fight 
and speak up and really talk about things, or else you are kind of just letting it happen, in my 
opinion. This is the whole argument about “slacktivism”- just because you say you support these 
causes, and you post things about it, does it actually change anything? I think it can. I think if there 
are enough people talking about things and joining together, even if it is virtually, like on social 
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media, I think it can make people notice and actually cause some change. But of course you have to 
go out and do some things as well, and actually vote. If I could volunteer I would, but I’m over 
here, so it wouldn’t really work to volunteer for Planned Parenthood for example, but as it got more 
and more like Trump presidency could really happen, I got more vocal. I think if it had been another 
candidate, I would have thought, “do I agree with them? No”, but I think they would have been a bit 
more diplomatic. 

 
21. Can you give an example on a thing you would comment on or share on social media or 
generally sharing your opinion? 
I guess I mostly share things, I don’t often comment on things. But sharing articles or other people’s 
statuses about how certain things would affect them personally. Recently I saw a post, from a friend 
of a friend, where he’s Jewish and married to a Muslim woman. She was out of the country while 
the ban was happening, visiting family, and she couldn’t come back in. So this guy was just talking 
from his heart, saying ”this is ridiculous, my wife is as American as anyone, you’re just basing this 
on her religion. It’s not okay at all, and it goes against everything I think this country stands for”. 
And that is something where I feel like I need to give my support to this, saying; ”we are here, I 
agree completely, it’s not okay”. Things I’ve posted was… I went to the women’s march a while 
ago, which was really cool. So I had a Facebook post of my friend, who had great sign. It was a 
print out of Bernie Sanders’ Tweet, saying something in line of; “if men could be pregnant, 
abortions would be safe, free and available to all”.  So I think it sends a pretty strong message on 
how I feel for sure, and where I stand. But I’m lucky in terms of I haven’t really seen anyone in my 
social network saying “Trump is great, I completely agree with the Muslim ban”, or anything, so I 
haven’t really been up close and personal with that, I have just heard it from other people. 

 
22. Is that because your network is more democratic? 
Yeah I think so. With the exception of a few people. And again, maybe this isn’t great, but 
sometimes I just had to, not un-friend people, but un-follow people because I just couldn’t deal with 
it anymore. You can argue either way, saying that might not be very constructive just reinforcing 
your own ideas. But it’s not about difference of opinion; it’s about what is right and not right. I had 
an old professor posting “I’m done, I’m sorry if this sound immature to you, but I’m done trying to 
understand, and trying to change minds. I just can’t do this anymore, it’s not right, your arguments 
have no basis in reality” and that’s kind of how I feel as well, it just feels like wasting energy. But 
it’s important to try, but it is also just so emotionally draining. 
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Appendix 5  

Interview with Mads Fuglede 
USA analyst, commentator on international politics, primarily the political developments in 
America.  
  
Vi vil gerne lige starte med at sige at vores målgruppe er unge amerikanere i alderen 18-35 år, så 
vi vil sætte pris på hvis du så vidt muligt kan have denne gruppe i baghovedet i løbet af interviewet. 
Men først og fremmest vil vi gerne høre lidt om dig. 
  
1. Hvad laver du til dagligt og hvad er dine typiske arbejdsopgaver? 
Jeg har flere kasketter på, jeg er ansat hos TV2 hvor jeg varetager deres dækning af USA. Og så er 
jeg ansat ved noget der hedder Formuepleje, hvor jeg skal dække det lag der er mellem politik og 
økonomi føderalt i USA. Så er jeg Freelancer og holder mange foredrag, jeg har et radioprogram og 
skriver mange artikler. Jeg arbejder også for 24/7, Berlingske, og BT. Det er alle dem der er mine 
arbejdsgivere lige nu. 
  
2. Hvor længe har du beskæftiget dig med amerikansk forbrugerkultur? Eller er det mest 

politik du beskæftiger dig med? 
Nok mest politik, men det har jeg vel siden 2004, vil jeg sige. 
  
3. Hvordan vil du generelt definere kultur? 
Det kommer vel af Kultus, at kultivere noget, at opdyrke noget. Der er vel et vækstlag der ligger 
som underlag i en civilisation, og skaber en eller anden form for samlingskraft og identitet. Det kan 
ændre sig over tid, men i bund og grund er det noget der sådan har nogle karakteristika der i hvert 
fald over tid ser ens ud. 
  
Som sagt handler vores speciale om unge amerikanere i alderen 18-25 år, deres brug af de sociale 
medier, og virksomheder og offentlige personers kommunikation på disse platforme. De følgende 
spørgsmål vil derfor omhandle disse emner. 
  
4. Hvordan vil du beskrive kulturen i gruppen af unge amerikanere mellem 18-35 år? 
Det er et lidt sjovt skel i virkeligheden, for der er nogle der er Millennials, og nogle der ikke er 
Millennials. Hvis man nu ser på Millennials, så er det jo den gruppe der er den højest uddannede i 
amerikansk historie og også dem der er mest aktive på sociale medier. Det sidste er måske ikke så 
underligt, at de er der. Og så er de også den første gruppe i amerikansk historie der bliver fattigere 
end deres forældre. Det er en gruppe der oplever den her meget åbne verden, der ikke altid er så 
nem at stige på, for andre grupper. Derfor er den her Millennial gruppe en der på mange parametre 
scorer meget anderledes end andre grupper. Den er især meget mere polariseret politisk. Dvs. i 
forhold til andre ungdomsårgange, så scorer den meget mere ekstremt på nogle ydre poler både 
højre og venstre i det politiske billede, end man normalt ville se i andre ungdomsårgange. Den her 
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anden del, altså den del der ikke er Millennials - måske kaldet generation X, der er anderledes, de er 
jo en del af økonomien og klarer sig ret godt. De er ret moderate på alle måder i forhold til 
Millennials. Også i forhold til sociale medier, de er jo vokset op med overgangen til 
vidensteknologien, i stedet for at være født ind i det teknologiske samfund. De giver nogle forskelle 
på dem, det gør jo at det er en gruppe man ikke hører så meget fra. Jeg er selv en del af den. Det er 
sådan ret lige ud af landevejen, der har ikke været nogle store spørgsmål der har delt dem. Man har 
færdiggjort sin uddannelse og spist sine grøntsager, så skulle det nok gå alt sammen. Så derfor er 
den heller ikke så polariseret. Den er meget velfungerende, og producerer en hel masse børn lige for 
tiden. 
  
5. I hvor høj grad tror du at amerikanerne er kildekritiske, når de læser ting på de sociale 

medier? 
Det tror jeg de er i samme omfang som alle andre, jeg tror ikke at der er så stor forskel på dem og 
på andre i andre lande. Jeg opfatter dem ikke som anderledes end andre på det punkt. Om deres 
kildekritik er god nok, det tror jeg ikke - det er den nok aldrig hvis du spørger mig, jeg er jo 
historiker, vi synes aldrig at kildekritikken er god nok,  
  
6. Er det i højere grad forbrugerkulturen der har gjort at de sociale medier er kommet til at 

spille så stor en rolle i mange sammenhænge (f.eks.  kommunikation fra offentlige 
personer og virksomheder?) Eller mener du at det er omvendt? 

Det er jo et teknologisk fremskridt og et ændret mediebillede der gør at man får nogle overlap 
mellem et medieforbrug, som handler noget om hvordan man modtager medier. Især Millennials er 
den første generation der ikke bruger de platforme som min generation brugte. 
Dvs. man bruger ikke avis, man bruger ikke flow TV, man hører heller ikke rigtig radio. Men man 
er ikke mindre forbrugende, men man får det bare via sociale medier og ved at streame ting. Det 
brud er meget markant i de to årgange. Min årgang brød allerede lidt med det, men det er endnu 
mere markant hvis man går en generation længere tilbage og kigger på dem. Så jeg tror mere det er 
noget teknologisk. Jeg tror ikke så meget at det er markedet som er inde over det, men det er en 
teknologisk udvikling, og et spørgsmål om at man tager nogle teknologier til sig - især 
mobiltelefonen. Den generation som tager mobilen mest til sig, vælger så også at gøre det til den 
platform man forbruger mest ud fra. I min generation handlede det om at købe på stort et tv som 
overhovedet muligt. Det er slet ikke noget man tænker over længere, for man bruger slet ikke TV 
mere til noget som helst. Det er sådan et møbel der er forsvundet ud af hjemmene. Man kan altid se, 
når man kommer ind i et amerikansk hjem hvem der bor der, hvis der er et tv, så er det nogle på min 
alder, hvis der ikke er et TV så er det sandsynligvis Millennials.  
  
7. Så markedet har mere fulgt med teknologien og forbrugerne? 
Jamen den teknologisk udvikling har gjort at man tænker forskelligt. 
  
8. Kan du uddybe på hvordan de teknologiske flows har haft indflydelse på 

forbrugerkulturen? Og hvordan de sociale medier har indflydelse på kommunikation, 
generelt? 
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Altså de politiske kampagner er jo gode eksempler. Nu har vi haft 3 valgkampe i træk hvor man ved 
hver valgkamp er flyttet mere ud i et virtuelt rum for at holde valgkamp, og mindre i et fysisk rum, 
Det startede med Obama’s kampagne i 2008, og fortsatte med Obama’s kampagne i 2012 og nu 
Trump’s kampagne i 2016. Alle sammen kampagner der i stigende grad har været baseret på en 
meget sund og stærk strategi i det virtuelle rum. Med Twitter, Facebook osv. Det er de steder man 
har oplevet det her. Og selvom der også var meget af det i Sander’s kampagne, var det kun til dels 
på de sociale medier, men aktiveringen af dem var i de rum, så politisk har vi set en stor indflydelse.  
  
9. Hvor vigtigt er det for denne målgruppe at socialisere sig, både offline og online? Hvad 

tror du det betyder for dem f.eks. at være medlem af en gruppe på Facebook? 
Det tror jeg er meget vigtigt. Det er der de er hjemme. Jeg har undervist dem, også i USA der kan 
jeg se at det hele foregår der. Og den, skal vi sige, kultur der er omkring campus er fuldstændig 
drevet af tilstedeværelse og evne til at bruge de her platforme. Hvis man har dem, så fungerer det 
godt, og hvis man er dårlig til det som underviser, så har man svært ved at få dem i tale.  
  
10. På samme måde, i hvor høj grad bliver de så påvirket af andre (f.eks. venner, familie 

medlemmer, generelle omkreds) i forhold til holdninger og meninger? (Her kommer han 
så ubevidst ind på hvordan man bliver påvirket af éns in-group) 

De har et forum der hvor man meget hurtigere får fat på hinanden. Det går meget hurtigere end 
tidligere. Der er en meget stærk årgangs identitet, så…  
  
Vores opgave kommer til at kigge på Hillary Clinton og Donald Trump under deres 
valgkampagner. De næste spørgsmål vil derfor inkludere disse personer, men du må meget gerne 
give et generelt svar også, hvis spørgsmålet leder op til det. 
  
11. Mener du at de unge amerikanere har et stort behov for at udtrykke holdninger og 

meninger i forbindelse med præsidentkandidaterne? 
Nej, de er jo i den vælgergruppe der stemmer mindst, sådan helt suverænt. De har været meget 
svære at aktivere politisk. Det lykkedes til dels for Obama, best i 2008, meget mindre i 2012, og det 
lykkedes igen for Bernie Sanders i 2016. Men ellers har de glimrede ved deres fravær ved valgene. 
Det er jo egentlig mærkeligt, da de er så stor en gruppe i USA. Hvis Millennials stemte - hvis man 
forestillede sig at de stemte ligeså meget som deres forældre gør, så ville de afgøre alle amerikanske 
valg. Men det gider de åbenbart ikke, for de stemmer ikke og det gør jo at de er ekstremt under-
repræsenteret.  
  
12. Og er det i alle samfundslag?  
Ja det er i alle samfundslag. Det har selvfølgelig en betydning hvis man er ny immigrant, der er 
tallet kunstigt meget lavere, og de skal lige være der en generation før man bliver en del af den 
politiske kultur. De glimre ved deres fravær og de er svære at motivere politisk. De er meget meget 
svære at holde fast på, og det er egentlig nok kun lykkedes for én kandidat ved det her valg, nemlig 
Bernie Sanders, men ikke for Hillary Clinton, og slet heller ikke for Donald Trump.  
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13. Kan du fortælle noget om unge amerikaneres tillid til autoriteter f.eks. hvor meget de 
stoler på kommunikation fra f.eks. Trump og Clinton? 

Politisk kommunikation er der ikke ret mange der som sådan stoler på. Den findes jo sådan lidt i 
eget rum, at hvis man kan lide prædikanten stoler man meget på hvad der bliver sagt, hvis man ikke 
kan lide personen, så stoler man ikke på noget. Der er den her loyalitets kultur, der er en del af den 
politiske kultur. Det handler meget om den forbindelse kandidaten har til sit core constituency. Hvis 
det er stærkt så er der en meget stærk måde at kommunikere på og en meget stærk loyalitet, og hvis 
ikke der er forbindelse er den helt væk. Det er mere kandidat båret i USA, ikke så meget om partiet. 
Du kan jo se at unge stemmer helt anderledes end den gennemsnitlige vælger. Deres favoritkandidat 
ved det her valg var Bernie Sanders fra Demokraterne og det var Ryan Paul fra Republikanerne. 
Der var ingen af de etablerede kandidater som skulle kæmpe om at være repræsenteret her. 
  
14. Vil du beskrive Trump som et brand? Hvis ja, hvordan?  
Ja det vil jeg sige han er. Det har han været siden han gik konkurs sidst i større stil. En del af den 
reorganisering af Trump’s virksomhed er at han mere tager sig af brandet Trump og lader så andre 
drive detailhandlen i Trump Enterprise. Trump er et brand. En stor del af belåningen, så vidt vi ved, 
af virksomheden er lånt på brandværdi. Det skal man ikke undervurdere hvor meget det betyder.  
  
15. Kom det også til udtryk i han politiske kampagne?  
Ja det gjorde det, Trump var meget god til at opbygge et image omkring sig selv. Det er ret svært at 
analysere hans valgkamp da han jo brød alle regler for hvordan man fører valgkamp. Og så kan man 
spørge sig selv; er det så sådan politik er nu? Og jeg tror bare ikke at man kan gå ud og kopiere det. 
Han kunne bryde med alle regler, af en eller anden særlig grund, men han kunne gøre det. Han 
brugte næsten ingen penge, han gik uden om pressen, han gik i krig med pressen. Alle siger; gå 
aldrig i krig med pressen, de har mere papir end dig, du taber den krig alligevel. Alt han gjorde var 
brud med hvordan man skal føre valgkamp og alligevel slap han afsted med det og blev valgt. Og 
det er jo ret usædvanligt at have en kandidat der gør det. At lære af Trump er nok svært, man kan 
mere bare betragte det, måske kommer der kandidaterne der ligner ham eller måske var han bare et 
engangs fænomen. 
  
16. Vil du beskrive Clinton som et brand? Hvis ja, hvordan? 
Clinton familien er et meget stærkt brand. Ligesom Trump er det også et meget omdiskuteret brand. 
Man har et ret klart billede af hvad man får når man f.eks. siger Bush, Clinton eller Trump - så har 
man sådan en hel pakke der handler om livssyn, politiske holdninger, hvad du spiser og hører. Der 
er en del ting de hænger sammen med.  
  
17. Og reflekteres disse ting så i de vælger-typer som stemmer på disse brands? 
Ja, hvis du ser Clintons kernevælgere er det kvinder fra en minoritetsgruppe, latino og 
afroamerikanske kvinder især. Trump’s er arbejderklasse. Og her er der så i begge grupper en hel 
livsstil der følger med. Det er nemme at nå på én måde med en vis type budskaber, og helt umulige 
at få fat i med andre typer budskaber. De er meget definerede de her grupper og var meget defineret 
i valgkampen. Trump fik så flere af sine til at stemme end Clinton gjorde. Han oplevede en meget 
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stor tilknytning og loyalitet i hans gruppe, hvor hun så sig nok noget svigtet af dem, de stemte i 
hvert fald i en mindre grad på hende end de gjorde tidligere på Obama.  
  
18. Hvordan vil du karakterisere hhv. Trump supporters og Clinton supporters? Hvilke 

demografier og samfundslag henvender de sig hver især til? 
Trump’s vælgere er jo fortrinsvis arbejderklassen. Og man skal huske at arbejdsklassen i USA ikke 
er defineret af om man er i produktionsindustrien, men ved at man ikke har en lang uddannelse og 
her stod Trump meget stærkt, især hvis det var inde for hvid arbejderklasse. Han stod også stærkere 
i de andre grupper end Clinton, i f.eks. minoritets arbejdsklasser, men ikke i samme facon. Clinton 
havde 5 kernegrupper hun appellerer til, det man kalder regnbue koalitionen, som er unge, 
afroamerikanere, latinoer, kvinder og højtuddannede. Og hun endte nok med at opleve at hun i de 
fem grupper stod svagere, især blandt unge - de fulgte ikke med over fra Bernie Sanders da hun gik 
videre. Kvinder svigtede hende også. Latinoer og afroamerikanere gjorde også, især 
afroamerikanske mænd - dere kvinder gjorde ikke, og højtuddannede holdt nogenlunde fast, men 
stemte ikke på hende i samme omfang som de stemte på Obama. Hun underpræsterer jo i samtlige 
af de grupper som man kalder firewall?? hvor hvis man har dem, så kan det ikke gå galt. Men det 
havde hun så ikke.  
  
De næste par spm. kommer lidt mere specifikt til at omhandle de kriser som præsidentkandidaterne 
var involveret i under deres kampagner, hhv. Trump’s “grab them” udtalelser som blev optaget og 
offentliggjort og Clinton’s e-mail sag der egentlig har været et vel debatteret emne siden marts 
2015? 
  
19. Kan du fortælle noget om hvordan unge amerikanere har reageret på måden hhv Trump 

og Clinton håndterede deres kriser på? 
 Jeg tror man skal huske at de her sager var nogle der viste sig ikke at være så indflydelsesrige, som 
vi troede de ville være. Trumps sag troede man ville skade ham meget voldsomt blandt kvinder, 
men han slog Hillary Clinton blandt arbejderklasse kvinder, som var noget ingen havde set det ville 
ske. Så de var parat til at sige at de havde hørt det der var meget værre og at de stemte på ham på 
trods af det.  
  
Og Hillary Clinton’s e-mail sag, jeg tror heller ikke at den havde skadet hende så meget i det 
omfang man har givet den… altså der findes ingen undersøgelser der sandsynliggøre at det var det 
afgørende. Det var en sag, ligesom Trumps sag, der var med til mange af dem der i forvejen ikke 
kunne lide de to kandidater ligesom blev cementeret i deres modvillige mod kandidaten. Det var 
med til at det ikke blev det her valg som Clinton havde håbet på, hvor hun sådan skulle være den 
kandidat der ikke havde alle de fejl som Trump havde. 
”vi ved at Trump har nogle issues!” De endte jo begge med at være ret upopulære og blev ret 
belastet af sager som kandidater. Begge blev tynget af de her spørgsmål. Trump endte så med at 
vinde, og så kan man godt overse hvor tynget han var af det, men hvis man ser på hans approval 
rating her nogle af 100 dage inde som præsident, så er den 37%. Den lå på 55% da Obama var 
samme sted i sin første periode. Så er det bare en præsident der er kommet til embedet med en 
meget stor del af befolkningen der er ham fjendtligt stemt fra start. 
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20. Hvordan vil du beskrive Trump’s kommunikation på de sociale medier under hans krise? 

Kan du sige noget om de kommunikationsstrategier han har brugt? (Når han har svaret 
noget, så spørg fx om tekniske forklaringer og kompliceret sprogbrug? 

Hans strategi er at han taler udenom medier og går i konflikt med dem. Han siger bare at de lyver 
og han lader sig ikke faktatjekke af dem heller. Så når de beder ham om noget eller beder ham om 
at forholde sig til noget, så reagerer han jo som den første politiker nogensinde ved at sige at han er 
ligeglad. Så når  de siger vi vil se dine skattepapirer, så er han ligeglad eller siger at det er fake 
news eller på en anden måde taler udenom. Og han kommunikerer så mere direkte til sine vælgere 
via sin Twitter profil.  
  
21. Og mht. Clinton, hvordan vil du beskrive hendes kommunikation på de sociale medier 

under hendes krise? Kan du sige noget om de kommunikationsstrategier hun har brugt? 
(Når han har svaret noget, så spørg f.eks. om tekniske forklaringer og kompliceret 
sprogbrug) 

Hun var meget mere traditionelt organiseret. Der var ikke så mange svinggerninger. Hun gik ud og 
fik de her endorsements som hun skulle have, skrev kronikker osv. Den verden havde Trump på 
forhånd opgivet, for jeg tror godt at han vidste at som republikaner kan du alligevel aldrig vinde en 
overvejende venstreorienteret presse i USA. Så hvorfor prøve at gøre det, hvorfor ikke bare prøve at 
gøre dem til skurken som skal smadres, og så håbe at vælgerne er med på det. Det viste sig så at 
være rigtigt, det er kun omkring 30% af amerikanerne der har tillid til at medierne er objektive. Så 
hans strategi var et modangreb, at gå i krig med medierne. 
  
22. Vil du mene at de emner der er blevet debatteret af unge amerikanere på sociale medier er 

inspireret at hvad der er blevet bragt af historier i nyhedsmedier? Eller vil du mene at 
nyhedsmedierne får deres nyheder fra hvad der bliver diskuteret på de sociale medier? 

Jeg synes meget af valgkampens tone blev sat af de historier der nu fik et stærkt viralt liv. Og 
Trump fik jo for milliarder og milliarder af dollars gratis medie dækning ved simpelthen bare at 
være kontroversiel, og sige kontroversielle ting, specielt på sociale medier. Det har helt klart været 
den første valgkamp der rendyrket har været placeret et andet sted, end det der fysiske rum hvor der 
hænger valgplakater og valgmøder osv. Det er et andet sted denne valgkamp i virkeligheden 
foregik.  
  
23. Tror du at de to kandidater havde forberedt sig på kriser? 
Jeg ved ikke om Trump havde. Hans beredskab er vel; forvent angreb, og så bare at smadre tilbage - 
sådan meget voldsomt. Clinton tror jeg nok havde en mere traditionel kampagne, men som var 
organiseret med så mange høvdinge, at det tit var svært at finde en klar kurs. Og hendes 
konfliktskyhed gjorde nok også at der ikke var sådan en klar ledelse indadtil i hendes kampagne. Så 
hele den der forestilling om hvad gør vi egentlig når der opstår en krise, endte som f.eks. da hun var 
i pressen med hendes e-mail sag, med at blive noget rod hvor der kommer forskellige signaler og 
der tydeligvis ikke har været afklaret internt; hvordan forholder vi os egentlig til det her? Trump gik 
bare ud og smadrede når der kom sager. Han har lige været ude en enkelt gang og sige undskyld, 
men ellers var modangreb hans taktik. 
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Appendix 6 

Crisis response and image restoration strategies 

6.1 Coombs’ (2015) ten crisis response strategies 
 

Crisis response strategies by posture  

Denial Posture  

Attacking the accuser The crisis manager confronts the person or 
group that claims that a crisis exists. The 
response may include a threat to use force 
(e.g., a lawsuit) against the accuser. 
 

Denial The crisis manager states that no crisis exists. 
The response may include explaining why 
there is no crisis. 
 

Scapegoating Some other person or group outside the 
organization is blamed for the crisis. 
 

Diminishment Posture  

Excusing The crisis manager tries to minimize the 
organization’s responsibility for the crisis. 
The response can include denying any 
intention to do harm or claiming that the 
organization had no control of the events that 
led to the crisis. 
 

Justification The crisis manager tries to minimize the 
perceived damage associated with the crisis. 
The response can include stating that there 
were no serious damage or injuries or 
claiming that the victims deserved what they 
received. 
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Rebuilding Posture  

Compensation The organization provides money or gifts to 
the victims. 
 

Apology The crisis manager publicly states that the 
organization takes full responsibility for the 
crisis and asks for forgiveness. 
 

Bolstering posture  

Reminding The organization tells stakeholders about its 
past good works. 
 

Ingratiation The organization praises stakeholders. 
 

Victimage The organization explains how it too is a 
victim of the crisis. 
 

 
Source: Own design based on theory from Coombs, T. (2015) Ongoing crisis communication. 
Planning, managing, and responding. Sage publications inc. University of central Florida, fourth 
edition. P. 145 
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6.2 Benoit’s (1995) five image restoration strategies 
 

Strategy Definition Variations 

Denial When using denial, the 
accused can both deny that 
he/she committed the act or 
that the act took place at all.  
The former may include 
reasoning as to how the 
accused could not have 
committed the act, as a 
means to reinforce one’s 
denial.  

It is possible to it is possible to reinforce 
one’s denial - a popular defense strategy 
in criminal trials is the alibi. The effect 
of an alibi is to provide evidence that - if 
accepted - denies that the defendant 
committed the crime. 
 
Additionally, the accused might attempt 
to shift blame of the act. This strategy 
may be more effective than simple 
denial, for two reasons. First, it provides 
a target for any ill will the audience may 
feel, and this ill feeling may be shifted 
away from the accused. Second, it 
answers the question that may make the 
audience hesitate to accept a simple 
denial: “Who did it?”  

Evading 
responsibility 

Those who are unable to 
deny performing the act in 
question may be able to 
evade or reduce their 
apparent responsibility for 
it. 
 

Scapegoating  - the actor may claim that 
the act in question was performed in 
response to another wrongful act, which 
understandably provoked the offensive 
act in question. If the other person 
agrees that the actor was justifiably 
provoked, the provocateur may be held 
responsible instead of the actor. 
 
Defeasibility - pleading lack of 
information about or control over 
important factors in the situation. Rather 
than denying the act occurred, the actor 
attempts to suggest that lack of 
information, volition, or ability means 
that he or she should not be held fully 
responsible for the act. 
 
Excuse based on accidents - We tend to 
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hold others responsible only for factors 
they can reasonably be expected to 
control. The accused attempts to provide 
information that may reduce his or her 
apparent responsibility for the offensive 
act. E.g. one might be late due to traffic. 

Reducing 
offensiveness 

May attempt to reduce the 
degree of ill feeling 
experienced by the 
audience. None of these six 
strategies denies that the 
actor committed the act - 
they all attempt to reduce 
the unfavorable feelings 
toward the actor by 
increasing the audience’s 
esteem for the actor or by 
decreasing their negative 
feelings about the act. 

Bolstering - Mitigate the negative effects 
of the act on the actor by strengthening 
the audience’s positive affect for the 
rhetor. Those accused of wrong-doing 
might relate positive attributes they 
possess or positive actions they have 
performed in the past. The amount of 
guilt or negative affect from the 
accusation remains the same, increasing 
positive feeling may help offset the 
negative feelings, yielding a relative 
improvement in the actor’s reputation. 
 
Minimization - Minimize the amount of 
negative affect associated with the 
offensive act. Convince the audience 
that the act is not as bad as it might 
seem.  
 
Differentiation - The rhetor attempts to 
distinguish the act performed from other 
similar but less desirable actions. The 
act may appear less offensive. This may 
have the effect of lessening the 
audience’s negative feelings toward the 
act and the actor. 
 
Transcendence - placing the act in a 
different or broader context. It can also 
be useful to simply suggest a different 
frame of reference. E.g. Robin Hood 
who steals, however, does good while 
doing bad. 
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Attacking one's accuser - If the 
credibility of the source of accusations 
can be reduced, the damage to one’s 
image from those accusations may be 
diminished. If the accuser is also the 
victim of the offensive act (rather than a 
third party), the apologist may create the 
impression that the victim deserved what 
befell him or her, attacking the accuser 
may tend to lessen the perceived 
unpleasantness of the action in question, 
again improving the rhetor’s reputation. 
It is also possible that attacking one’s 
accuser may divert the audience’s 
attention away from the original 
accusation, reducing damage to the 
rhetor’s image. 
 
Compensation - The person offers to 
remunerate the victim to help offset the 
negative feeling arising from the 
wrongful act. This redress may take the 
form of valued goods or services as well 
as monetary reimbursement. In effect, 
compensation functions as a bribe. 

Corrective action As a fourth strategy to 
restore one’s image, the 
accused vows to correct the 
problem. The accused might 
offer to take corrective 
action, and furthermore 
prevent that the act could 
reoccur. 

Restoring the situation to the state of 
affairs before the objectionable action. 
 
Promising to “mend one’s ways” and 
make changes to prevent the recurrence 
of the undesirable act. 

Mortification The accused may admit 
responsibility for the 
wrongful act and ask for 
forgiveness, engaging in 
mortification.  

A clear instance of mortification is to 
accept responsibility, acknowledge harm 
to others, express regret, ask for 
forgiveness and apologize for 
transgressions (Benoit, 2014). 
If we believe the apology insincere, we 
may choose to pardon the wrongful act. 
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It may be wise to couple this strategy 
with plans to correct (or prevent 
recurrence of) the problem, but these 
strategies can occur independently. 

 
Source: Own design based on theory from Benoit, W. L. (1995) Accounts, excuses, and apologies: 
A theory of image restoration strategies. Ch. 4 - A theory of image restoration. Pp. 63-95. 
 

6.3 Hearit’s (2006) apologia 
 

Apologia The term apologia might be easy to confuse 
with apology, however, they could not be 
more different in their implications. An 
apologia means to speak in one’s defense, 
and may include a counteroffensive. 
 
Apologia means to respond to organizational 
criticism by offering a vigorous and 
compelling defense.  
 
The definitive characteristic of an apologia 
is that it is a response to a “katagoria” – an 
accusation that constitutes an ethical attack 
on someone’s character. 

 
Source: Own design based on theory from Hearit, K. M., (2006) Crisis management by apology – 
Corporate response to allegations of wrongdoing. Lawrence erlbaum associates, publishers, 
Mahwah, New Jersey. Pp. 5-81.  
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Appendix 7 

Trump’s transcription 
 
Transcription of the audio recording of Donald J. Trump’s utterances that caused the ”grab them” 
crisis. 
Screenshot of a still picture in the video, retrieved February 4th 2017 
Link: http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-bush-transcript-20161007-snap-
htmlstory.html  
  

 
  
  
Donald Trump:  You know and -  
Unidentified voice: She used to be great. She’s still very beautiful. 
Trump: I moved on her actually. You know she was down on Palm Beach. I moved on her and I 
failed. I’ll admit it. I did try and fuck her. She was married. 
Unidentified voice:  That’s huge news there. 
Trump: No, no. Nancy. No this was— And I moved on her very heavily. In fact, I took her out 
furniture shopping. She wanted to get some furniture. I said, ‘I’ll show you where they have some 
nice furniture.’ I took her out furniture– I moved on her like a bitch, but I couldn’t get there. And 
she was married. Then all of a sudden I see her, she’s now got the big phony tits and everything. 
She’s totally changed her look. 
Bush: Sheesh, your girl’s hot as shit. In the purple. 
Trump: Whoa! 
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Bush: Yes. Yes, the Donald has scored! 
Trump: Whoa! 
Bush: Whoa, my man! 
Unidentified voice: Wait, wait you’ve got to look at me when you get out and be like ... will you 
give me the thumbs up? You’ve got to put the thumbs up. 
[crosstalk] 
Trump: Look at you. You are a pussy. 
[crosstalk] 
Unidentified voice: You’ve got to get the thumbs up. You can’t be too happy, man. 
Trump: Alright, you and I will walk down. 
[crosstalk] 
Trump: Maybe it’s a different one. 
Bush: It better not be the publicist. No, it’s her. It’s her. 
Trump: Yeah, that’s her, with the gold. I’ve got to use some Tic Tacs, just in case I start kissing 
her. You know I’m automatically attracted to beautiful — I just start kissing them. It’s like a 
magnet. I just kiss. I don’t even wait. And when you’re a star, they let you do it. You can do 
anything. 
Unidentified voice: Whatever you want. 
Trump: Grab them by the pussy. You can do anything. 
[crosstalk and chuckling]  
Unidentified voice: Yeah those legs, all I can see is the legs. 
Trump: Oh, it looks good. 
Unidentified voice: Come on, shorty. 
Trump: Oh, nice legs, huh? 
Bush: Oof, get out of the way, honey. Oh, that’s good legs. Go ahead. 
Trump: It’s always good if you don’t fall out of the bus. Like Ford. Gerald Ford, remember? 
Bush: Down below. Pull the handle. 

(Wigglesworth & Mason, 2016) 
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Appendix 8  

Trump’s Tweets and posts  

No. 1 
Trump’s first crisis response - press release 
Link: https://www.donaldjtrump.com/press-releases/statement-from-donald-j.-trump  
Screenshot from Donald J. Trump’s his official website retrieved March 3rd, 2017 
  

 
No. 2  
Trump’s second crisis response - video and transcription posted on Facebook 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/videos/10157844642270725/  
Screenshots from Facebook retrieved February 10th, 2017 
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No. 3 
Trump’s second crisis response - video posted on Twitter 
Link: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/784609194234306560  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved February 10th, 2017 
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No. 4 
Trump second statement - Facebook post, ‘like’ reactions  
Link: https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/videos/10157844642270725/   
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 10th, 2017 
 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 

No. 5 
Trump second statement - Facebook post, reactions 
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Link:https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/videos/10157844642270725/   
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 10th, 2017 

 

 No. 6 
Martin O'Malley's, 61st Governor of Maryland, reaction to Trump’s first crisis response 
Link: https://twitter.com/MartinOMalley/status/785287514940706816  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved April 22nd, 2017 
 
 

 
No. 7 
A Trump supporters comment to a post by Trump 
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Link:https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/photos/a.488852220724.393301.153080620724/101
57831445995725/?type=3&theater  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 27th, 2017 

 

No. 8 
Trump’s presidential candidate announcement  
Link: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/610838591242137600  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved April 30th, 2017 
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No. 9 
Number of Trump followers on Twitter 
Link: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved April 30th, 2017 
  

 
  
  
  
  

No. 10  
Number of Trump followers on Facebook  
Link: https://www.facebook.com/pg/DonaldTrump/likes/  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 30th, 2017 
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No. 11 
Number of Google searches for the phrase ‘locker room banter’ from the time period May 6th 2016 
to May 6th 2017 
Link: https://trends.google.dk/trends/explore?date=today%2012-m&q=locker%20room%20banter  
Screenshot from Google Trends, retrieved April 24th, 2017 
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Appendix 9 

Clinton’s tweets and posts 

No. 1 
Clinton’s first crisis response 
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/573340998287413248 
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved February 19th, 2017 
  

 
  

No. 2 
Clinton’s second crisis response - tweet redirecting to her second statement on Facebook 
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/641439786381770753  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved February 19th, 2017 
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No. 3 
Clinton’s second statement - Facebook post 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/hillaryclinton/posts/977596258963570  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 27th, 2017 
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No. 4 
Facebook reactions to Clinton’s second statement 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/hillaryclinton/posts/977596258963570  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 27th, 2017 
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No. 5 
Clinton’s second statement - Facebook post, ‘like’ reactions 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/hillaryclinton/posts/977596258963570  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 27th, 2017 
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No. 6 
Clinton’s second statement - Facebook post, ‘angry’ reactions 
September 9th, 2015.  
Link: https://www.facebook.com/hillaryclinton/posts/977596258963570  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 27th, 2017 
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No. 7 
Clinton’s reaction to Trump’s ‘grab them’ crisis 
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/784497331647422464  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved April 15th, 2017.

 

No. 8 
Clinton’s social media profiles are managed by her campaign team 
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/587353897779515392  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved March 2nd, 2017 
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No. 9 
Clinton’s presidential candidate announcement  
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/587336319321407488  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved April 30th, 2017 

 
  
  
 
  
No. 10 
Number of Clinton followers on Twitter 
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton  
Screenshot from Twitter retrieved April 30th, 2017 
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No. 11 
Number of Clinton followers on Facebook  
Link: https://www.facebook.com/pg/hillaryclinton/likes/  
Screenshot from Facebook retrieved April 30th, 2017 

 

No. 12 
A number of Tweets about Hillary after the public became aware of the case and before Clinton 
responded to this criticism. 
Screenshots from Twitter, all retrieved May 5th 2017. 
  

 

 
Link: https://twitter.com/search?l=&q=%40HillaryClinton%20since%3A2015-03-
02%20until%3A2015-03-04&src=typd  
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Link: https://twitter.com/search?q=%23HillaryClinton%20since%3A2015-03-
02%20until%3A2015-03-04&src=typd  
No. 13 
Twitter users reactions to her first crisis response  
Screenshots from Twitter, all retrieved May 6th 2017 

No. 13.1 

 
Link: https://twitter.com/jtLOL/status/575457987109638145  

No. 13.2  
  

 
Link: https://twitter.com/ProfPolySci/status/575474261676027904  

No. 13.3  
  

 
Link: https://twitter.com/HillaryDR22/status/575644822977015808  
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No. 13.4 

 
Link: https://twitter.com/CarlyFiorina/status/575389395794141185  

No. 13.5  

 
Link: https://twitter.com/mudflapsmom/status/581873153363734528  

No. 13.6 
  

 
Transcription of Clinton: I did not email any classified material to anyone on my email 
Transcription of Bill: I did not have sexual relations with that woman, Ms. Lewinsky 
Link: https://twitter.com/sgtbetsysmith/status/575437749320208385  


